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Introduction: Crag Finder 

 

 

Welcome to the Grampians, 

also known by its traditional 

name, Gariwerd. 

 

 

 

 

This is an early draft of Volume 3, for your proof-

reading pleasure.  Forward to come later. 

Steve Toal 

… 
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Introduction:  

Phone Numbers and Calls 

The country code for Australia is +61. 

Local Victorian numbers use the “03” area code, 

plus an 8-digit phone number. 

The leading zero of the area code is dropped when 

dialling from other countries e.g. +61 3 1234 5679. 

Call 000 for emergency. 112 is also recognised as 

the GSM standard mobile emergency number.

Acknowledgements: 

Michael Hampton. 
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Mt William Range 
Mount William (also known as Mount Duwil) is the 

highest peak in the Grampians, at 1167m.  There is 

a sealed road all the way to the summit, with the 

last 1.8km barred from car traffic.  Crags in this 

section are reached from this road. 

While the first few areas are well down in the val-

ley, the latter sectors are at an elevation of 600m 

and above.  With the change in elevation comes 

cooler temperatures, so factor that in to your plan-

ning - it can be more practical to climb on some of 

these crags on the warmer days as they can be sig-

nificantly cooler than Halls Gap (which is at 233m 

elevation). Similarly, winter days can be challeng-

ing and the summit road can sometimes be cov-

ered in snow, even if only for a day. 

 

add area map 

mt william summit: S37.29301, 

E142.60131
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Streamside 

      rating 
 

 12 minutes 30 minutes south OK none   

 

Streamside is a small cliff in the lower Bovine Val-

ley.  Although short (20m), the cliff is user friendly 

and cool in the summer months. During the wet-

ter months Bovine Creek can be clearly heard be-

low. Many of the routes need some cleaning. 

 From Halls Gap, drive 12.3km tbc south to 

the Mt William Rd and turn left.  About 300m up 

this road and before the road bends right there 

are two dirt side tracks on the left.  Lamborghini 

drivers might just park on the main road. Others 

can turn left at the first one of these (they join as 

a loop) and park whereever convenient.  

S37.24224 E142.54170  recheck, this looks too far 

N. 

  At the furthest part of the loop away from the 

road  map, a track leads off west-north-west 

through the trees, with the start marked by a 

rusted metal plate.  The track meanders a little at 

first then follows the right bank of Bovine Creek, 

before crossing it later. Follow this track for about 

15-20 minutes where the track splits (just before 

the 3rd stream crossing).  The right branch crosses 

the creek bed again (cairn on far side), but the left 

branch heads uphill to reach the cliff in about 10 

minutes.  Might be -37.247270, 142.553796 

The first climbs described here recheck with 

Schneckenpost etc are from the corner back left 

along a narrow ledge. There are double rap rings 

above Distributor Caps which service this section 

of the cliff. 

To the right of where the track meets the cliff is 

an obvious corner, this is Classic Corner. 

seq was R to L, reordered 

 

1. Book End   20m 19 

There are 2 corners just L of the arête and L end of 

the cliff, this starts up the second, left one. Up corner 

to move R into and above the first corner. Up face 

then tend L to finish. Sustained! Masa Ishibashi, Wayne 

Maher, Geoff Gledhill 3.3.17 

2. Schneckenpost 22m 20 

Quite sustained between rests, and only a couple of 

moves at the crux. Start: From the ledge at the LH 

end of the main face, at a steep pocketed wall with a 

green streak. 1) Up the steep jugs, tending L to a 

short splitter crack. From the top of the crack, move 

to the R along a wide ledge and up seam to finish 

up wide slot. Geoff Gledhill, Walter Braun 1.3.18 

3. Done And Dusted  20m 16 

Start at the V alcove, just R of Schneckenpost. Up this 

and the line above. Wayne Maher, James McIntosh  5.3.17 

4. Mountain Goat  20m 17 

2m R of Done and Dusted.  5m L of the eucalypt at a 

flake with twin incipient cracks above. Up to the twin 

cracks through bulge then line above to move L at 

small roof (on the L). Up corner crack and back R 

above roof past ledges to top. Geoff Gledhill, Wayne Ma-

her  9.11.16 

5. Great Expectations   20m   17 

3m L of Distributor Caps and 2m L of the small euca-

lypt. “At the weakness between Mountain Goat and 

Distributor Caps.” The crack line to top. Masa Ishibashi, 

Geoff Gledhill, Wayne Maher 3.3.17 

6. Distributor Caps  20m 17 

Satisfying climbing. 7m L of Classic Corner and 1m R 

of a small eucalypt on the ledge. Up line to move R 

into small L-facing corner near top of cliff. Geoff 

Gledhill, Wayne Maher 8.11.16 

There are rap rings at the top of this climb which can 

be used to descend from all climbs on this section of 

cliff. 

7. Classic Corner  20m 16 

Starts 10m R of where the track meets the cliff. The 

corner, which needs some cleaning! Geoff Gledhill, 

Wayne Maher  8.11.16 

All climbs are described as starting from the narrow 

ledge. 

The next climbs are down and around right from 

Classic Corner. 

8. Petals  25m 15 

Starts 20m down and R from Classic Corner, on the 

front of the compact orange wall. Up first cor-

ner/groove to twin cracks, then up and over blocks 

to rap station. Geoff Gledhill,  Walter Braun 23.11.17 
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9. Chock A Block  20m 17/18 

Starts at rib of rock 2m R of Petals.  Up over compact 

featured rock to first pro at 4m(?) then technical crux 

and up to overhangs with a chockstone lodged in 

the off-width on the R. Up this. Descend from rings 

on L – keep ropes away from the chockstone to 

avoid jamming.  Geoff Gledhill,  Wayne Maher  11.11.17 

10. Songs From Playschool  20m 14 

“Excellent for the grade”. 40m R of Chock A Block on 

the next orange wall. Up the front of the buttress on 

the right side of the central chimney/cleft. Geoff 

Gledhill, Wayne Maher 11.11.17 

11. Sunshine Satisfaction  15m  13? 

grade to be confirmed. Follow the track around to 

the R. This route is 15m up from the main track on 

the small east-facing featured grey wall. Central 

crack (3m R of the L arête). Geoff Gledhill,  Wayne Maher 

25.11.17 
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Lower Bovine Valley Cliff 

      rating 
 

 12 minutes 40-45 minutes south OK none   

 

 As for Streamside. 

 Continue east beyond Streamside for ten to fif-

teen minutes. 

1. Cracked Up 30m 14 

Much better than it looks. Start: At shattered corner 

with a prominent triangular roof above and to the L.  

Up the corner until it is possible to climb the arete to 

the first of two ledges. From second ledge take crack 

on R. Rap tat in place for descent. Geoff Gledhill, Walter 

Braun 2.3.18 

2. Counterbalance 20m 15 

Start: On RHS of prominent square gully about 1/3 

of the way along cliff. Climb the arete to rap station 

for Sandstone Stalagmite. Geoff Gledhill, Walter Braun 2.3.18 

3. Sandstone Stalagmite  20m 16 

The first ascent of the cliff. Start: At small pillar im-

mediately R of Counterbalance gully. Up pillar and 

move R to crack in stalagmite country. Step R and 

up blocky line to ledge. Geoff Gledhill, Wayne Maher 

24.11.17 

4. Elegance  25m 15 

Has some elegant moves on the crux. Start: On but-

tress immediately R of Sandstone Stalagmite, at gully 

on LHS. Up vague arete, then face into L facing curv-

ing corner. Finish up juggy weakness. Rap rings are 

in place which could be used for Counterbalance and 

Sandstone Stalagmite as well.  verify and then rewrite 
Geoff Gledhill, Walter Braun 28.4.18 

5. False Alarm  27m 16 

Plenty of alarming shattered blocks on this climb. 

Start at flake immediately R of Elegance. Up flake, 

then face to break in overhang. Move briefly into 

gully on R to get above overhang, then up arete on 

L. Geoff Gledhill, Walter Braun 28.4.18 

6. Anchor Man  25m 17 

Quite exciting at the top. Start: RHS of buttress to R 

of Elegance and False Alarm. Up weakness to mini 

roof, then L and onto face. Rap tat in place. Geoff 

Gledhill, Walter Braun 28.4.18
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The Battlements 

      rating 
 

 12 minutes 30-40 minutes south tbc tbc tbc  

 

The fact that this cliff had remained 

unclimbed until now would have to be 

one of the great mysteries of climbing 

folklore. The cliff, which is not the 

same as was inaccurately and previ-

ously named “Battlements” as written 

in the Baxter 1991 guide (and now 

properly described as The Seventh Dial 

in Volume 2 of this series), is approxi-

mately 1.5 to 2 kms in length (check) 

on the northern slopes of Bovine 

Creek. Much of the area is extremely 

loose and access is difficult. It is ad-

vised that climbing here be exercised 

with considerable caution. The cliff 

faces south and is in the shade all day, 

which makes this a perfect destination 

for the warmer months. The rock is a 

mixture of yellow and orange, varying 

from 30m to 70m in height. Between 

the pimply rubbish, there are some ex-

ceptional lines on good rock. 

 as for Streamside. 

 This is one of the nicest approach 

walks in the Grampians. Follow the 

walking track up the creek valley to 

the Streamside turn-off (15-20m 

minutes), stay R and cross the creek 

again, and continue until the track 

turns L and ascends steeply uphill.  The 

track meets the cliff then heads up R 

towards a gully (landmark).  S37.24748 

E142.55940  This is the same coordinate listed for 

Streamside.  10apr20: retrieved data from old 

GPS, the Streamside one is probably wrong, 

changed. 

The FA team noted the next route really needs a rap 

station on top. 

1. Pinnacle Traverse  45m 15 

Starts on the first small wall you meet where the 

track meets the cliff. This is 5m L of the R arête of 

the first of 3 pinnacles. The pinnacles are clearly seen 

if you head up R for another 40-50m. 1) 12m Up 

centre of wall to ledge. 2) 30m Continue up and 

over ledges and to the top of the further 2 pinnacles 

(stepping across a void between the 2nd and 3rd 

pinnacle). Reverse the top section of the last pinna-

cle to rap from ledge (from a sling)  Wayne Maher, 

Geoff Gledhill (alt)  15.3.17 

2. The Enhancer 60m 13 

nv A nice easy climb.  Start at the chimney between 

the 2nd and 3rd pinnacles of Pinnacle Traverse. 1) 

15m Up chimney. 2) 12m Up and traverse L to big 

clean corner. 3) 33m Up corner. Descend by walking 

L to edge of cliff, then into back of large gully until it 

is possible to scramble down. Geoff Gledhill, Walter Braun 

11.1.18 

3. Juggernaught 45m 17 

nv Has an exciting crux. Start at the bottom of the 

3rd pinnacle (R?) of Pinnacle Traverse. 1) 35m Up and 
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L to shallow corner, capped by a roof, in centre of 

yellow buttress. Climb corner and exit over bulge to 

R of roof (crux). Up blocky arete to belay where it 

meets headwall. 2) 10m Exit L then up. Descend as 

for The Enhancer. Geoff Gledhill, Walter Braun (alt) 10.1.18 

4. Forgotten Things 45m 16 

Start as for Juggernaught. Climb overhanging corner 

on R of yellow buttress, then up chimney to head-

wall. Continue as for Juggernaught. Geoff Gledhill and 

Walter Braun 28.2.18 

The next 3 climbs are slightly uphill from the main 

track, in the before-mentioned gully.  The face R of 

the gully, facing downhill, is Petrel Heads. 

5. Castellations  30m 18 

Start 25m L of Petrel Heads, the left of 2 recessed 

corners on the west facing wall on the R side of the 

gully. Up over easy ground to closed corner on L. Up 

this to top. Geoff Gledhill, Wayne Maher 16.1.17 

6. Easily Exposed 30m 13 

12m L of Petrel Heads. Start at crack 

immediately L of the left arête of the 

Petrel Heads face. Up cracks to ledge, 

move slightly R under the roof and up 

into corner above. Move back L 

across face and around arête. Up to 

ledge and double rap rings. Geoff 

Gledhill, Walter Braun, Wayne Maher 16.3.17 

7. Petrel Heads  30m 17 

Good climbing, but there’s a large 

semi-detached flake at half-height 

that is a worry.  You can avoid pulling 

on it but can’t avoid standing on it.  

Consider bringing a crowbar and have 

your belayer stand well clear (some-

where in Pomonal is good). Start 7m 

R of the L  arête on a large wall imme-

diately R of the gully.  This is about 

50m R of the pinnacles. Up toe of 

clean rock immediately below promi-

nent central corner high up. Straight 

up over flake and into corner and 

through bulges to top and rap sta-

tion. Geoff Gledhill, Wayne Maher 15.1.17 

8. *Absent Friends  30m 19 

The money climb on this section of 

the cliff. Start at the featured wall 2m 

to R of Petrel Heads. Up wall to hori-

zontal break then weave up devious line of bulges, 

corners and cracks. Traverse L to the top of Petrel 

Heads to descend. Geoff Gledhill, Walter Braun 1.2.19 

The next route is about 40m R of Petrel Heads. 

9. Frowning Then Smiling   55m 17 

Starts up the juggy wall on the R side of the re-

cessed wall area with the large triangular roof above 

it. 1) 27m Up juggy line R of R-facing corner, then 

crack in wall above. Move L to belay at tree in V cor-

ner.  2) 30m Up V corner to bottomless chimney, 

then on to 2nd rooflet. Move rightwards across wall 

and around arête. Up shallow corners and cracks to 

top and double rap rings. Masa Ishibashi, Geoff Gledhill 

(alt), Wayne Maher  1.3.17 

10. Frowning Then Smiling Direct  55m 17 

From the top of the initial wall, and the top of the 

pinnacle, step left and up shattered crack (which is a 
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corner coming out of the roof). ????to stance???con-

tinue to finish up original route. Geoff Gledhill, Walter 

Braun 16.3.17 

11. **Pisco Sour  60m 16 

56m R of Petrel Heads buttress at a large R-facing 

corner crack and line through roofs. This is 9m R of a 

large recessed wall. 1) 20m Up corner on L to closed 

corner above. Step R and up face, traverse back L 

below roofs to ledge on L. 2)  50m Straight up the 

crack line to top. Wayne Maher, Geoff Gledhill (alt) 14.1.17 

Above is a huge chock stone lodged in the gully. 

12. Crack City  30m 16 

nv 10m L of A Climb For Steve. From ledges follow 

the shattered rock to main corner. Up this to easier 

ground and ledge.  Traverse R-wards to rap (sling) 

on The Occasional Visitor face. Wayne Maher, James McIn-

tosh 4.3.17 

The track crosses a scrubby gully and hillside to 

meet the next buttress. The next climb is facing you 

on the left side of this buttress. 

13. *A Climb For Steve  28m 15 

For Steve Craddock.  Steep and more difficult than it 

looks. The crack up the wall (3m L of the arete) to a 

ledge with a large tree. Avoid pulling on the flake on 

the L.  Rap from chain+ring (25m). Wayne Maher, Geoff 

Gledhill 17.1.17 

14. *The Occasional Visitor   27m 17 

7m R of A Climb For Steve just past the L arête of this 

face at the blocks at ground level. Thin seam in wall, 

step left as difficulties increase. Up easier pimply 

rock to mantle onto ledge on L with small tree.  Rap 

from chain+ring. Masa Ishibashi, Geoff Gledhill, Wayne Ma-

her  3.12.17 

15. **Discarded Wings   35m 19 

Starts in V groove 5m R of The Occasional Visitor. The 

central line on this face. Descend via gully on R. Masa 

Ishibashi, Geoff Gledhill 28.2.17 

The arete R of Discarded Wings looks very good. 

16. Tracks  50m 18 

nv 70m R of the land slip are a series of corners. 

Start from a ledge to the R of these, and Immedi-

ately L of two huge chockstones in a gully.  L across 

ledge to a thin crack up the face just R of the arete 

on L. Up the crack to move over blocky terrain to a 

ledge on the L. Up the flake crack in the L facing wall 

to a belay ledge and rap. Kevin Lindorff, Wayne Maher, 

James Mcintosh 17.4.17 

The cliff line continues for 200-300m with many new 

route possibilities. 
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Bovine Cliff 

      rating 
 

 13 minutes 15-20 minutes north see notes tbc   

See also the front cover photo. 
Bovine Cliff is a long-forgotten but now rediscov-

ered outcrop some 40 metres high and 200 me-

tres long, with generally good orange rock and 

pronounced middle-grade lines. It overlooks Bo-

vine Creek from the north side of the Bovine Hills, 

in the valley between the Battlements and the 

ridge up which the Mt William road winds. It also 

provides an excellent outlook over the Fyans 

Creek valley and Lake Bellfield.  

Access to the cliff was originally by an old logging 

track that is so well overgrown as to be impassa-

ble in places. A track re-formed during 2016 that 

provides easy access.  This is a great crag for mid-

dle-teens trad climbers, especially on cooler days 

due to its mainly sunny aspect. 

The cliff faces north but a small number of routes 

get afternoon shade. The rock quality varies – 

many of the routes here needed a good clean 

prior to the FA but as most routes have been done 

ground-up they have a fair share of loose holds 

and blocks.  Fire damage has also caused some ex-

foliation.  Will clean up with traffic. As Geoff 

Gledhill put it, ‘take a crowbar’.  

 From Halls Gap, drive 12.3km tbc south 

and turn left on the Mt William Rd.  From the 

turnoff drive 4.7km to a right-hand bend where a 

small track leads off left into the bush. S37.25967 

E142.56750. You can park here just off the sealed 

road, or optionally drive up the track for 50m 

(4WD when wet) to off-road parking and a possi-

ble bush camp. 

 From here, head WSW, following pink tape, 

then up a spur.  From a flatter spot on the ridge 

the track heads across right following pink tape 

around the side of the ridge to the crag at 

S37.25583 E142.55994.  

Descent is by gullies at either end of the cliff, or 

rap from rings at the top of either The Gnomian 

Way (23m, cairned) or Shaky Flake (cairned, 

scramble down behind a tree with care, 29m). 

 When the track first reaches the cliff, a small 

clean buttress can be seen 10-12m up the hill to 

the left with (at present) a distinctive dead tree in 

a Y shape at the top. This is Block Off Arete. The 

first 3 routes start up there. Shade from early af-

ternoon. 

1. **Block Off Arete  26m 17 

Start 10-12m L and uphill of the first main buttress 

you come to.  Up short wide crack on the L side of 

the face, then climb the face on its R. Move L under 

the roof onto the arête (fiddly pro; try a gold cam on 

R) and up exposed moves to the top. Descend by 

going up and R and aim for the cairn above The Gno-

mian Way (rings).  Geoff Gledhill, Wayne Maher 23.9.16 

2. Give Me A Break  25m 14 

Takes the R side of the Block Off Arete buttress. 

Climb up the back of the cave to step L and continue 

up the line until it becomes a gully. Move up and 

back L onto the front of the buttress. Up steeply to 

the belay ledge (and dead tree). Geoff Gledhill, Wayne 

Maher 6.10.16 

3. Rain Of Little Terrors  20m 15 

Not verified. Where the track meets the cliff which is 

on the left side of the front of this buttress. Up tend-

ing R to below short steep crack in bulge.  Move 

around R and up to pass this then back L to next 

bulge. Gain short corner on L and up to ledge with 

tree (abseil) also on the L.  Wayne Maher, Geoff Gledhill 

21.7.17 

4. Conversations With A Gnome  28m 16 

Start from the R side of the buttress to the R of the 

cave. Afternoon shade.  Some shattered rock leads 

to a smoother wall, then finish up the crack to the 

top of the pinnacle. Scramble down and L across the 

void and up R to The Gnomian Way.  Geoff Gledhill, 

Wayne Maher 23.9.16 

There’s a possible new route just R of Conversations 

with a Gnome, then pull around R onto the wall 

above the roof. 

Now go back down to the track. 

Possible new route on L side of front of buttress. 

5. *Bresaola 30m 16 

Bovine, cured.  Good climbing up the front of the 

buttress.  Start at trackside, on the R side of the but-

tress about 1m before the track turns L and goes up-

hill.  Climb broken cracks on dark rock, then move 
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up and R to a steep smooth wall.  Scurry up on 

crimps around the bulge, head up then up a steep 

crack then belay just short of the top. Descend as for 

the previous route. Steve Toal, Paula Greene 14.10.16 

6. Crumblenaut   27m 12 

Not verified. 5m L of The Shortest Day. Up wall to the 

left of TSD, high runner then traverse L across wall to 

easier ground and up to ledge. Move R to arête 

which is on the L side of the triangular roof. Up then 

leftish to top. Wayne Maher, Geoff Gledhill  21.6.17 

7. The Shortest Day  27m 14 

Not verified 3m L of The Gnomian Way and L of the 

small corner. Up wall and then up into corner below 

the triangular roof. Move R and up finishing as for 

TGW.  Geoff Gledhill, Wayne Maher 21.6.17 

8. *The Gnomian Way  27m 13 

A pleasant wall. Starts 35m R of Conversations With A 

Gnome on a wall to the R of a gully. Step off block 

onto wall. Up this to ledge then climb up and L to 

below the small roof on the R of the two roofs. Move 

L and up the short corner line between the two 

roofs. Rap from rings (23m). Geoff Gledhill, Wayne Maher 

6.10.16 

9. Torero  30m 16 

Hard-looking start, and might be undergraded given 

the era and ascentionist. Initialled. Bottomless crack 

30m R of L end of cliff. Roland Pauligk, Peter Canning 

12.3.83 

10. Ponderosa  40m 14 

Marked with a faint square. Slabby wall 7m R of To-

rero, then up corner above tree. Roland Pauligk, Peter 

Canning 12.3.83 

WM: Although we started up the start of Beast Of 

Burden we believe that the rest of Ponderosa to be 

the hardest Gr 14 in the universe. The overhang was 

loose and desperate and the crack from behind the 

tree was a full on off width. 

 

11. **Beast of Burden 30m 19 

Very good with a steep terrific finish. Initialled “BoB”. 

Up wall 3m R of Ponderosa to diagonal crack. Up 

crack to ledge. Step R, then up wall over loose 

blocks. Steeply up the crack in the summit block. Ro-

land Pauligk 8.3.86 
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12. Humpy 30m 10 

Initialled. Climb jagged crack 5m R of Beast of Bur-

den, then up R-veering flake. Peter Canning, Travis Can-

ning, Scott Simpson 14.3.83 

13. **Shaky Flake  31m 17 

Steep and interesting the whole way.  Initialled. Up 

crack in black wall 17m R of Humpy, through over-

hangs, then follow crack/s. A fist-sized cam or two is 

handy.  Rap from rings (29m). Roland Pauligk, Peter Can-

ning 14.3.83 

14. **Puppet Direct  30m 18 

Takes the line of Puppet all the way up through the 

overhang to the top.  See front cover photo.  Karl Ost-

berg, Mei Ying Liew 5.11.16 

15. **Puppet  30m 14 

Sustained and varied.  Faint initial. Up crack 2m R of 

Shaky Flake to flake overhang. Left and up shallow V-

corner in orange wall to 2nd overhang. Turn this on 

R, then up juggy wall and over blocks. Roland Pauligk, 

Peter Canning, Ann Pauligk 11.3.83 

16. *Marionette  30m 15 

Start as for Puppet. Up Puppet to the flake overhang 

then pull R onto the wall and up to the roof.  Pull 

around the bulge on terrific jugs then up a smooth 

wall (crux).  Up then L up the final blocks of Puppet.  
Steve Toal, Paula Greene 5.11.16 

The steep crack which forms a direct finish to Mari-

onette has been seconded clean but not led at 

about grade 18-19. 

17. Searching  30m 15 

Messy detours and you’d wonder why. Starts as for 

Puppet. Up Puppet then move across to the crack in 

the wall to the R. Up this to the overhang, turn this 

on the R then climb the wall on the L of the arête. At 

about 2/3rds height increasing difficulties force a 

move around R into the gully. A couple of moves up 

this then back L and up steeply to the belay on Shaky 

Flake. Geoff Gledhill, Wayne Maher  20.9.16 

18. Hexe  40m 14 

Marked with a faint square. Climb corner 30m R of 

Puppet, then continue up crack. Roland Pauligk, Ann 

Pauligk 12.3.83 

19. Haps II  40m 13 

Marked with faint square and initial. Climb juggy 

wall 2m R of Hexe. Step R, move up, step back L, 

then up crack. Roland Pauligk, Ann Pauligk 14.3.83 

20. Wimps' Picnic  20m 16 

Initialled. Corner in arete 10m R of Haps II to orange 

wall. Up wall and step L on to block. Pass overhang 

on L. Veer up R over large block to ledge. Peter Can-

ning, James McIntosh, Martin Tatton 24.4.89 

21. The Cliff That Was Naughty  35m 21 

Up slabby wall 1m R of Wimps’ Picnic to R-facing 

corner. Step R and take crack through roof. Up. James 

Falla, John ‘from the UK’ 30.9.89 

22. See My Solicitor 35m 22 

nvFrom this vague description from a one-time 

guidebook editor I can only assume this is a variant 

finish to The Cliff That Was Naughty.  “Very near Moo. 

Cracks 3m R of CTWN.” Simon Mentz, Kevin Lindorff, Tony 

Marian 30.9.89 

23. Moo  15m 19 

Contrived and finishes only half-way up the cliff. 

Faint square on R facing wall, 1.5m R of a prominent 

corner. Swing up R 1m R of See My Solicitor, then up, 

veering L to thin crack below roof. Up to juggy 

break, then hand-traverse R on to ledge. Abseil from 

tree. James Mcintosh, Martin Tatton 24.4.89 

24. *Pilgrim II  30m 19 

Looks hard. Initialled. Up crack 2m R of Moo to treed 

ledge. Up L-hand diagonal crack, then up jugs. Roland 

Pauligk 15.2.86 

25. **Flasher  35m 16 

Very faint initial 'F'. Looks great, but the start needs 

cleaning (loose rock). The crack in the orange wall, 

20m R of Pilgrim II, 5m L of the arete. Up the arete, 

then veer R and up middle of buttress. Peter Canning, 

Ann Pauligk, Roland Pauligk 3.83 

There’s a possible NR up thin cracks between Flasher 

and the next arete. 
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The cliff line now drops down a bit. 

26. **Grin and Bare It  35m 17 

Another good line. Painted square and ‘grin’ motif 

10m down and R of Flasher, and cairned. Up juggy 

wall to shallow corner. Up V-crack, then R of arete 

and up twin cracks. Finish over huge blocks. Peter Can-

ning, Roland Pauligk 25.2.84 

27. Swanee  25m 8 

Up the chimney at R end of cliff. (The mighty cleft 

forming the L side of the detached pinnacle-buttress 

about 30m before the R end.) Travis Canning, Scott Simp-

son 14.3.83
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The Devils Towers 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes 5 tbc minutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

not verified. 

This collection of pinnacles and buttresses on the 

south side of Devil Creek is clearly visible from the 

Mount William road about 400m below the look-

out over Powerlines Wall. Park 200m before the 

lookout, head south across the (two) headwaters 

of the creek, then go down south side of creek to 

outcrops. Cliff faces northeast. GR 400735 

Looks like: -37.273394, 142.579011.  However 

that’s not “south of” the reference above. If it had 

said “park 1km before the lookout” it would all 

make sense.  Instead, park 400m before the look-

out, head west and follow the left side of the gully 

NW for ~340m. See map. 

Alternatively try further up the hill at -37.274844, 

142.577818. 

 

 

1. Love Muscle  28m 16 

Beware of loose rock. Cairned. Right-facing corner-

crack starting from about the lowest point of foot of 

cliffs. From scrubby ledge atop line, veer up right on 

front of buttress to top of pinnacle. Geoff Gledhill, Chris 

Baxter 10.4.98 

 

2. Skirt Dancing  30m 18 

Climbs major, slender pinnacle. Some loose rock. 

Cairned. Tricky start up weakness on front of rib 20m 

right of Love Muscle. Up and slightly right to ledge. 

From left end of ledge go up left to line. Up line to 

summit. Abseil off. Chris Baxter, Geoff Gledhill 10.4.98 
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Powerlines Wall (Middle Gap) 

      rating 
 

 20 minutes 5-10 minutes east  very good tbc   

A relatively large and easy to access cliff, this area 

became briefly popular during 2015 and boasts a 

number of worthwhile routes.  The cliff is scrubby 

and lacks strong lines, but some good climbing 

emerges in spots, and frequent horizontal breaks 

provide handholds and gear placements. 

Update: the car park and lookout has been closed by 

Parks, with high wire fencing installed, sometime 

over winter 2018.  Access was still possible but you 

needed to be careful to park off the road. The issue 

of climber access was raised via the VCC, but the 

SPA announcements in February 2019 made that di-

alogue irrelevant.   
The cliff was previously known as “The Mt William 

Road Cliff” but has been renamed to avoid confu-

sion with the rest of Mt William.  It is marked as 

near Middle Gap on maps, and is directly beneath 

some power lines that come up from the valley 

below. 

 From Halls Gap drive 12.3km tbc south on 

the main road to the Mt William turn-off which is 

well signposted.  Turn left and drive another 

7.5km up the windy road to a car park on the left 

with a fenced lookout.  S37.27719 E142.58550 

 From the right-hand end of the railing (looking 

out) a climber’s track leads right along the hillside 

then drops down and back left to skirt underneath 

the lookout and along the cliff.  A set of overhead 

powerlines provide a useful landmark, these are 

directly overhead of Nothing Money Can’t Fix. 

Cliff faces east and gets sun until early afternoon.  

GPS tbc 

 Gnome Wall/Avalanche Gully is the series of 

outcrops nearer the road, N of the car park and 

described separately below. 

The first 6 routes are on a compact orange face 

under the power lines, with a small roof at about 

8m.  This is just before the track turns R and heads 

downhill.  The first two routes start below two 

small R-facing corners that start a few metres off 

the ground, with a tree growing in the cliff up and 

L of the L corner.  There is another tree up above 

which is the abseil point for the first 5 routes. 

1. Wall Upon Wall  45m 14 

Starts 12m R of where the track first meets the cliff 

at a small slightly recessed grey wall just past the ini-

tial orange rock. Up grey rock and over overhang 

then wall above (crack on L). Then next steeper wall, 

finishing up at the top of the cliff line. Geoff Gledhill, 

Wayne Maher  4.4.15 

2. WM: There is now a new climb 13mts rt of Wall 

Upon Wall. Geoff has all the details. 
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Date was 8/10/2016 Gr? (16 – 17 ish?) Same height 

as previous climb finishes at the track at the top. In-

volved a series of short walls interspersed by ledges 

and stuff etc. 

Led by Geoff seconded again by me. 

> Geoff can’t recall, needs to see on site. 

3. Insulator   25m 17 

Starts 35m R of Wall Upon Wall and 4m L of Rock 

Lobster. Up face finishing through finger crack (or on 

the face to the L) to stance. Abseil chain across ledge 

to the R. Wayne Maher, Geoff Gledhill  4.4.15 

4. **Sisu 25m 16 

Thecrag gave it 2 stars.  tbc. Up Rock Lobster to first 

overhang. Step L above this and climb middle of 

face. Finish up corner on L. Glen Donohue, Wayne Maher, 

Bruce Somerfield, Andrew Webb 29.1.91 

5. *Rock Lobster 25m 15 

Start below the rightmost of two R-facing corners at 

the L end of the cliff, below the cables. Up face for 

8m, then L to main corner. Up to overhang and R 

under it to next corner. Up this to next overhang 

(part of large detached flake). L and up face to top 

of flake. Face above to ledge. Rap anchor on R. 
Wayne Maher, Graham Gittins 8.12.90 

A medium-sized tree that has broken off at 4m 

above ground provides a landmark.  Pritchards Bim-

ble starts 2m right of this.  TFSTB? 

6. The Turnpike From Stockbridge To Bos-

ton  28m  16 

Starts 7m R of Rock Lobster behind some trees. Up to 

hand crack then wall above directly up center of the 

wall above through steepenings (BR) to ledge and 

chain belay (rap point). James McIntosh, Geoff Gledhill, 

Wayne Maher, Steve Toal, Paula Greene 20.6.15 

7. Turnpike - Bimble Combo   28m   15 

Up TTFSTB until opposite the shallow corner on the 

right (has small hanging roof ). Move R into this and 

finish as for Prichards Bimble. Wayne Maher, James McIn-

tosh 24.5.15 

8. Prichards Bimble 25m 15 

Broken subtle corner 10m R of Rock Lobster and 2m 

R of tree. Through overhang, then corner on R 

(hanging block). Over bulge and up to ledge. Abseil 

from chains. Graham Gittins, Glen Donohue, Wayne Maher 

8.12.90 

9. Nothing Money Can’t Fix 25m 16 

Start 3m R (wayne says 8m) of Pritchard’s Bimble, be-

low the widest part of the roof above. Climb a small, 

right-facing corner to stance at 3m, then through a 

break in the roof to face. Veer L to tree belay. Geoff 

Butcher, Sam Azzopardi  9.6.96 

10. Painted Treasure 28m 15 

Start 2m R of Nothing Money Can’t Fix (1m R of its 

corner). Up heading R to blade of rock. R through 

bulge to face, then right-facing corner. L to tree be-

lay. Geoff Butcher, Sam Azzopardi 9.6.96 

11. Single-handed Veranda 38m 16 

From Painted Treasure head 5m R along a ledge then 

scramble up to small cherry tree at 10m (belay). 

Climb the face to twin, square-cut overhangs. Trav-

erse (right?) below both to lip, then face to large 

ledge. Abseil (double ropes) from tree 5m to R. Geoff 

Butcher, Sam Azzopardi 9.6.96 

The next route is about 70m right of Single-handed 

Verandah.  Take the track downhill until it reaches 

the cliff line again and reaches a couple of large 

stacked blocks.  Just past these the track scrambles 

up (cairns) and reaches some white rock that faces 

ENE and forms the left side of an amphitheatre. 

12. *Gothic Rock 70m 20 

Pitch two is sustained and excellent. The climb takes 

the cracked wall on the L side of the amphitheatre. 

Start from some blocks on the L of this wall, R of a 

rippled overhang. 1) 20mtbv Through vegetation 

and up shattered corners. R to big ledge at orange 

rock. 2) 50m R and up 3m. Follow weaknesses 

through bulges. Back R from L arete and up, finish-

ing by finger-crack. Wayne Maher, Glen Donohue 27.1.91 

13. The Rattler 100m 17 

Tackles impressive country in the middle of the am-

phitheatre. Loose and vegetated. From Gothic Rock, 

follow the track up and to a smooth white wall.  The 

start is marked with a chipped square and a 'P'. 1) 

30m Up wall below the L of two corners which start 

about 30m above the ground, towards the L side of 

the amphitheatre. Pass a big block and move L 

above the tree. Small stance 7m L of L corner. 2) 

35m Up corner and pass R of overhang. Climb to top 

of big ramp. 3) 35m (17) Steep corner on L of inset 

face. Scary. Keith Lockwood, Peter McKeand (alt) 1.6.74 
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 14. **Rainmaker 76m 21 

Great! Start 5m R of The Rattler, below a BR at 5m. 1) 

46m Climb the wall to large ledge. Climb the wall 

above, 1-2m R of the corner, and continue to hori-

zontal overhangs at the orange rock. Above, climb 

face to approach small stance from R. DBB. 2) 30m 

Wall and shattered, orange depression behind 

stance. Ignore dirty gully on R and step L to finish up 

face. Wayne Maher, Glen Donohue, Bruce Somerfield, Andrew 

Webb 29.1.91 

15. *Retreat in the Heat 110m 15 

Put up on a 39 degree day – a swim would have 

been a better option! Start about 30m R of Rain-

maker at small ledge at base of the cliff with a couple 

of trees and a R-facing orange corner above.  (The 

bolts of Fifty-Fifty are on the R face.) 1) 25m (15) Up 

the corner, moving R on side pulls. Take a few very 

small cams to protect the crux moves. Up corner 

moving L at small roof / big block. Through crack 

moving R on ledge and belay on 1m high pil-

lar/ledge just above small tree/bush at horizontal 

break (takes small-med cams). 2) 45m (15) Traverse 

L into corner. Up corner (a few XL cams are handy) 

until it eases. Scramble easily on loose ground to 

ledge below last orange wall and corner. 3) 40m (6) 

Up to ledge at base of wall. Traverse easily R (about 

15m) to big cool chimney. Up to top. (Better variants 

are possible to finish.) Josef Goding, Naomi Gibbs (alt) 

16.3.08 

16. **Fifty-Fifty 35m 18 

Not quite a sport route!  Steep climbing, mostly on 

good holds. So named as the second half is all trad, 

take a standard rack of cams and some wires.  Face 

4m R of Retreat In The Heat.  Up via 5 UB’s to the 

overhang and a 6th bolt.  Either pull R through the 

roof here on a good hold, or move further up before 

stepping R. Up crack (cams) to ledge (care pulling on 

loose block), then up easily to 2nd roof.  Step L 

around this to gain thin crack in L wall.  Up this to 

ledge (tree) and rings.  (30m rap).  Steve Toal,  Geoff 

Gledhill, James McIntosh, Wayne Maher 20.6.15 

17. Bombs Away 45m 17 

So named for the amount of cleaning during the FA, 

which kept belayer and spectators well away!  Start 

at the R end of the face, 4m R of Fifty-Fifty.  Up face 

on good holds to finger crack then step R around 
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(bushy) to below the roof.  Step L and through the 

roof then up corners above to tree and same rap 

station as for Fifty-Fifty (30m). James McIntosh, Wayne 

Maher, Steve Toal 21.3.15 

18. Midnight Express 130m 13 

Not verified. The first ascent of the cliff; named on 

account of the loose blocks encountered. Just a way 

up. R of Rainmaker are two huge, broken, scrubby 

gullies. The first one has a scree chute below it. The 

second one is bigger, angles up L, and is about 150-

200 m R of Rainmaker. Midnight Express starts 16m R 

of this one, at a broken 3 m eucalypt and below a 

large ledge with eucalypts at 50m. 1) (13) Climb the 

wall. Traverse L at overhang, up wall and L to little 

corner. Up corner, up L round loose overhang. 2) 

15m R to arete, up, then L to tree. 3) 40 m Rubbishy 

ramp. 4) 24m Up wall on R, then R along ledge to 

corner. 5) 20m Corner (loose). Chris Baxter, Michael Stone 

(alt) 29.12.72 

 

Gnome Wall 

not verified 
This is a small wall with nice rock above the main 

Mt William Rd cliff.  

 From the car park walk back down the road for 

approx 300m to the second set of reflector posts 

beside the road. Walk up a shallow gully (cairned) 

to the ridge and cliff top. Descend a small left 

leading gully with a compact red wall. This has a 

small pinnacle opposite the wall near the start of 

the climbing. 

 

1. Naughty Gnome    10m   6 

Starts 14m downhill from the top of the gully at a 

small buttress with a crack up the centre. (opposite 

the small freestanding pinnacle). Up.    Wayne Maher, 

James McIntosh  23.5.15 

2. Red Rattler  15m 15 

Starts 7m R of Naughty Gnome at a wall with 2 cracks 

up it. This is the right hand one. Up crack to V weak-

ness, follow the R one to bulge on the L. Step L and 

climb this. James McIntosh, Wayne Maher 23.5.15 

3. The Gnome Is Not Happy  15m 14 

Broken wall and cracks 6m R of Red Rattler. Up but-

tress and climb L side of final bulge. Wayne Maher, 

James McIntosh 23.5.15 

4. Winston Churchill Memorial Buttress     

20m 18 

Good sustained climbing up the centre of the grey 

wall  ???mts rt of The Gnome Is Not Happy. James McIn-

tosh, Wayne Maher   23.5.15 

 

Avalanche Gully 

not verified 

 From the car park walk back down the road for 

approx 300m to the second set of reflector posts 

beside the road. Walk up shallow (cairned) gully 

to ridge and cliff top. Descend a small left leading 

gully with a compact red wall. This has a small pin-

nacle opposite the wall near the start of the 

climbing. Alternatively the route across the top of 

the cliff from the car park will also eventually ar-

rive at the top of this gully. 

 

1. Chill Time  10m 6 

Starts 14m downhill from the top of the gully at a 

small buttress with a crack up the centre (opposite 

the small freestanding pinnacle). Up. Wayne Maher, 

James McIntosh 23.5.15 

 

Gnome Wall routes might fit in here. 

(seq) 

 

  
Above “Avalanche Gully,” the next two routes are 

25m further right along exposed ledges which 

lead to a featured wall split by two buttresses 

higher up. At the time of writing, there is a twin 

headed grass tree and small rock shelf at it’s base. 

The route (James route no1) [renamed??] goes 

straight up the buttress behind these. 

 

Quintessence   20m   15 

Starts 5m L of Green Nude Duck which is 25m R of 

Winston Churchill Memorial Buttress.  Up to small R-

facing corner then onto right side of small overhang. 

Step R and finish up wall above. Abseil tree on R. 
Wayne Maher, James McIntosh 12.12.15 

 

Green Nude Duck   20m   15 

Orange corners area 25m right of pre-

vious etc 
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Continue further 25mts along ledges to 

an area of distinctive orange rock with 

corners and crack lines. 

 

In A Crowded Hazy Bar   20m   18 

(10mt left of my route and 8m before a eucalypt.) Up 

left hand V corner then over bulge . Continue up to 

prominent V roof, pass this on the right. James McIn-

tosh, Wayne Maher 12.12.15 

James’s description is as follows: 
40m rt of WCMB Closed V corner 10m Left of Nuovo 

Paradiso the orange corner. Take lots of RP’s and 

micro cams. Up corner almost to horizontal tree. 

Move rt around arête then up and back left to tree 

and Abseil. 

 

Nuovo Paradiso    20m   18 

not verified. 10m?? R of In A Crowded Bar, at the last 

R-facing corner in this section of the cliff. ( just be-

fore next gully and just R of large eucalypt). The cor-

ner then slightly R over more ledges and finish up 

wide crack on R. Wayne Maher, James McIntosh 12.12.15 
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Bomjinna Falls 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbc minutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

not verified. 

 Park 200m north of where Liomin Castle walking 

track meets Mount William Road. Go east into 

scrub near second power pole down from summit 

car park. A cairn marks a rock arch 50m from the 

road. From arch, go over top of next knob and 

veer left to right end of cliff. Cliff faces northeast. 

Walking time 40 minutes. GR 410725 

This is probably at S37.285627 E142.596169 which 

looks like an orange cliff.  Waypoint as shown 

above.  Also looks like there’s a walking track to 

the base starting from the car park.  See map. 

There’s also another outcrop further N at 

S37.281980 E142.592279, this would be a closer 

match to the access note.  

 

1. Bonni Done 20m 19 

Groove in middle of bulging, orange wall 65m R of 

waterfall. Belay under overhang. Traverse L to abseil 

tree. Glen Donohue, James McIntosh, Nick Ping 7.3.98 

 

2. Bonni Lad 20m 16 

Thin crack in small, grey wall 25m R of Bonni Done. 

Step L to abseil tree. James McIntosh, Glen Donohue, Nick 

Ping 7.3.98 
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Mt William – Upper Cliff 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbc minutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

 

Not verified 

from thecrag, these descriptions ought to be 

checked against Baxter 1991. 

Also check full dates of FA from sources. 

NW end is about -37.288384, 142.595694 

SE end is about -37.291571, 142.600918 

 

The highest peak in the Grampians is not a winter 

destination. A long cliff line in a striking location 

but few strong lines. There are however a number 

of good buttresses with unexpectedly good holds 

and gear turning up on many of the faces. A num-

ber of good climbs are available [if you can locate 

them!]. The climbs around Conqueror and the 

Major Mitchell buttress are easy to find and are 

the best starting points for visiting the cliff. A lot 

of the original routes were very undergraded. This 

probably happened in the late 60s when the 

grades were translated from the old (and badly 

applied) English adjectival system to the Ewbank 

system of grading without anyone actually repeat-

ing the routes to see what grades they really 

were. 

Mt William is very much a summer cliff and is of-

ten much cooler than other cliffs even though it 

faces north. 

 From the Halls Gap/Dunkeld road take the 

Mt William road to the carpark at the locked sum-

mit road gate. The RH end of the upper cliff is visi-

ble above the carpark. Walk up the summit road 

to the 4th and last zig zag corner. I think an option 

would be to cut in from below. Depending where 

you want to go there are now two options. 

 Option 1. This is best for the climbs around 

Conqueror and from there rightward to Order of 

the White Elephant. From the 4th zig zag continue 

along the road for 15m. On your L is a scree slope 

get up onto this and find a cairned route. This 
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route initially keeps about 50m away from the cliff 

edge, after the first 100m it moves into quite clear 

and easy terrain and hits the cliff edge in little 

more than 5 minutes about 20m short of the ab-

seil chains above Marie. These abseil chains are 

over the cliff edge and it is advisable to connect in 

with a sling before setting up the abseil. 2x50m 

ropes required (45m abseil). Gear up at the top 

and abseil down to climb. 

 Option 2. This accesses the area from the Major 

Mitchell Buttress rightwards and back L as far as 

Lower Orders. For these climbs head out on a 

faint track from the last zig zag to the cliff edge 

40m away. If you walk R (facing out) along the cliff 

edge for 30m you will arrive at a descent gully. 

There are 2 abseil bolts a few meters down in the 

gully. A single 50m rope will get you down from 

here (25m abseil - If preferred this gully can be 

scrambled down and back up with some diffi-

culty). From the foot of this gully the Major Mitch-

ell buttress is about 20m R. Or you can pick your 

way left from here on a rapidly improving pad to 

get to the area around Conqueror. 

 

1. Your Worst Nightmare  75m 16 

Good luck finding this. Start: South of the summit is 

a lot of cliff. This route is in a large amphitheatre ac-

cessed from the first prominent saddle south of 

summit area. Start 5m L of prominent spur. 1) 25m  

Through scrub and up broken corner to ledge and 

tree on R. 2) 20m (16) Offwidth and squeeze  chim-

ney. 3) 30m (16) Move 4m R then up wall. Traverse R 

then up and L. Up through scrub to major spur di-

viding amphitheatre. Graham Gittins, Wayne Maher (alt) 

13.2.93 

 

2. Montague  61m 18 

A long way L of the other routes, look for a groove 

line starting high on the cliff [it has some bright 

green lichen on the left wall high up but this doesn't 

stand out as much as it did 40 years ago!]. It is a V 

groove leading to an overhang then a steep R facing 

groove up the headwall. It is not however easy to 

find. I recently repeated it thinking I was on a new 

route, and as I had done the first free ascent of it in 

1978 I should have had some idea what it looked 

like.  

1) 39m (12) Pick your way up broken walls and 

ledges to below the groove with the lichen. 2) 22m 

(18) Up line to groove, up this to ledge. Corner to 

roof then R (crux) to groove and up around over-

hang. Michael Stone, Chris Dewhirst (alt) Rein Kamar (one aid) 

16.12.72 FFA Philip Armstrong 1978 

 

3. Queen Ann  44m 10 

Nothing royal about this. Start: Below a buttress with 

a distinctive triangular roof. 1) 22m (10) Up broken 

rock into corner and up to small stance. 2) 13m (10) 

Chimney to small ripply wall. 3) 9m (10) Chimney L 

of wall to top of pinnacle. Up wall to top. Rob Taylor, 

Daryl Carr (alt) 12.10.66 

 

4. Brace and Bit  45m 16 

The variant finish is the preferred way to do the 

route.  R of the QA buttress is a buttress distin-

guished by a 1m wide overhang just below its top. 

This overhang has a couple of lines though it to-

wards the RH side. 1) 25m (16) Up thin shallow 

cracks towards RH side of buttress moving L to foot 

of deep crack. 2) 2) (?) 20m Deep cracks tending R. 
Jerry Maddox, Philip Armstrong (alt) 7.5.78 

 

5. Brace and Bit Variant  15m 18 

An exciting finish and the obvious way to do the 

climb. 2a) (18) From half-way up pitch two, follow 

crack L and jam up to and over overhang. Philip Arm-

strong, Richard Curtis 26.1.80 

 

6. Bloody Mary  88m 15 

Start: Next buttress R of B&B. I haven't been able to 

identify this route. 1) 22m (15) Corners on L wall of 

buttress. 2( 36m Up crack for 5m, traverse L to cor-

ner chimney and up. Rein Kamar, Bob Connell (alt) 29.12.72 

 

7. The Ego Trip  45m 8 

Pitiful. Start from end of terrace L of Stage Fright. 1) 

36m (8) Broken line to tight chimney, up. 2) 9m (8) 

Chimney crack on R. Alan Gledhill, Geoff Gledhill (alt) 

12.11.72 

 

8. Stage Fright  45m 17 

Big line 13m R of The Ego Trip, originally described 

as a 'proud corner' it actually looks like a steep 

grotty gully...and what do you know, when you climb 
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it that is just what it is. Chris Baxter, Geoff Gledhill, Julie Tul-

loch, 18.2.73 

 

9. Tweedle Dee  45m 15 

Start as for Stage Fright. 1) 30m (12) Up the loose 

rubbish of SF for 6m then into and up subsidiary line 

on R. 2) 15m (15) Corner to overhang. A fraught fol-

lowed by a terrifying swing R on loose blocks and 

up. Geoff Gledhill, Michael Stone (alt), Alan Gledhill 11.11.72 

 

10. Banksia  39m 13 

Not bad but a bit mossy. Start 7m R of Tweedle Dee. 

Has a prominent square and initial “B”, making it a 

good landmark. 1) 18m (12) Climb corner to ledge. 

Veer L and climb crack beside detached pinnacle. R 

and up crack to small stance. 2) 21m (13) Nice 

moves around overhang then line. Ann Richardson, Jerry 

Grandage (alt) 12.10.66 

 

11. *Free Bird 60m 20 

Excellent positions. Start 3m R of Banksia. 1) 25m 

(20) Up wall then R around arete. Up corner a few 

moves then back L around arete and up wall to 

ledge. Step R and climb thin crack to exit R to block. 

2) 35m (18) Wall then finger crack to roof. Step R 

and up line to step R to ledge. Finish up crack. Kevin 

Lindorff, Rod Young 7.5.78 

 

12. *Fedallah 47m 22 

A dramatic line and an atmospheric climb which is 

best completed by the Direct Finish. Start at the ini-

tialled corner 9m R of Free Bird. 1) 18m (15) Corner, 

over overhang and up crack to sentry box. 2) 13m 

(22) Up corner and flakes moving L to a small stance 

under roof. 3) 8m (15) Up crack then step R to slop-

ing ledge. Up to small terrace. Peter Jackson, Ian Guild 

(alt) 22.10.66 (all pitch two was aided). FFA Peter and Kevin Lin-

dorff 1978 

 

13. **Fedallah Direct Finish 15m 18 

3a) Go straight up without moving R.  Peter Lindorff, 

Kevin Lindorff 1978 

 

14. *Harpoon 50m 19 

The excellent crack [which the abseil route goes 

pretty much straight over] on the 2nd pitch links to-

gether sections of existing climbs to give an exciting 

route finishing at the abseil bolts. 1) 18m (15) As for 

P1 of Fedallah. 2) 32m (19) Up the corner to the 

bulge, step out R and up to the ledge above the 

bulge. Traverse boldly out R to the thin crack, up this 

exiting L at the top. Step back R and up to join the 

top corner of Marie. Peter Cody, Philip Armstrong (alt), Jerry 

Maddox 1.4.12 

 

15. **Kiss of the Spider Woman  50m 20 

Very unlikely looking wall climbing which looks very 

poorly protected. Sustained. Start 2m R of Fedallah. 

1) 25m (20) Up face to short corner which leads to 

overhang. Swing R onto steep slab then make a dra-

matic move L to a hanging slab. Up and L to join Fe-

dallah for 2m. Where that climb swings L continue 

up line to stance below overhangs. 2) 25m (20) 

Short corner to roof. Move L and pull up R around 

lip in exciting situation. Follow line up R to join Ma-

rie, finish up this. Stephen Hamilton, Chris Baxter 16.12.90 

 

16. *Marie  47m 17 

Two clean, varied and enjoyable pitches which de-

serve to be popular. There are abseil chains at the 

top. 2x50m ropes required. Start at a crack 4m R of 

Kiss of the Spider Woman and 3m L of the prominent 

corner of Conqueror. 1) 25m (17) Climb crack, when 

it stops above steep wall step R and climb Conqueror 

for 4m to sloping ledge on L. 2) 25m (17) L-facing 

corner above. A nice pitch of jamming and bridging. 
Stephen Hamilton, Chris Baxter (alt), Gary Schmidt 12.3.90 

 

17. Conqueror 47m 16 

A solid undertaking up a powerful line. Originally 

graded 11! Possibly the hardest route led by a 

woman in Australia in 1966. Start at the initialled 

corner 3m R of Marie. 1) 26m (14) Corner to ledge. 

2) 21m (16) Up the R-hand line (L-hand one is Marie) 

with some steep and awkward moves. Jerry Grandage, 

Ann Richardson (alt) 22.10.66 

 

18. *Rameses II 45m 18 

Start as for Conqueror. 1) 25m (18) Up Conqueror a 

few metres then R and up unlikely looking wall to ar-

ete and V corner. A hard start to the corner then R 
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and up to small ledge. 2) 20m (14) L of 3 lines. Kevin 

Lindorff, Philip Armstrong [alt], Tony Dignan 20.1.78 

 

19. Nails 46m 19 

Dirty, loose and poorly protected. Start 8m R of Con-

queror. 1) 26m (19) Corner to overhang (very loose 

flake), R to nose then up to and up groove. 2) 30m 

Flake and corner, L under overhang and up groove 

easing. Chris Dewhirst, Michael Stone (alt) 5.11.72 (one aid). 

FFA Stephen Hamilton, Nick Tapp 22.3.92 

 

20. *Swarm  50m 19 

Although it initially struggles to stay out of Snake, P1 

gives good climbing on good rock. P2 isn't bad de-

spite some loose stuff. Start 7m R of Nails. 1) 25m 

(19) Climb groove to overhang, L under this [crux] 

then up next groove stepping R to ledge below roof. 

2) 25m (18) R along ledge, climb corner to ledge on 

R. Up thin crack above to exit onto unstable ledge. L 

on this then up crack, veer up L to arete and follow it 

to an unexpectedly difficult conclusion. Stephen Hamil-

ton, Chris Baxter 16.12.90 

 

21. Snake  50m 13 

There is a large gully/groove between Swarm and Ex-

calibur. Snake, Pilgrim and part of Swarm go into this 

gully. Some time in the 80s there was a massive rock 

fall in this gully when a huge detached flake high on 

the cliff which was originally part of Pilgrim and 

Snake along with a large part of the gully/groove 

lines above and below it, fell down. Everything in the 

gully itself where Pilgrim originally started is very un-

stable and covered in loose shattered rock. Only the 

first pitch of Snake has survived, after which you will 

need to continue up one of the harder finishes. Start: 

Initialled crack 1m R of 'Swarm' 1) 15m (13) Up wide 

crack to nose, swing R and up to ledge.  2)?  Brian 

Oates, Barbara Gillespie 22.10.66 

 

22. Pilgrim 47m 18 

Due to the rockfall the described route is an amal-

gam of 3 old routes giving a route on mostly solid, 

protectable rock. Originally started in the gully 

around the corner, but this is now best avoided. 

Wide crack 1m R of Swarm. 1) 15m (13) Up wide 

crack to nose, swing R and up to ledge. Up to block, 

climb crack behind block to ledge below overhangs. 

This is the same belay as for Swarm. 2) 35m (18) 

Traverse R to short corner, up this [crux] then trav-

erse R on unstable ground to solid crack on R wall of 

groove. [Continuing up the thin crack above the crux 

is P2 of Swarm]. 3) 20m (14) Up the steep crack (top 

pitch of Despondency). Michael Stone, Chris Dewhirst (alt) 

12.11.72 

 

23. Despondency  49m 14 

Awful first pitch. At the R edge of the gully/groove 

line R of Swarm is a large detached pinnacle. 1) 34m 

(14) Up the R side of the pinnacle then R ward into a 

series of short corners leading to a ledge below a 

steep exit crack. 2) 12m (14) Crack and chimney.  Alan 

Gledhill, Geoff Gledhill (alt), Michael Stone 11.11.72 

 

24. Excalibur 49m 16 

20m R of Swarm. Marked with a white square.  The 

climb starts up a fairly obvious crack/seam above an 

overhang which was originally graded 11. Not a bad 

route with the variant finish. 1) 23m (16) Up the un-

dercut crack for about 5m. then make an ascending 

traverse L across steep wall and up to ledge. Up 

short wall to ledge at base of chimney. 2) 26m (10) 

Chimney to ledge and large block. Move R around 

block and finish up short crack. Daryl Carr, Rob Taylor (alt) 

22.10.66 

 

25. Excalibur variant 47m 16 

A better way to do Excalibur. Interesting climbing on 

both pitches. 1) 18m (16) Start as for Excalibur but 

belay at the first ledge. 2) 29m (14) Climb the little 

corner on the R to the overhang. Pull R ward 

through overhang then step back L. Up to roof, step 

L to finish up Excalibur’s chimney. Philip Armstrong, Jerry 

Maddox (alt) 27.10.11 

 

26. *Yesukai 42m 17 

Originally erroneously described as starting up Twee-

dle Dum, it takes the attractive shallow corner 15m R 

of Excalibur which the first ascent party must have 

assumed was the corner TD started up. edit. Clean 

and steep, with some unexpectedly good holds and 

excellent gear. Up corner, move out L when it ends 

and up to overlap. Above this traverse R [crux] to 
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crack near arete. Up this to ledge [possible belay] 

then R and up 2 short walls. Rod Young, Kevin Lindorff 

7.5.78 

 

27. Tweedle Dum 45m 14 

Initialled TD. About 22m R of Excalibur, and 7m R of 

Yesukai are a pair of short corners just R of some 

roofs. Up the RH corner to a ledge, rising traverse L 

ward for 3m then up short wall to ledge. Up wide 

crack, then short walls, cracks and gullies to top. Alan 

Gledhill, Geoff Gledhill 5.11.72 

 

28. Dorothea Jordan 45m 19 

Start: As for Tweedledum. 1) 14m (14) Up short corner 

to ledge. Rising traverse L ward for 3m then up short 

wall to ledge [This pitch is as for Tweedle Dum which 

then continues up the wide crack above]. 2) 12m 

(19) R to corner, up this to roof. R around roof and 

up to ledge. 3) 19m (18) Up crack and steep seam in 

wall behind, then another short wall and a corner on 

the L to the top. Philip Armstrong (P1&2) Jerry Maddox (P3) 

27.10.11 

 

29. Mitchell's Carpenter 47m 8 

I have no idea where this route is. It was described 

as starting 5m R of Tweedle Dum. But nothing with 

this grade or description goes up there. “50m L of 

Order of the White Elephant”?  1) 18m (8) Crack, exit 

R at overhang. Up L past overhang. 2) 18m (8) Crack, 

R to ledge. 3) 11m (8) Chimney Tom Banfield, Keith Woo-

ward 1972 

 

30. Tolpuddle  45m 15 

Start at the bushy ledge beneath Upper Crust, 10m R 

of Tweedle Dum. 1) 30m (15) From L end of ledge 

head easily up and L a few meters to a ledge. Up 

short corner on R to roof, step out R and up line 

around bulge to ledge. R and up short crack to large 

ledge. 2) 15m 15 As for Upper Crust. Philip Armstrong, 

Jerry Maddox (alt) 15.4.12 

 

31. *Upper Crust 40m 17 

Steep and enjoyable face climbing. Start 10m R of 

Tweedle Dum, a seam/crack up an attractive wall. Ini-

tialled [altho' you can't see the initials from the track 

thanks to some bushes]. 1) 25m (17) Follow seam. 2) 

15m (15) Short walls and crack. Philip Armstrong, Jeremy 

Maddox (alt) 11.3.06 

 

32. Order of the White Elephant  35m 17 

Start: 15m R of Upper Crust is a L facing corner, ini-

tialled. A worthwhile outing at the grade. 1) 20m (17) 

L facing corner then overhanging crack to sloping 

ledge. R to sentry box, then crack to ledge. 2) 15m 

(17) Cross crevasse and up wall to steep R tending 

seam in headwall, up this (route originally exited off 

L). Greg Aimer, Chrissy Freestone 10.4.94.  P2 added by Philip 

Armstrong, John Stone 20.11.11  

 

1. 20m Left-facing corner 50m right of Mitchell’s 

Carpenter, then overhanging crack to sloping ledge. 

right to sentrybox, then crack to ledge. 2. 15m Cross 

crevasse, then wall tending left. Greg Aimer, Chrissy 

Freestone. 10.4.94 

 

33. Silly Billy 35m 15 

About 30m R of Order of the White Elephant is a but-

tress with a band of steep orange rock across its 

base. Scramble up to the RH edge of this band. 

There are some massive detached blocks on P1 

which you have to pull over, in retrospect I wouldn't 

recommend it. 1) 18m (15) Up RH crack over two 

bulges to a seam. Up seam until it steepens, step L 

and up to ledge. Up and R to ledge next to chimney. 

2) 17m (15) Up chimney and crack Philip Armstrong, 

Jerry Maddox (alt) 5.1.12 

 

34. Lower Orders 40m 19 

Start: Approx 50m R of Order of the White Elephant lo-

cate a short steep buttress with an initialled thin 

crack leading to a bulge. (This is about 70m L of the 

major Mitchell Buttress) 1) 20m (19) Crack then up 

and R through bulge. 2) 20m (17) Up to and up ob-

vious crack which is a good deal more awkward than 

expected.  Jerry Maddox, Philip Armstrong [alt] 30.12.04 

Approx 50m R of the buttress with the prominent 

pinnacle locate a short steep buttress with a thin 

crack leading to a bulge. [This is about 70m L of the 

King Billy Buttress]  

 

35. Major Mitchell's Cup of Tea  33m 19 

Good. Start: The buttress directly below where you 
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reach the cliff. There is a distinctive boulder/pinnacle 

at the L edge of the face. 1) 25m (19) Up line behind 

pinnacle, trend R through small overlap into R hand 

seam. Up this to sentry box, exit R and up through 

bulge to ledge. 2) 8m (16) Step out R from ledge to 

finish up steep crack. [Can be avoided but is a lot of 

fun] Greg Aimer, Chrissy Freestone, 28.3.94 

Major face and seam right of descent gully (near The 

Milkshake). Scramble to boulder on belay ledge, 

then thin seam for 2m to diagonal flake. Up left to 

seam and roof, then 1½m right to crack. Right from 

sentry-box to bulging wall with ledge on left.  

 

King Billy 18 

I now believe that my route King Billy 18 is a repeat 

of Greg Aimer’s Major Mitchell’s Cup of Tea 19 Philip 

Armstrong 

 

Mitchell’s Cup of Tea, 2nd Pitch 19 

The short second pitch which we did to Major Mitch-

ell’s Cup of Tea appears to be new. 19 is a fair grade 

for Major Mitchell’s Cup of Tea which is quite a nice 

route. 

Philip Armstrong, Peter Cody 

 

 

36. Major Mitchell's Fan Club  28m 16 

From top of pillar, 4m R of Major Mitchell’s Cup of 

Tea. Steep wall, short flake then L hand seam. Greg 

Aimer, Chrissy Freestone, 10.4.94 

Seam 3m right of Major Mitchell’s Cup of Tea, then 

right to left-facing corner.  

 

36a Mrs Jordan 16 

“From top of pillar, 4m R of KB. Steep wall, short 

flake then L hand seam. Philip Armstrong, Chris Arm-

strong, Jeremy Maddox 13 March 2005” 

- I believe this is a repeat of Greg Aimer’s Major 

Mitchell’s Fan Club 17. - Philip Armstrong 

We cleaned a fair bit of loose stuff off of Major 

Mitchell’s Fan Club before climbing it and it is prob-

ably now 16 rather than 17. Philip Armstrong 

 

37. **Royal Bastard 28m 19 

Excellent, sustained climbing. Start 4m R and 8m be-

low Major Mitchell’s Fan Club. Easy square cut chim-

ney to ledge on L (possibly better to start from 

here). The surprisingly frantic groove and seam exit-

ing R-ward to finish up short cracks and steep head 

wall. Jerry Maddox, Philip Armstrong 14.5.05 

 

38. *William Who? 27m 17 

Nice varied climb. The next buttress R of the King 

Billy buttress has a steep bushy gully in the centre 

(about 10m R of Royal Bastard). 1) 12m (17) The 

clean arete just R of the gully moving R when the 

angle eases to belay on ledge. 2) 15m (16) Corner 

then out R to finish up steep line. Jerry Maddox, Philip 

Armstrong (alt) and Chris Armstrong 13.5.05 

 

39. House of Hanover 33m 19 

Start 3m R of William Who. Wide crack to ledge be-

low overhang. Follow good crack around overhang 

and R-ward up steep wall then back L-ward to finish 

as for WW. Philip Armstrong, Peter Cody 24.11.07 

 

40. Last Will 18m 11 

About 10m R of William Who starting on top of the 

platform 8m higher. Take crack up R side of short 

pillar and continue up through bulge to foot of large 

chimney. Climb R arete of chimney. Philip Armstrong, 

Chris Armstrong, Jerry Maddox 14.5.05 

 

41. HMS Valiant 24m 17 

Enjoyable face and arete. 40m R of House of Hanover 

is a buttress with an orange seam towards its L side, 

a few meters L of a deep line with 2 wide cracks up 

it. Steeply up seam until it ends at horizontal break, L 

to arete, up just R of arete to ledge. Line just L of ar-

ete to top. Cairned. Philip Armstrong, Peter Cody 24.11.07 

 

42. Earl of Munster 10m 12 

40m R of HMS Valiant (and clearly visible from the 

top of it) is a steep jam crack up the R wall of a gully. 

About 6m L of Little Willy. Philip Armstrong, Peter Cody 

24.11.07 
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43. Little Willy 16m 21 

Strenuous and pushy. On the front of the face 

around R of Earl of Munster. The thin seam on the L 

side of buttress which has wide cracks on its R side. 

At 10m step L to avoid a small corner leading to a 

dubious boulder. Stephen Hamilton, Peter Woolford 7.4.91 

 

44. The Milkshake 30m 12 

The original description said 'A track from the car 

park crosses the cutting near the N end and goes NE 

to the ridge. From the start of this track above the 

cutting go S to cliff above car park, L of 3rd gully'. So 

the climbs are somewhere on the cliffs visible from 

the car park? Who knows? 1) 12m Climb corner 7m L 

of middle chimney [Dodo] 2) 13m Corner to scrubby 

ledge. 3) 5m (12) L front of boulder. Tom Banfield, Laurie 

Doe, D. Delves (var) 3.1.72 

 

45. Hello Sailor 36m 5 

Start 2m R of The Milkshake. 1) 21m (5) Front of L 

corner of buttress. 2) 15m (5) Short wall, scramble to 

next face, climb R crack.  Laurie Doe, Steven Pinder 3.1.72 

 

46. Dodo 36m 8 

Start 5m R of Hello Sailor. 1) 21m (8) Chimney. 2) 

15m (5) As for HS. Laurie Doe, Keith Woodward 27.12.71 

 

 

From VCC web site: 

 

MT WILLIAM - UPPER CLIFF 

This buttress has very easy access for this cliff [no 

scrub bashing], is clean and has good rock. Walk 

up the Mt William Summit road about 800 metres 

to the 4th and last switchback. A rough track leads 

to the cliff top 30m away. Descend by abseil. 

 

47?? King Billy IV 33m 18 

Good . The buttress directly below where you reach 

the cliff. There is a distinctive boulder/pinnacle at the 

L edge of the face. 25m Up line behind pinnacle, 

trend R through small overlap into R hand seam. Up 

this through bulge to ledge. 8m Step out R from 

ledge to finish up steep crack. Philip Armstrong, 

Chris Armstrong 27 February 2005 

I now believe that my route King Billy 18 is a repeat 

of Greg Aimer’s Major Mitchell’s Cup of Tea 19 - 

Philip Armstrong 
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Mount William - Lower Cliff 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbc minutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

An extensive but fairly nondescript cliff with few 

continuous lines. The best sections are found at 

both the R hand and L hand ends of the cliff. The 

RH is close to the track and car park. Unfortu-

nately the walk to the LH end is a bit of a night-

mare. Even though it is flat and probably no more 

than a kilometer the rough ground and thick low 

bushes make it very unpleasant country to trav-

erse, taking a good hour or more to get to the 

Monkey Business area. This is a pity because there 

are more good routes still to be done down this 

end.  explore rapping in from the top!  or use LH 

descent gully.  See GM.  Approx -37.28776, 

142.59824 

 tbc 

 From the Mt William car park follow the 

Bomjinna Track. This climbs slightly but then de-

scends through the lower cliff line, 

arriving at the RH end of the cliff in about 5 

minutes. The climbs are described from R to L re-

versed as you reach them from the track. Descent 

is something of a problem for any route from Just 

a Dream leftward. It is preferable to find some 

sturdy trees and abseil. Otherwise you have to 

find your way R ward along the top of the cliff to 

find the track. This is more difficult and unpleas-

ant than you might expect. 

 

1. Monty Python  70m 10 

Massive L facing corner 90m L of Indian Giver. 1) 

38m (10) Grassy, lichenous corner passing broken 

area on L then up chimney. 2) 32m (10) Up chimney 

exiting R to corner. Finish up tight chimney above. 
Geoff Gledhill, Alan Gledhill (alt) 14.10.72 

 

2. Indian Giver  58m 16 

Start 40m L of Anaconda. 1) 24m Scramble up to be-

low big, dirty, L facing corner. Up vegetated corner 

crack. 2) 24m Dirty crack to alcove. 3) 10m (16) 

Struggle up narrow chimney on R. This route sounds 

better and better each pitch! Bob Connell, Michael Stone, 

Chris Baxter (alt), Rein Kamar 28.12.72 

 

3. Acaconda  63m 7 

Originally described as an impressive corner chim-

ney line. Sounds pretty awful. Start: The SE 'Grampi-

ans' Guide says 300m L of Lactic Buildup and 20m L 

of a boulder choke at the foot of the cliff. The origi-

nal description said 250 yards [230m] L of the de-

scent gully. Look for a massive corner/chimney up 

high. Supposedly initialled. 1) 35m (7) Up very 

scrubby broken rock to the foot of the chimney 2) 

17m (7) Chimney passing inside of chockstone. 3) 

15m (7) Up. Rob Taylor, Jerry Grandage (alt) 23.10.66 

 

4. *Valkyrie  58m 19 

Good exciting climbing. Unfortunately the first bulge 

(originally aided) is grades harder than anything else 

on the route. The grade drops to 16 if you chin on a 

nut. Start 30m L of Lactic Build-up. On the L side of 

the distinctive overhanging red buttress is a crack 

with a chockstone at 10m. The line leads to a re-

cessed, overhanging red wall. 1) 27m (19) Over over-

hang and into groove. Up to ledge on L. Up a few 

moves then traverse R to foot of corner. Up. 2) 12m 

(15) L on ledge to corner, up. 3) 12m (14) R and up 

sloping line to bulge. R across slab (descending 

slightly) and up break above. 4) 9m (12) R and up 

wall 3m, back L to ledge, up. Chris Dewhirst, Michael 

Stone (alt, one aid) 4.11.72.  FFA Tony Dignan 1978 

 

5. The Flying Circus  75m 13 

Bushy. Start as for Lactic Build-up. 1) 42m (12) Up LB 

for 10m to overhang. L to main bushy line and fol-

low it up R to terrace. 2) 18m (13) 5m R to corner. 

Up. 3) 15m Up bottomless chimney. Geoff Gledhill, Alan 

Gledhill (var) 5.11.72 

 

6. Lactic Build-up  23m 13 

Nice. Start 5m L of Just a Dream. desc? Peter Cunning-

ham, Glenn Donohue, Kelvin Longhurst, Andrew Webb 19.12.84 

 

7. *Just a Dream  60m 20 

A good sustained 1st pitch and a very steep crack on 
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the top one. Start about 120m L of Snuffy. Look for a 

thin crack and shallow L facing corner up steep or-

ange/red rock [see photo?]. 1) 25m (19) Up sus-

tained line to steep exit. 2) 15m (10) Up easily to 

large terrace. 3) 20m (20) Very steep crack to a try-

ing exit.  Philip Armstrong, Dave Maclean 29.1.80 

 

8. *Monteverdi  58m 19 

Supposedly pleasant but not sustained. If I could 

ever find it I would like to find out for myself. Start: 

Scramble up from L to ledge 20m L of Jumping Jack. 

Cairned. I think the cairn was placed by the editor of 

the SE 'Grampians' guide who thought that he had 

found the right line and decided to mark it. I have 

had a lot of trouble over the years trying to find this 

route. Three times over the past 30+ years I have 

been to the cliff and failed to locate it. The cairned 

line vaguely matches the first pitch description but it 

lands you on a ledge below a large very rotten but-

tress wide roof with no breaks in it. It was not possi-

ble to pass R of it [as the description says] either. I 

don't believe this is where the route goes.  

1) 39m Climb L facing corner, pass R of the bulge. 

Belay on second ledge above capping overhang. 2 

19m (19) Line and corner. Michael Stone, Chris Dewhirst 

[alt], Rein Kamar 16.12.72 

 

9. Jumping Jack  25m 18 

Start 60m L of Snuffy. 1) 10m (18) Scramble up on L 

of buttress L of pinnacle to ledge below orange roof. 

Up corner then R to stance. 2) 15m Up broken cor-

ner, traverse L 4m then up thin corner to stance be-

low closed crack. Traverse R and climb first gully. Ab-

seil from tree. Peter Cunningham, Kelvin Longhurst 9.12.84.  

FFA Stephen Hamilton, Nick Tapp 22.3.92 

 

10. Derek and the Derros  25m 14 

Start: Yet to be located. Possibly 2m L of 'Snuffy'. Up 

tiered corner L of pinnacle (which is 30m above the 

ground). Traverse L below roof then up steep broken 

ground. Abseil from tree. Derek Vissor, Wayne Maher 

9.12.84 

 

11. *Snuffy  55m 15 

Nice enough. Start 50m down and L of Starlets & 

Harlots. A L facing corner on front of a pinnacle. 1) 

30m (16) Up corner over a few bulges then R to 

large ledge. 2) 25m (12) Up gully and into chimney 

on L. Up this. Michael Stone, Keith Lockwood [alt] 9.3.74 

 

12. **Starlets and Harlots  47m 19 

The first 2 pitches are very good, the 3rd is just a 

way off. Start 50m L of where the track reaches the 

cliff is a major L facing corner. CB91: Climb the ma-

jor, L-facing orange corner (landmark) with the 

tiered roof, 50m L of R end of cliff. 1) 20m (17) Up 

the corner to belay below roofs. 2) 12m (19) L 

around stepped roofs. A couple of final wild moves 

get you around an arete from where you can move 

up to a ledge below the final roof. 3) 15m (15) L un-

der roof and up mossy rock in the corner. Wayne Ma-

her, Derek Visser 1.4.84 

 

next 3 routes are the first 3?  (L to R) 

13. *Last Train to Clarksville  18m 18 

Excellent short route. 30m L of Monkey Business is a 

saddle between the main cliff and the back of a 

lower wall/pinnacle. On the main face is a lovely 

looking crack. Face to neat clean crack line, up this. 

Abseil descent down gully to right. Peter Cody, Philip 

Armstrong 12.10.08 

 

14. *Monkey Business  45m 19 

Another nice looking crack line. Start 30m L of An-

other Pleasant Valley Sunday at the top of the step. 

Thin crack up L side of attractive wall. 1) 25m (19) 

Up thin crack exiting L. 2) 20m Up and R to follow 

line. Descend as for APVS. Kevin Lindorff, Peter Lindorff 

[alt] Peter Jacob 02.78 

 

15. *Another Pleasant Valley Sunday 52m 17 

Eye catching crack line. About 1km L of the RH end 

of the cliff there is a steep step between the cliff and 

a subsidiary buttress possibly -37.291731, 

142.603730, making it 700m L of RH end.. 30m R of 

Monkey Business. Locate a pair of cracks up a steep 

wall [landmark lines], this climb takes the LH one  

(pic). Start at the foot of the step which leads up to 

Monkey Business. 1) 12m (10) Up to left end of ledge 

below cracks. 2) 40m (17) Up and R into impressive 

crack line, up this to ledge, then short steep chimney 

to top.  Descent from this end of the cliff is difficult 
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since the fire has killed all of the large trees. We 

went L about 80m and scrambled down to a small 

tree from where a 50m abseil reached the ground.  
Peter Cody, Philip Armstrong (alt) 12.10.08 
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First Wannon Wall 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbc minutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

not verified. 
An obscure area with very long access, this cliff is 

unlikely ever to be popular. There has been one 

recorded visit. From the Mt William track follow 

the Major Mitchell Plateau walking track to 

campsites on the First Wannon Creek (up to two 

hours). -37.320952, 142.588585  The cliff is on the 

south side of the creek 15 minutes scrub-bashing 

downstream. possibly -37.319961, 142.580642  

The climbs are on the section of cliff between the 

two small creeks cutting the cliff. 

Cliff faces north. Walking time 2 hours 15 

minutes. GR 399682 

An alternative access from the east is: drive to 

Moyston then turn R onto the Moyston-Dunkeld 

Rd. Follow this for 9.9km until a cross-road which 

is about 1km after the rd bends left/south.  Turn 

right here onto the Mt William Picnic Ground Rd 

and follow it for 8.2km (bear 

right at 870m) past Kalymna 

Falls campground and to its 

end.  At 8.2km it may be pos-

sible to turn R here and follow 

it another 650m until it ends 

at a walking track that heads 

up and west onto the high 

ground and a junction.  Turn 

left onto the main GPT and 

follow it for about 1.2km to 

the First Wannon Camp or 

(better) branch off 200m ear-

lier (when the track swings 

left) and bash down into the 

creek. 

It may be shorter to come 

more directly from east of Po-

monal via Long Gully Road 

(towards Grampians Paradise 

camping), right on Redman 

Rd, left on Mitchell Rd but the 

driving would be slower. 

Long approaches, obscure 

routes with names too long to 

fit my column widths – a 

guidebook editor’s nemesis! 

 

1. Life, the Universe and Everything  45m 17 

Very loose. 1) 25m (17) Groove to ledge. 2) 10m Up 

and R. Traverse around arete to corner. 3) 10m Up 

easily. Wayne Maher, Derek Visser (alt) 31.3.84 

 

2. A Short Outing for an Arapiles Mollycod-

dled Baby  25m 18 

Line up middle of pinnacle at head of valley on N 

slopes. (On wall facing hillside.) Derek Visser, Wayne Ma-

her 31.3.84 
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Serra Range 
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Back of Beyond 

      rating  

 tbc minutes tbcminutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

p21 rockscans 

not verified 
An area of some potential (for walking as much as 

climbing) this is the ‘battleship prow' of cliffs N of 

Solar Ridge. Park as for that cliff. Follow  a jeep 

track N and then NE and even E as it swings up 

very steeply before giving up the ghost (the track 

that is). Continue up perhaps 40m, then begin 

what is basically a long sidle N (small, intermittent 

cairns) to arrive with any luck atop the N-facing 

section of this cliff. There are occasional descent 

possibilities but it may be better to continue (E) 

up sharply-rising cliff-top. A landmark is a large 

flattish slab of rock leading to cliff edge immedi-

ately before what is clearly a major corner (Old-

Fashioned Corner). Slab is undercut by an enor-

mous ceiling. To climb here, descend this corner 

by abseil. Cliffs face NNE. Walking time one and a 

quarter hours. GR 335722 

This is probably at -37.286083, 142.508824.  Ap-

prox 1.2km E of the Henham Track.  Looks like lots 

of potential, but remote. 

1. Small-town Gossip 20m 15 
Bottomless corner, then cracks, 4m L of arete L of 

Take A Chance. Ross Taylor, Peter Canning 3.11.91 

 

2. Take a Chance  20m 13 

Flake on face R of major corner near L end of cliff. 

Up to and past dangerous flake, then face L of bushy 

corner. Wayne Maher, Glen Donohue 3.11.91 

 

3. Sheep Weather Alert  20m 17 

Up L across face to short corner 15m L of Another 

Time. Up break in conglomerate bulge. Wayne Maher, 

Glen Donohue 3.11.91 

 

4. Another Time  21m 15 

Cracks just L of My Angel In Harlem. Finish up vege-

tated V-groove. Ross Taylor, Peter Canning 9.11.91  
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5. My Angel in Harlem  21m 12 

Shallow corner and thin cracks 4m L of Even Blanker. 
Ross Taylor, Peter Canning 3.11.91 

 

6. Even Blanker  22m 19 

Wall 1m L of Kitsune. Finish up Kitsune. Wayne Maher, 

Glen Donahue 3.11.91 

 

7. Kitsune  22m 16 

Brilliant wall climbing. Continuous difficulty and pro-

tection. Wall 1.5m L of Holly Tree; move slightly L in 

the middle and finish up a short crack. Geoff Gledhill, 

Chns Baxter 3.11.91  

 

8. Holly Tree  22m 15  

Crack, then wall, 3m L of Beggars and Choosers. Wayne 

Maher, Glen Donohue 3.11.91  

 

9. Beggars and Choosers  22m 10 

R of one of two cracks up middle of wall, 6m L of 

Opium Of The People. Wayne Maher, Glen Donohue 3.11.91  

 

10. Opium of the People  25m 16  

Face-climbing on beautiful holds. Perhaps 200m up 

L from Old-Fashioned Corner and immediately L of 

more large overhangs is a merely vertical wall of 

clean grey rock, giving an amazing series of surpris-

ingly amenable climbs. Descend this wall by abseil. 

OOTP is on the R extremity of this. R up short ramp 

to short yellow corner. Exit R and up wall on breaks. 

Veer back L to ledge. Step L and up wall. Geoff Gledhill, 

Chris Baxter 3.11.91 

 

11. Young Men in Spats  20m 14 

Another good one. Tricky wall, crack, then steep 

groove 4m L of Old-Fashioned Corner. Chris Baxter, Geoff 

Gledhill 3.11.91 

 

12. Old-Fashioned Corner  20m 12 

Exactly; great stuff. Cairned. Geoff Gledhill, Chris Baxter 

3.11.91 

 

The buttress on the next ridge north seems to 

have an impressive S-facing wall.  -37.282160, 

142.513497.  Approaching from Henham Track is 

1.8km
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Solar Ridge 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbcminutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

This small, north-east-facing cliff is a sun-trap of 

considerable potential despite its insignificant 

height (15 metres) and relatively remote setting. 

It is about a kilometre long but difficult to see 

from the road. It bisects the large basin immedi-

ately north of Green Gap Pinnacle. Yes, it's an-

other Wayne Maher secret cliff.  

 Park on the Henham Track at the first per-

manent creek ford north of the Eldorado track, 

which is 2.7 kilometres to the south. 

 (This is as for the approach to Green Gap Pinna-

cle.) Follow the overgrown Jeep track south-east 

for 200 metres, then head south-east through 

moderate scrub to reach the right end of the cliff 

(from above) after 15 minutes. 

The first climb is a further ten minutes' walk to 

the left along the cliff, on a smooth wall with 

cracks just beyond orange roofs and corners. 

Cliff faces north-east. Walking time 20 minutes. 

Climbs are described 

from the right. GR 330710 

Numbered L to R.  To be checked. 

JG has ref S37.29621° E142.50237°.  Looks right, 

try parking on Henham track at or near -

37.289903, 142.496170 and heading SE. 

 

The following climbs are up to 30 minutes walk 

along the cliff-top from right end of cliff (where 

first four climbs described in guidebook are). Pass 

a cairned gully, then a broad scrubby section, be-

fore reaching a cairned descent at far (east) end. 

Numbered L to R 

 

21. A Day In The Life 15m 17 

Up middle of wall 13m L of Solarplexed and 36m R of 

Slip, Slop, Slap. Up R over conglomerate bulge, pass-

ing right of bulges. Veer back L and up steeply. 
Wayne Maher, Glen Donohue 1.12.91 
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22. Solarplexed 15m 15 

From block 10m L of Moonshine and on an orange 

wall below overhangs, traverse L to arête and climb 

it. Glen Donohue, Wayne Maher 1.12.91 

 

23. Moonshine 15m 12 

50m L of the descent is a wall with two corners. Shal-

low corner in arête L of chimney and R of another 

corner. Glen Donohue, Wayne Maher 1.12.91 

 
 

18. Pandora’s Box 18m 20 

Steep and fierce. Up first (of a pair) V-corner on or-

ange wall 7m L of The Long March, then L under 

overhang and up wall steeply. Peter Canning, Glen 

Donohue, Wayne Maher, Ross Taylor 1.12.91 

 

 

 

19. The Long March 13m 15 

Stepped and roofed corner 50m L of Liquid Sunshine. 

Pass R of first roof and L of second one. Ross Taylor, Pe-

ter Canning 1.12.91 

 

1. *Liquid Sunshine  15m 18 

About half-way along the cliff-line and 10-15 

minutes L of the descent route near Slip Slop Slap 

and Soul’s Midnight the cliff breaks down for 30m, 

followed by orange walls. LS is the L one of two ma-

jor lines, 80m L of the broken area, and has an off-

width section. Wayne Maher, Glen Donohue 20.7.91 

 

20. **Pumped To The Point Of Panic 18m 20 

Excellent, technical climb; possibly best on cliff. First 

of two prominent cracks on first wall 40m L of Soul’s 

Midnight and 22m R of Liquid Sunshine. Starts as fin-

ger-crack. Wayne Maher, Glen Donohue 1.12.91 

 
 

2. The Gravel Road 15m 21  

Start 10m L of Lorraine. Up crack until it peters out, 

step R to start of separate crack. Up it. Dave Robson, 

Glen Buchanan, Louise Doig 16.7.00 

 

3. Lorraine 15 m 12 

Corner 50m L of Momentary Lapse of Reason and 2m 

R of off-width. Graham Gittins, Wayne Maher 19.5.91 

 

13. Break In Hostilities 12m 15 

Crack above broken jug 11m R of Lorraine. Warwick 

Wright, Ray Thomas, Stuart Willis 11.6.94 

 

4. Blue Leprechaun 15m 14  

12m L of SS (Sexy Sickle I think – care, could be Sun-

day Sun) is water-runnel-corner/hand-crack starting 

2m off the deck. Glen Buchanan, Dave Robson 12.8.00  

 

 

5. Sexy Sickle 15m 18 

Start 3m L of Momentary Lapse of Reason. Up crum-

bling conglomerate to clean rock, then up to stance 

on flake. Follow flake to its top. Up. Glen Buchanan. 

Louise Doig, Dave Robson 16.7.00 

 

 

6. Momentary Lapse of Reason 15m 16 

Cracks and flakes 2m L of Sunday Sun. Wayne Maher, 

Graham Gittins 19.5.91 

 

7. Sunday Sun 15m 17 

Thin crack 7m L of Eclipse and just R of broken line. 
Graham Gittins, Wayne Maher 19.5.91 

 

8. Eclipse 15m 18 

The second crack on the wall described above ? is 

lipped and 9m L of a distinct corner. Wayne Maher, Gra-

ham Gittins 19.5.91 

 

9. Fallen Masonry  15m 16  

Start 5m L of corner mentioned in South-eastern 

Grampians (5m R of Eclipse). Up finger-crack until a 

mantel brings you to a blank wall. Louise Doig. Luke 

Heaps, Dave Robson 12.8.00 

(Eclipse is the third crack along the wall from the 

corner, not the second as mentioned in SEG guide; 

FM is the first.)  

 

walk.. 
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10. Soul's Midnight 15m 8 

Corner L of Slip Slop Slap. Glen Donohue, Wayne Maher 

20.7.91 

 

11. Slip, Slop, Slap 15m 16 

The first one of a pair of clean corners five minutes 

walk past Lorraine is L-facing and requires an under-

cling to start. Wayne Maher, Glen Donohue 20.7.91 

 

 

added from rockscans: seq tbd 

Zigzag 17m 18  

There is a R-leading diagonal to arete from edge of 

cave underneath corner described in SEG guide. Up 

this to arete, up groove on arete, step L to face and 

up. Dave Robson, Glen Buchanan 12.8.00  

(Unnamed) 15m 18  

There is a direct line going straight up, crossing di-

agonal in the middle, up scary-looking flakes to re-

join Zigzag for its final moves. Louise Doig, Luke Heaps 

12.8.00  

 

Fire in the Hold 17m 20  

Start from block in cave 2m R of, and around arete 

from, Zigzag. Twin seams to first bulge. Hold on L al-

lows hard moves to gain rest before final bulge. Step 

R following curving seam through bulge to gain hor-

izontals and over bulge. Crack above seam. Glen Bu-

chanan, Louise Doig, Dave Robson 12.8.00 

 

17. The Last Crusade 18m 16 

From blade of rock against face 25m L of Pandora’s 

Box, climb arête on left of wall, then crack. Ross Taylor, 

Peter Canning 1.12.91 

 

16. Blowfly 18m 15 

Start 5m R of The Last Crusade at blade of rock sup-

porting cliff. Up to block that forms short R-facing 

bottomless corner. Over and up. Geoff Gledhill, Wayne 

Maher 6.6.92 

 

15. *Solar Wind 18m 16 

Up middle of clean wall 4m R of Blowfly, keeping L of 

weaknesses at top. Wayne Maher, Geoff Gledhill 6.6.92 

 

14. English Channel 12m 11 

Distinctive off-width mentioned in guidebook. Ray 

Thomas, Warwick Wright 11.6.94 

 

12. Commando Assault 15m 16 

Easy crack above acrobatic start 38m right of where 

cliff breaks down. Warwick Wright, Ray Thomas, Stuart Willis 

11.6.94 

 

11. Code Name Z 15m 10 

Z-shaped corner-crack 10m right of where cliff 

breaks down. Stuart Willis, Ray Thomas, Warwick Wright 

11.6.94 

 

10. Nook 15m 6 

Pox. Small corner, then step right to arête on first lit-

tle buttress ‘where the cliff starts to build up again’. 
Warwick Wright, Ray Thomas, Stuart Willis 13.6.94 

 

9. Honourable Discharge 17m 17 

Corner with roof at half-height several easy corners 

left of start of upper cliff. Left under roof.  Crack. War-

wick Wright, Ray Thomas, Stuart Willis 13.6.94 
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Burnt Shirt Buttress 

   
 

   rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbc minutes  tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

To reach this orange wall, walk up ridge from the 

Henham Track to Green Gap Pinnacle for 20 minutes 

to second rock outcrop, then traverse 200m across 

hillside. 

Looks like: -37.30066, 142.49435 

thecrag indicates -37.30054, 142.49424 

 

1. Washed Out  25m 17 

Start 4m L of I Can Smell Something Burning at twin-

trunked tree. Up twin cracks, bulges, then traverse 

right to finish up ICSSB. Glen Donohue, Andrew Webb 

7.6.92 

 

2. Burnt Offering  15m 11 

Up corner L of I Can Smell Something Burning, veering 

R. Geoff Gledhill, Wayne Maher  7.6.92 

 

3. I Can Smell Something Burning  18m 15 

In middle of main orange wall. Up bulges over ap-

parently detached block and sharp flake-crack to V-

mantel, then up. Wayne Maher, Glen Donohue, Geoff Gledhill 

7.6.92 
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Green Gap Pinnacle 

      rating 
 

 33 minutes one hour tbc tbc tbc tbc  

The routes on the pinnacle itself are among the 

finest long climbs in the Grampians, mostly on ex-

quisite, grey rock. The isolated setting is magnifi-

cent, too, and the pinnacle one of the most inter-

esting natural features in the Grampians. How-

ever, because of the access, Green Gap Pinnacle is 

rarely visited and is likely to remain the preserve 

of only the keenest. The name 'Green Gap Pinna-

cle' is misleading - the cliff is several kilometres 

north of Green Gap. (Alan and Geoff Gledhill, the 

first to climb in the area confused the location of 

the pinnacle in relation to Green Gap when they 

named it Green Gap Pinnacle.) 

The Gledhills first climbed in the area, in 1969. 

Four years later, Geoff Gledhill introduced Chris 

Baxter to the area, and the pair climbed The 

Golden Handshake. Baxter liked what he saw and 

returned in November 1973 with Keith Lockwood 

and the then innocent neophyte Ed Neve. The trio 

set to work on the massive line of Caveat Emptor 

despite the fact that it seemed to peter out in im-

penetrable overhangs. A prolonged and desperate 

siege ensued, which involved devious route-find-

ing and judicious use of aid above a staggering 

void as night drew in. A freezing bivouac on the 

summit (as a result of which Neve's virtue was 

subsequently called into question) was the best 

outcome they could hope for under the circum-

stances. Apparently in search of more of the same 

Neve returned the following year with Lockwood 

to bag the superb Sweet Sixteen and in 1988 - by 

then a veritable old man - Lockwood arranged for 

Steve Monks to lead him to glory on Eagle But-

tress. 

A new track was established 2017.  From 

Halls Gap head south.  From Brambruk, the Serra 

Rd is reached on the R at 22.8km.  Turn R here 

and follow this good dirt rd up over a saddle then 

about 2km down to reach Henham Track on the R.  

This is subject to winter road closures. 

If open turn R and continue another 8.2km (the 

road bends R then L again) to a point about 150m 

before the creek crossing where the track starts.  

The start is at a small bulldozed incursion, next to 

a small slab that you drive over, and with a cairn. 

S37.28929, E142.49203. 

 The track starts at the bulldozed incursion and 

follows pink tape and cairns across the hillside. 

Waypoints at: 

S37.29171 E142.49399 (GG02) 

S37.29728 E142.49571 (GG04) 

S37.29832 E142.49686 (GG06) 

S37.29860 E142.49698 (GG09) 

from this point looks best to head across and to -

37.29973, 142.49855 which is lower down the hill 

towards the creek, then to -37.30439, 142.49984 

where it looks like a scree slope.  Continue along 

to -37.30626, 142.50040 where it should be possi-

ble to see the routes. 

A scree slope is crossed just before reaching the 

pinnacle's north-west corner (and Green Gap Pin-

nacle Arete). The pinnacle is not easily visible from 

the Henham Track. 

Cliff faces north and east. Walking time one hour 

or more. GR 327699 

I suspect this is at or near -37.305403, 142.498968 

JG:  GR 327 699. worth checking thecrag, but be 

wary as Joe has clearly made edits without verifica-

tion (e.g. all pitches same grade as crux) 

sequence to be checked. 

Check pix subfolder for Joe’s aerials. 

this first route is probably nearer the later ones. 
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1. Dynamo Hum  150m 15 

E of Green Gap Pinnacle is a cliff with a long arete 

forming its L edge. 1) The arete is gained from the L 

and followed. 2) 50m The arete. 3) 50m Climb on R 

side of steep upper section, then regain the arete by 

a crack and follow it again. Keith Lockwood, John Bowen 

(var) 1976 

 

JG: The following routes top out at the top of Green 

Gap pinnacle. A delicate and exposed down climb is 

required to reach the rap tat and fixed nut (both 

have new mallions - please leave them!). Rap approx 

30m to ground (highest point of descent gully - 

down a ledge or two tending to your left as you face 
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the cliff). Scramble carefully down the steep loose 

gully (lots of loose rocks - be careful!) and back to 

the start of Sweet Sixteen. 

2. **Caveat Emptor  144m 17,M1 

A great corner capped by beetling roofs provides 

the setting for this fine, sustained climb in one of the 

remotest spots in the Grampians.  1) 40m From half-

way up the gully on the E side of the pinnacle, climb 

up into the corner. Traverse R from below steep sec-

tion and make a tricky mantle (PR) on to a loose 

block. Up L on ramp and on up crack.  Traverse L to 

corner from fixed nut. 2) 33m (17) Up line (large 

nuts, loose rock, PR) and up R to main roof. 3) 33m 

Traverse R (four aids, including two fixed aid-pitons) 

using last aid to lower to ledge. On to R wall (fixed 

aid-piton) and make an exposed traverse R (PR) to 

shallow groove. Up to ledge on R arete. 4) 38m Up R 

to finish up The Golden Handshake. Chns Baxter (1, 3), 

Keith Lockwood (2), Ed Neve (4) 17.11.73 

 

3. ***Sweet Sixteen  180m 135m? 17 

Three pitches of superb climbing on some of the 

best rock in the Grampians. Start 10m up the gully 

on the L side of the face (Caveat Emptor starts further 

up the gully). 1) (17) Climb on to the shoulder. At 

13m go up L, then traverse R to tree. Up line, then R 

on ledge. Up wall to foot of little corner capped by 

overhangs. 2) 50m A few metres up corner, then up 

arete to pass L of overhang. Step R above and follow 

weakness up wall to below orange bulges. 3) 45m L 

line through overhangs, then up L-leaning corner 

and grey wall. 4) 40m Up. Keith Lockwood, Ed Neve (alt) 

29.6.74 

thecrag:: Starts about 10m up the gully where the 

angle eases and a crack/corner system starts on the 

right wall (facing the cliff). 

 

    45m (17) Climb a series of cracks and corners to 

ledge. Tend up and rightwards (tricky thin slabbing 

in some sections) up wall to belay in sloping 10m 

long corner crack with some fixed nuts and a very 

old big (what used to be red) sling with some small 

orange roofs above and right and small ledge above 

and left. 

    40m (15) up corner then step left onto small 
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ledge. Up and right a little to arete. Up to large cor-

ner with attractive orange corner just left of middle 

and small ledge right of this. Belay near attractive 

orange corner near center of large corner. 

    50m (15) Up attractive corner crack then move left 

and up wall on good horizontal breaks to large 

ledge (much vegetation!). Either break the belay 

here or continue up to top by left (corner) or right 

wall. Belay on summit. 

4. *Eagle Buttress  140m 22 

Good climbing in a prominent position. 1) Start as 

for Sweet Sixteen but continue up the line when SS 

traverses R. Traverse L across wall at about 20m. Up 

wall, pulling over horizontal overlap at L-leaning 

crack, which leads to ledge. 2) 30m (22) Straight up, 

then traverse R and up into L-facing corner. Traverse 

L (hard) on lip of overhang to R-facing corner. Up 

this, then step R to ledge. 3) 50m (15) Up steep face 

on good holds, easing. (This pitch is prominent from 

the ground.) 4) 10m Up easily. Steve Monks, Keith Lock-

wood (var), Jane Wilkinson 14.3.88 

 

5. **The Golden Handshake  217m 14 

'For Alan's retirement.' Classic outing. 1) (14) Start 

below the only real line on the wall, 100m L of the R 

arete (thecrag: “down climb”). Climb wall to crack 

through overhang and up flake-crack. Exit R. 2) 24m 

Step down and traverse R to crack. Up to blocks. 3) 

45m Go 3m R, up for 10m, then veer up L for 28m. L 

across slab to small tree. 4) 44m Up L to traverse L. 

Go up from blocks to overhang. Traverse L to big 

line and up on to L wall. 5) 36m On to L arete of 

face. Veer up L past big dead tree, then climb corner 

on L to overhangs. Traverse R and go up to exit R to 

second dead tree. 6) 44m Crack to gully. Leave it 

when cracks lead up R wall. Chris Baxter, Geoff Gledhill 

(alt) 11.2.73  

 

6. Green Gap Pinnacle Arete  188m 5 

1) From the small tree 6m up the R arete, go L from 

the ledge, up 6m, back R and up corner through 

blocks. 2) 36m Up past bush on R, traverse L onto 

side of arete, diagonally across steep slab and up to 

small pinnacle. 3) 42m Walk off pinnacle and scram-

ble up until above trees. 4) 42m L into V-gully and 

traverse on to side of arete. Up face to sloping 

ledge. 5) 42m Up. Alan Gledhill, Geoff Gledhill (alt) 9.11.69 

 

7. By Crom  130m 10 

The arete and wall on the R end of the cliff above 

the col behind Green Gap Pinnacle. Start about 40m 

down and W of the col. Keith Lockwood (solo) 01.77 

 

The following two routes are approximately 250m L 

of Green Gap Pinnacle Arête, at the L end of cliff. 

 

8. Black Boys  45m 13 

Crack 2m R of arête at L end of cliff, then chimney. 

Scramble up gully. Mark Connor, Stuart Willis 14.5.94 

Crack 2m right of arete (the left of two) at left end of 

steep orange wall (about 400m left of "Sweet Six-

teen") Up crack then scramble up gully. 

 

9. *On The Take  22m 19  

Unlikely climbing through steep terrain. Much easier 

than it looks. Start about 60m L of the descent gully, 

at a lovely orange Arapilesean wall. It's about 10m 

left of Ingvar's bolted route. =TNG? Start on low 

ledge at weakness to sloping ledge. Up and right 

through steep terrain to rap station on small ledge. 7 

x bolts plus rap station (20m to ground) Adrian Koenig, 

Josef Goding 2009 

 

10.  TBC 

Damien / Kevin to provide route description  Start: 

Complete P1 of Caveat Emptor FA: Kevin Lindorff, Damien 

Heath 2009 

 

11. Paint It Black  60m 14 

1) 40m (14) Crack 4m R of Black Boys, then off-

width. Up. 2) 20m (14) Chimney. Scramble up gully. 
Mark Connor, Stuart Willis. 14.5.94 

alt desc: Crack 6m right of arete (the right of two) at 

left end of steep orange wall (about 400m left of 

Sweet Sixteen)  

 

12. *The Nati Groove  20m 25  

Climb the attractive groove on lovely grey rock. 
Ingvar Lidman, 2009 

 

seq: GGPA might go here? 

By Crom might go here? 
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Seclusion Wall 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbc minutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

This outcrop gives good face climbing on compact, 

grey, slabby rock. It is in the valley between ridge 

running west from Green Gap Pinnacle and Gal-

lery Creek (cliff). An overgrown Jeep track leaves 

east side of Henham Track 1.1km north of Eldo-

rado track turn-off. (est: -37.295789, 142.483645) 

Go up this for 200m to a high point. Park here. Up 

ridge for 100m, then traverse south across side of 

ridge and over a small valley. You should be able 

to see lower (right) end of cliff from top of next 

low ridge. Go down to creek bed and up it to be-

low main part of cliff. 

Cliff faces north-northwest. Walking time 25 

minutes. GR 320700 

I can’t see any NNW-facing cliffs around here on 

GM.  Drone job. 

>>thecrag indicates: -37.302811, 142.491481.  

And I reckon it’s SSW facing, not NNW. 

 

1. Black Thunder  22m 15 

Left side of black streak at left end of cliff. Right un-

der overhangs and up weakness. Ross Taylor, Peter Can-

ning 30.11.91 

 

2. Act Of Faith  22m 15 

Flake and shallow corner 4m right of Black Thunder. 
Glen Donohue, Wayne Maher 30.11.91 

 

3. *Literary Lunch  20m 18 

25m R of Act Of Faith, a cairned crack leads to a 

chimney-gully. Chris Baxter, Tim Burke 30.11.91 

 

4. Give Me A Break  16m 13 

Shallow crack, groove, and face with one BR R of Lit-

erary Lunch. Wayne Maher, Glen Donohue 17.11.91 

 

5. The Secret  20m 14 

Line 2m R of Give Me a Break, which curves up left 

side of face. Glen Donohue, Wayne Maher 17.11.91 

 

6. *Fallen Angels 18m 20 

Prominent, steep, right-facing corner right of The Se-

cret. Ross Taylor, Peter Canning 17.11.91 

 

7. Sugar Tax 20m 17 

Quite good. Cairned crack 4m R of Fallen Angels. 
Chris Baxter, Tim Burke, Matthew McFadgyen 30.11.91 

 

8. Stuffed Kiwi  25m 14 

Right of Sugar Tax is an attractive slabby grey wall. 

Stuffed Kiwi takes diagonal from left to right on this. 
Peter Canning, Ross Taylor 17.11.91 

 

9. *In A Daze For Days  20m 22 

Very thin and sustained face climbing protected only 

by small wires. Climb slabby black wall just right of 

Stuffed Kiwi by vague, left facing corner-seam at half-

height (about a third of the way along from left end 

of this wall). Move a little R to finish. Wayne Maher, 

Chris Baxter, Glen Donohue 30.11.91 

 

10. *Mirror Man  20m 20 

The middle weakness of Sugar Tax wall, starting 2m 

R of In A Daze For Days. Pass left of bulge 2.5m right 

of triangular block on Sugar Tax. Up past slot. Finish 

up weakness in middle of wall. Wayne Maher, Peter Can-

ning, Glen Donohue, Ross Taylor 17.11.91 

 

11. *The Soul Cages  20m 18 

Bulging slabby seam 1.5m R of Mirror Man. Finish up 

R weakness. Ross Taylor, Peter Canning 30.11.91 

 

12. Predatory Pussy  15m 11 

Right of The Soul Cages is the descent gully. Preda-

tory Pussy is 4m R of this, the L one of two cracks. Pe-

ter Canning, Ross Taylor 30.11.91 

 

13. Ladies No Charge  25m 14 

Loose. 30m down and around R of Predatory Pussy is 

a prominent crack on the R wall of a recess (a bit like 
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Boomer at Mount Arapiles). Cairned. Climb slabby 

overlap to ledge. Up crack. Chris Baxter, Tim Burke 

30.11.9 
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Gallery Creek 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbc minutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

This largely obscured area (which was originally 

called Castle Creek – the name was changed to 

avoid confusion with another cliff, which now 

bears that name and which was discovered later) 

has been likened to Mt Stapylton's Summer Day 

Valley. (Pity help it.) The rock is generally very 

good, similar to that of the Lower Cliffs of nearby 

Eldorado, but with few lines it is more for mod-

ernists than traditionalists. 

Wayne Maher and Glen Donohue discovered the 

climbing potential of Gallery Creek when they did 

the same for Eldorado.  

 As for Eldorado - seq? 

 From the same parking area used for Eldorado, 

head north across the creek. Traverse around the 

foot of the spur on the right. Head slightly uphill 

through low scrub to outcrops on the right of a 

creek-bed. The cliffs start just beyond, on the 

same side of the creek-bed. 

Cliff faces north-east. Walking time 15 minutes.  

This looks like -37.305047, 142.491150 which was 

also noted for Eldorado. 

Northwest end = -37.304953, 142.489603 
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Climbs are were described from the right. I have 

attempted to edit them into sensible order.GR 

320700 

 

 

topo from thecrag.  1=The Edge, 2=Middle Of The 

Road, 3=Peripheral Vision. 

All the following routes are very good but also very 

short unfortunately. 

Main Cliff 

I think this is the right-most outcrop, so may need to 

reorder.  See thecrag topos on following pages. 

1. Summer Daze 15m 20 

Shallow, L-facing corner 15m L of Peripheral Vision. 

One BR. Wayne Maher, Graham Gittins, Phil Robertson 

13.10.91 

 

2. Well Done, Everybody 15m 23  

A little self-congratulation does wonders! Start up 

Summer Daze. Up past two scoops and shallow flakes 

near top. Two BRs. Nick Ping, Christine Flowers, Pia Larque, 

Wayne Maher 21.4.03 

 

3. The Edge 13m 17 

The first [RH?] section of cliff (the Portiere) rises from 

the creek-bed. The Edge starts 10m L of its R end. R 

one of two curving cracks. Move L through break. 
Wayne Maher, Andrew Webb 20.4.91 

 

4. Middle of the Road 13 m 17 

From 2m L of The Edge, go straight up and through 

break on R of overhang. Andrew Webb, Wayne Maher 

21.4.91 

 

5. *Peripheral Vision 15m 20 

R-facing flake 2m L of Middle Of The Road. L at over-

hang, up bulge. Wayne Maher, Andrew Webb 21.4.91 

 

6. Snake Eyes 20m 12 

Climb crack just R of cave on first wall up from the 

Portiere. Left to line in main wall. Left and up corner. 
Chris Lawrence, Geoff Butcher 9.5.92 

 

7. Post Modern 10m 17 

Left-leaning diagonal 10m left of Daggy Dancing. Phil 

Robertson, Graham Gittins 13.10.91 

 

8. Fred The Scorpion’s Day Out 14m 16 

Wall just L of Sporting Gesture. Phil Robertson, Graham Git-

tins, Wayne Maher, Claire  Robertson 13.10.91 

 

9. Sporting Gesture 14m 17 

Line on left side of curved, recessed wall left of 

Daggy Dancing. Graham Gittins, Wayne Maher, Phil Robertson 

13.10.91 

 

10. Daggy Dancing 14m 18 

Major left-leaning overhung corner L of Jugs Away. 

Over apex and up crack. Phil Robertson, Graham Gittins, 

Wayne Maher 13.10.91 

 

11. Jugs Away 15m 17 

Start as for State of the Art and climb L line. Go L of 

bulge and finish up notch. Graham Gittins, Wayne Maher 

14.4.91 

 

12. State of the Art 15m 18 

R one of two lines 3m L of Dainty Ape. Wayne Maher, 

Graham Gittins 14.4.91 
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13. Impressions 15m 21 

Committing start. Wall between Dainty Ape and State 

Of The Art. Wayne Maher, Graham Gittins, Phil Robertson 

13.10.91 

 

14. **Dainty Ape 14m 20 

Crack 5m L of Promises In Paradise, up smooth rock 

and L of high overhang. Graham Gittins, Wayne Maher 

14.4.91 

 

15. Promises in Paradise 14m 16 

Crack 4m L of Depression Session. Wayne Maher, Graham 

Gittins 14.4.91 

 

16. Depression Session 14m 15 

Shallow, L-facing corner L of Wicked Game. Graham Git-

tins, Wayne Maher 14.4.91 

 

17. **Wicked Game 22m 22 

Great. Line 5m L of hanging gully. One BR. Wayne Ma-

her, Andrew Webb 21.4.91 

seq 

18. Ice Man 14m 19 

Bold. Wall 3m R of Depression Session. Wayne Maher, Pe-

ter Canning, Graham Gittins, Phil Robertson, Ross Taylor 12.10.91 

 

19. A Push By Pigs 27m 19 

Start up Proboscis Prevails. L and climb thin line (BR). 
Geoff Butcher, Chris Lawrence 17.4.92 

 

20. Proboscis Prevails 27m 19 

Crack 8m L of Cerveza And Snaggel and just R of little 

gully. Crack thins and veers R. Geoff Butcher, Chris Law-

rence 17.4.92 

 

21. Cerveza And Snaggel 20m 16 

Shallow corner 10m L of Quiet Freedom. Face above 

overlap. Geoff Butcher, Judy Grove.  18.4.92 

 

22. **Quiet Freedom 25m 12 

L-leaning line on next wall up L of the Portiere. Wayne 

Maher, Graham Gittins 14.4.91 
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23. Tyler’s Revenge 20m 18 

R-leaning diagonal, then groove 30m L of Black 

Magic. Glen Donohue, Wayne Maher 28.9.91 

 

24. Treacherous Old Men 20m 13 

Diagonal on slabby wall 10m left of Black Magic. Ross 

Taylor, Peter Canning 12.10.91 

 

25. Black Magic 20m 20 

Black slabby wall at start of face L of Old World, New 

World. Two BRs. Wayne Maher, Glen Donohue 28.9.91 

 

26. Old World, New World 15m 18 

Corner-crack in gully opposite Quiet Freedom’s but-

tress. Wayne Maher, Graham Gittins 14.4.91 

 

seq 

27. Tour Of Duty 40m 20 

Excellent, L-leaning orange flake on L side of main 

wall. Up R at steepening to small ledge. Line above, 

then wall. Glenn Tempest, Michael Hampton 22.2.92 

thecrag has “Tyler’s of Duty” *20m 18 no details. 
 

 

 
topo of Proboscis Prevails/A  Push by Pigs from 

thecrag 

 

28. Dishonour Among Thieves 15m 15 

The obvious line 12m L of Discarded Dreams. Up to 

steepening then step R and up. Wayne Maher, Wilma 

Oomen, Andrew Webb, James McIntosh, Glen Donohue 12.11.94 

 

29. **Discarded Dreams 20m 18 

At the head of the main gully is a prominent block 

on the ridge between the creek-beds. Reach this by 

traversing from near the upper end of the cliffs and 

round to wall on N side. DD is the line of brown 

flakes on grey rock L of the orange wall. Wayne Maher, 

Graham Gittins 13.4.91 

 

30. Charcoal Lane 45m 16 

1) 20m Thin, R-facing corner at R end of Discarded 

Dreams cliff to large ledge. 2) 25m Up easily from L 

end of ledge, then veer R up steep corner. James McIn-

tosh, John Pawson (alt), Meg Taylor 12.11.94 
 

 
topo of Discarded Dreams (40) from thecrag 
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topo of Summer Daze from thecrag 

 

 

topo of Daggy Dance/ing (13) from thecrag 

Cream Wall 

topo of Cream Wall from thecrag.  30=Slope on a 

Rope, 29=Miracle Mile, 28 = Love At First Bight 

31. Slope On A Rope 18m 20 

Tricky start, then easier, then steep wall on L side of 

Cream Wall. Glenn Tempest, Stephen Hamilton, Michael 

Hampton, Edwin Young 15.2.92 

 

 

32. **Miracle Mile 20m 23 

Another classic. Sustained. Wall L of Love At First 

Bight (two BRs). Hard step right to BR on LAFB. Veer 

up left. Glenn Tempest, Michael Hampton 22.2.92 

 

33. *Love At First Bight 22m 20 

Classic. Middle of Cream Wall (next cliff left of main 

cliff). Four BRs. Stephen Hamilton, Michael Hampton, Glenn 

Tempest, Edwin Young 15.2.92 
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Recess Wall 

next wall L of Cream Wall 

 
topo from thecrag. 31=Playlunch Not Included. 

34. **Playlunch Not Included 35m 22 

Diagonal, L of middle of Recess Wall (next cliff left of 

Cream Wall), offering superb Mount Rosea-style 

climbing. Slab (BR) to horizontal break, then line 

through two bulges (two PRs). Corner, then straight 

up. Michael Hampton, Glenn Tempest 22.2.92 

 

 
topo of Canned Heat from thecrag 

Discarded Dreams Buttress 
Buttress on north side of the creek. 

Canned Heat 10m 21 

L-leaning hanging flake at R end of front of Dis-

carded Dreams buttress, just L of broken corner. Ste-

phen Hamilton, Tim Burke 8.2.92 

 

area? 

These are listed between “Lipstick Guanacos” and 

“Mucha Cerveza” on thecrag. 

After The Gold Rush 35m 16 

Line left of Icy Red. Phil Robertson, Wayne Maher, Claire 

Robertson 12.10.91 

 

Icy Red 35m 16 

Right one of twin lines left of middle of uppermost 

cliff (except for Discarded Dreams area). Wayne Maher, 

Graham Gittins, Phil Robertson 12.10.91 

 

Featherwedge Wall 

Lipstick Guanacos 48m 23 

Good face-climbing. From 1m R of Icy Red (Feather-

wedge Wall), up (two BRs). R and up crack until it 

ends. Face, then bulge (BR). Finish just R of major 

crack. Geoff Butcher 24.5.92 

 

Mucha Cerveza 40m 18 

Flake R of crack with tree at left end of uppermost 

cliff in area - Featherwedge Wall. Face to overhang. 

Finish up right-leading ramp. Geoff Butcher 4.4.92 

 

Beady Yellow Eyes 42m 19 

From major crack 10m R of Icy Red (on Feather 

Wedge Wall), climb wall to overlap. Into crack. Finish 

R. Geoff Butcher, Chris Lawrence 4.4.92 

 

Booze Bus Breakdown 40m 19 

Last main crack, 20m R of Beady Yellow Eyes. Up (BR) 

to crack. Crack. Finish left. Geoff Butcher, Chris Lawrence 

17.4.92 
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Eldorado 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbc minutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

A group of small buttresses on the west side of 

the Serra Range between Green Gap Pinnacle and 

Dreamtime Wall, Eldorado gives good climbing on 

clean, fine-grained rock. (The cliffs are on the 

south side of the valley immediately north of 

Dreamtime Wall.) 

The first ascent in the area was in March 1991, 

when Wayne Maher and Glen Donohue found 

Shattered, on the Upper Cliffs. They returned with 

reinforcements a fortnight later and 17 climbs re-

sulted on the Lower Cliffs. A week later they re-

turned for a further 18 routes, thus completing 

first ascents of most of the major lines.  

 From the Serra Road, drive north on the 

Henham Track for 5.7 kilometres and tum right at 

a T-intersection. Turn right and drive for 700 me-

tres to where another track continues straight 

ahead while the main one veers left. [This is basi-

cally at the original Dreamtime car park]  

 Follow the track going straight ahead for 200 

metres to a parking area. [looks like 340m on GM] 

To reach the Lower Cliffs, follow a rough foot-

track, which crosses the creek-bed after about 

100 metres and continues up its right bank. Just 

over the first scree slope, a marker in a tree shows 

the route up to the Lower Cliffs. To reach the Up-

per Cliffs, continue up the creek past the marker 

to a wall on the right. Continue up past this to a 

grey buttress with a dog-leg crack, further up-

stream. 

Cliffs face north-east. Walking time 10 minutes 

(30 for the Upper Cliffs). Climbs on the Lower 

Cliffs, only, are described from the right. GR 

320696 

 

-37.305047, 142.491150 or -37.305435, 142.492451.  

However these coords might be for Gallery Creek, 

and given the description “south side of the valley” I 

would assume Eldorado is at -37.305435, 

142.492451 which is 800m ESE from the original 

Dreamtime car park.  

>> thecrag’s map indicates -37.308982, 142.490464 

which makes more sense 

 

Lower Cliffs 

for bearings, refer to Sunspot. 

1. New Chum Hill  20m 7 

Front of buttress L of Pommy Granite. Peter Cunningham, 

Peter Birkett, Susie Massie, Liz Webb 31.3.91 

2. Bagnolet  18m 18 

Line right of New Chum Hill. Jeremy Boreham, Mike Wust 

10.4.98 

 

3. Pommy Granite  18m 10 

Ramp L of Sunspot to corner. Veer R up corners, then 

L to ledge. 2) 4m L to corner-crack. Up. Graham Gittins, 

Lizanne Faithfull, Kate Gittins 23.3.91 

 

4. Sunspot  20m 11 

The tiered, orange corner up and L of the first out-

crop reached. Step R on to arete below orange roof. 

Up corners and small wall.  Graham Gittins, Lizanne Faith-

full, Kate Gittins 23.3.91 

 

5. Treasure Of Fear  18m 15 

On the first outcrop reached, just R of Sunspot. Climb 

crack on left side, through bulge to final slab. Gordon 

Bedford date?. 

seq to be checked 

6. Muff  25m 18 

Corner, slab and final, shallow corner on buttress 

right of Sunspot. Jeremy Boreham, Mike Wust 18.7.98 

 

seq? 

7. Cancer Man  15m 14 

Line with big block up from Bagnolet. Jeremy Boreham, 

Hilary Lloyd, Mike Wust 10.4.98 

 

8. Kaitoke  18m 12 

Seam on front of next buttress above New Chum Hill. 

Finish up V-corner. John Pawson, Glen Donohue, Kate Gittins 

23.3.91 
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9. *Go Forth, Young Man  25m 17 

Line just R of L arete of Kaitoke buttress. Continue up 

arete and veer L. Graeme Smith, Glen Donohue, John Pawson 

23.3.91 

seq? 

10. Khamsin  15m 15 

Left facing corner 10m R of Kaitoke. Step right and 

up thin cracks on left. Glen Donohue, Wayne Maher, James 

McIntosh 25.5.96 

 

11. Motherlode  10m 20 

Thin seam at R end of wall of next buttress up gully. 
Glen Donohue, John Pawson (alt!) 23.3.91 

 

12. *Lasseter  15m 17 

On next buttress L of Up The Spout. Step L at 3m 

from corner on R side and climb line. Glen Donohue, 

Graham Gittins, John Pawson 24.3.91 

 

13. Pagan Virtue  15m 14 

Start as for Up The Spout. Left before chimney and 

finish up line. Mike Wust, Jeremy Boreham 18.7.98 

 

14. Up the Spout  15m 12 

Chimney in middle of next buttress up and L from 

Dreaming Of Bulges. Finish up L. Graham Gittins 23.12.91 

 

15. Dreaming of Bulges  15m 18 

Dream on, boys. Arete L of Durham Lead. Andrew 

Moore, Peter Cunningham, Glen Donohue, Wayne Maher, An-

drew Webb 31.3.91 

 

16. Durham Lead 15m 17 

Corner with overhangs on buttress L of Friend In 

High Places. Andrew Webb, Peter Cunningham, Glen Donohue, 

Wayne Maher, Susie Massie, Andrew Moore 31.3.91 

 

17. Friends in High Places 16m 17 

From 3m L of Biggles and Sapphire, go up L past 

loose blocks on ledge. L to line on L of wall. L 

through final bulge. Graeme Smith, Glen Donohue 24.3.91 

 

18. Biggles 16m 14 

From 7m up gully, start up first crack, then go up 

and L to bigger one. John Pawson, Glen Donohue 23.3.91 

 

19. Sapphire 16 m 12 

Corner at L end of gully. Glen Donohue, John Pawson 

23.3.91 

 

Not sure where these belong relative to the previous 

routes, may be near Lasseter.  Find Predator’s BR. 

20. To Tree or Not to Tree 15m 16 

Curving line on R side of buttress L of Predator. Gra-

ham Gittins, Glen Donohue, John Pawson 24.3.91 

 

21. Easter Bunny 15m 21 

Thin seam left of Predator. Bold moves to first pro. 

Finish up arête 2m L of Predator. Greg Aimer, Christina 

Freestone 20.4.92 

 

22. *Predator 15m 21 

Middle line (BR). Wayne Maher, Graeme Smith 24.3.91 

 

Ditto not sure where these belong: 

23. Kill Me To Christen Me 17m 13 

Line in middle of small buttress L of Steps Ahead and 

before the lnca Block (Lower Cliffs). Loose blocks. Pe-

ter Thomson, Michell Scott 24.5.92 

 

24. Young Tarts And Old Farts 12m 15 

A diabolical mixture. Line 3m R of Kill Me To Christen 

Me. Peter Thomson, Peter Smith 23.5.92 

 

25. Steps Ahead 15m 11 

Hardly. Up to sloping ledge on front of buttress. Up 

wall. Graham Gittins, Glen Donohue, Lizanne Faithfull, Kate Git-

tins 24.3.91 

 

Ditto: 

26. **Inca Trail 24m 21 

The best in the area; lovely rock. Well across L is a 

large, grey buttress (Inca Block). Line 2m R of middle 

corner (BR). Graeme Smith, Glen Donohue, Graham Gittins, 

Wayne Maher, John Pawson 24.3.91 

 

27. Blonde And Basic 24m 15 

Start at leaning pillar at R end of lnca Block. Corner, 

cracks to roof, then up R. Gerald Gierer, John Knowles, Ray 

Perry, Liz Sawyers, Michelle Scott, Peter Thomson 25.10.92 
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28. Fast Women, Fast Cars, Fast Descents 

24m 16 

They're all too much for you, Wayne. Crack 1m L of 

Inca Trail, then up L side of difficult rock. R and up 

shallow, stepped corner. Wayne Maher, Graeme Smith 

23.3.91 

 

29. Lost Generation 20m 22 

Sustained, with great moves. The next line up the 

ramp left of Gilla. Saunter out R so that a traverse 

can be made back left into line. Up. Jeremy Boreham, 

Mike Wust 18.7.98 

 

30. Gilla 25m 21 

For Phil McMillan. Up to and through orange roof 

3m L of Good Question. Up to finish up R crack. Jeremy 

Boreham, Mike Wust 10.4.98 

 

31. Good Question 24m 15 

Middle corner; entered from L. Graeme Smith, Wayne Ma-

her 23.3.91 

 

32. You Shook Me 30m 15 

Corner on next buttress L of, and lower than, Inca 

Block. Derek Visser, Ann Visser 30.3.91 

 

33. *Lionheart 28m 21 

Sustained and committing. Up middle of face of last 

pinnacle below You Shook Me. R round bulge to 

ledge. Middle of wall above. Graham Gittins, Wayne Ma-

her 30.3.91 

 

34. One Perfect Day 28m 16 

Up L side of face 2m L of Lionheart. Step R. Up. Wayne 

Maher, Graham Gittins 30.3.91 

 

35. Chocks Away 22m 10 

Orange corner on L side of face. Finish up face on R. 
Wayne Maher, Bronwen Machin 23.3.91 

 

Upper Cliffs 

36. Boys Are Back in Town 15m 16 

Vaguely located. The first crack from L on grey but-

tress along which the rough track sidles as you ap-

proach the upper cliff. BABT is just R of a soak. Derek 

Visser, Ann Visser 30.3.91 

 

37. *Nugget 20m 12 

Corner on R side of prominent, grey buttress with 

dog-leg crack in its L. Peter Cunningham, Ong Chu, Ann 

Visser, Derek Visser 30.3.91 

 

38. Shattered 30m 16 

The first route climbed at Eldorado; nasty. Enter 

dog-leg from L. Climb it, then L to arete. R at ledge. 

Shattered crack. Wayne Maher, Glen Donohue 11.3.91 

 

39. Fool's Gold 30m 18 

Middle line R of Shattered. Glen Donohue, Graeme Smith, 

Andrew Webb 2.4.91 

 

40. What a Drag 25m 17 

Up chimney in the gully on L of the upper one of 

two clean walls, up and R of Shattered. Step R to next 

line and climb it. R round arete, across face to crack. 

Up. Wayne Maher, Graham Gittins 30.3.91 

 

41. *Beware of Falling Sheep 20m 20 

R-leaning line on L of face. Wayne Maher, Derek Visser 

23.3.91 

 

42. *Show No Mercy 15m 19 

Up to overhang 7m R of Beware Of Falling Sheep, L, 

up. Derek Visser, Wayne Maher, Ann Visser 29.3.91 

 

43. Suffer 18m 21 

Up broken ground 4m R of Show No Mercy and up V-

crack. Wayne Maher, Graham Gittins, Derek Visser 29.3.91 

 

44. Blood, Sweat and Fears 18m 19 

Line 3m R of Suffer. Wayne Maher, Derek Visser 29.3.91 

 

45. Welcome Stranger 18m 17 

Corner behind conifer R of Blood, Sweat and Fears. Pe-

ter Cunningham, Diane Amos, Ong Chu, Glen Donohue, Susie 

Massie, Andrew Moore, Andrew Webb 30.3.91 
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46. Oopherectomy 15m 14 

Sounds nasty! V-corner 10m R of Blood, Sweat and 

Fears. Graham Gittins, Lizanne Faithfull, Kate Gittins, Ann Visser 

29.3.91 

 

47. Some Mistakes Are Built to Last 17m 15 

Up L side of the wall below. Step R at overhang. Glen 

Donohue, Diane Amos, Ong Chu, Peter Cunningham, Susie 

Massie, Andrew Moore 29.7.91 

 

50. *Cry Free 17m 18 

Line R of Some Mistakes... Finish L. Glen Donohue, Diane 

Amos, Ong Chu, Peter Cunningham, Graham Gittins, Andrew 

Moore 29.3.91 

 

51. Strapadicktome 17m 14 

Sounds sus. Chimney 1m R of Cry Free. Graham Gittins, 

Kate Gittins 29.3.91 

 

52. Claim Jumping 15m 15 

Line 2m R of Strapadicktome. Peter Cunningham, Ong Chu, 

Susie Massie, Andrew Moore, Andrew Webb, David Williams 

30.3.91 
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Dreamtime Wall 
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Dreamtime Wall  

Dreamtime Wall 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes 20-45 minutes mostly north see text tbc tbc  

 

“The rock at Dreamtime in my limited experience 

is very good. It's just the connection between the 

rocks that is lacking.” – Kieran Loughran.  Or as I 

prefer to put it, never trust a cliff with a scree 

slope at the bottom. 

Dreamtime Wall offers some of the best and 

worst rock around.  The sandstone is hard, but the 

layers are tilted upwards meaning it has an incli-

nation to shed flakes.  Many of the routes here 

had extensive cleaning prior to being climbed; be 

thankful and of course wear a helmet. 

On the plus side, this is one of the better venues 

around for winter sports climbing, especially in 

the 15-25 range.  The walls mostly face north and 

are a sun-trap; there are some shady options de-

pending on the time of day. 

The other disadvantage of the upturned strata is 

that they trap water and so the cliff seeps in 

places for a few days after rain.  

Be careful on the scree (very easy to twist or 

break an ankle) and be cautious when others are 

climbing above or below you. It is ‘off the beaten 

track’ and not the place to be facing the prospect 

of having to be carried out!  

 There are three possible approaches: (a), 

from the south via Henham Track which is gated 

and usually closed over winter.  An alternative is 

(b), an ungated tbc minor road which parallels 
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Dreamtime Wall: Top End 

Henham Track but is a bit rougher, or (c) you 

could approach via Henham Track coming in from 

the north.  However (c) would only be useful if 

camping somewhere west of Halls Gap, as it is 

faster and easier to drive south from Halls Gap on 

the sealed highway than approach via back-roads. 

 For (a) head south for 25?km until you 

reach the Serra Road (unsealed) signposted on 

the right.  Turn right here, you cross some flat 

ground then rise up the side of the Serra Range to 

a saddle (Teddy Bear Gap) approx. 2.3km from the 

highway. 

Continue about 1.5km downhill to the second 

junction, which should have Henham Track sign-

posted with a gate.  If this is unlocked, turn right 

and take this north for approx 2.5km. The road 

swings right and uphill; continue over a few water 

bars how far? then park at a gate ? and park here 

(GPS #3). 

 Head south along an overgrown 4WD track for 

about five minutes until you reach a very rocky 

creek bed. Cross this then immediately turn left 

(east–southeast) and follow the well-marked track 

for another 20 minutes to reach the lower right 

end of the cliff (GPS #4). The walking to this point 

is gently uphill. From here, a further 15 minutes of 

steeper (loose scree) scrambling will take you up 

to the many classics at the left end. Sturdy boots 

are recommended.  

 If the gate is closed, go to plan (b).  Follow 

directions for (a) to Teddy Bear Gap. From the 

saddle, continue 1.2km downhill (i.e. 350m before 

you reach Henham Track) and turn right (north) 

on an unmarked track.  See map.  etc.  This track is 

rougher with a couple of dips down into creek gul-

lies that might test your ground clearance but 

there’s been plenty of ‘soft-roaders’ have made it 

before you.  After xx km the path is blocked by a 

rocky creek; park on the south (near) side. This is 

the creek crossing described in the walking direc-

tions for (a) and is a 4 minute shorter walk. 

 For (c), you’ll follow Henham Track as for 

Green Gap Pinnacle.  Refer to that section page 

xxx From the crossing of Castle Creek near the 

start of the walk-in, continue south on Henham 

track for approx 2.6km to where it crosses an-

other creek bed then swings right; the car park 

marked A is on your left. 

Rope Lengths: there are a number of sport routes 

here that are longer than 30m.  While a 70m or 

even 80m rope might be useful depending on 

where you choose to climb, it will sometimes be 

necessary to tow a separate rope up with you and 

rap off. 

 Routes are listed left-to-right as always; this is 

one of the cliffs where you start from the right 

end.  The pinnacle of Prince Albert is unmistakea-

ble and serves as the reference point for the 

lower right-hand side.  The buttress to its right is 

Glam Buttress; left is Ring of Fire Dawn. 

All routes (until White Woman, now with a 25m 

abseil) are without rap stations, from Glam But-

tress - route 8 onwards rap stations are prevalent. 

 

Top End 
The area to the left of Lingiari has not been very 

well checked, hence we have offered route de-

scriptions but not topo lines. 

1. Dream Machine  20m 18  

Insignificant. Starts just R of the descent gully at L 

end of cliff. Up easily on L then R to seam. Up. Make 

a careful (roped?) scramble to rap as for Rainbow 

Serpent. Wayne Maher, Graham Gittins 10.4.93 

2. Never Never  26m 15  

Good climbing on sound rock. The corner R of Black 

Madonna. Up corner. Chris Baxter, Matthew Taylor 24.1.76  

3. Black Madonna  18m 13 

Climb the corner crack forming the L boundary of 

the wall.  Start: Near the L end of the cliff is a re-

cessed wall above a ledge about 15m off the 

ground. Chris Baxter, Mathew Taylor 24.1.76 

4. Black Power  18m 17  

Starts a few metres R of Never Never at a thin crack 

beside a large tree. Climb to overhang and crack 

above. Matthew Taylor, Chris Baxter 24.1.76 

5. *Lingiari  45m 19 

Good climbing on generally excellent rock. Can be 

done in a single pitch. Could do with its own rap sta-

tion. Trad protection for the crux section (the first 

half of the first pitch) is adequate rather than abun-

dant. About 50m up L of Tjuringa Buttress is a low 

series of small roofs forming an ‘inverted staircase’ 

(starting about 2m above the ground and rising 

from R to L). Start immediately R of this at a small 

rock cairn. 1) 35m (19) Up for about 7m, then move 

L a little, up another few moves, then traverse L a 
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Dreamtime Wall: Morning Glory Buttress 

couple of metres. Continue up leftward aiming for 

the base of a reasonably prominent line up the face. 

Gain this, then savour the delightful climbing up it to 

a good ledge beneath a short thin face crack. 2) 10m 

(17) Straight up. Descend from the top by scram-

bling about 50m to the R and locating the top of the 

Morning Glory buttress – there is a rap station here 

[Rainbow Serpent?] and another one halfway down 

(two 33m raps to the ground). Kevin Lindorff, James McIn-

tosh 2009  

Vincent Lingiari, AM (1908 – 21 January 1988), was 

an Aboriginal rights activist who was appointed as a 

Member of the Order of Australia for his services to 

the Aboriginal people. Lingiari was a member of the 

Gurindji people. 

6. Kunapipi Direct  70m 15  

Takes the ‘thrutch’ out of the original route. 1) 35m 

(15) as for Kunapipi.  2) 35m (15) From the ledge at 

the end of pitch 1, move up 3m to the base of the 

chimney, then traverse L to gain a crack on the wall. 

Up this and directly through the overhang. Steve Toal, 

Paula Greene 21.7.12  

7. Kunapipi 70m 15  

On the L end of the buttress is a corner crack. This 

climbs it. 1) 35m (15) Up the corner crack, finishing 

up chimney. XL cams are very useful.  2) 35m (15) 

Chimney to top of chockstones. L onto wall below 

overhang and over it. Keith Lockwood, Ed Neve (alt) 2.3.74  

Morning Glory Buttress 

8. Kunapipi - Pot of Gold Link Up 35m 19  

1) 15m (15) Climb the first pitch of Kunapipi to belay 

on ledge before chimney. 2) 20m (19) Traverse wall 

to R to join Pot of Gold below the roof. Follow PoG to 

top. (2 bolts). Nick McKinnon, Marcel Geelen, Adam Demmert 

2009  

9. ************?Gold Digger 35m 22  

Up the steep face directly left of Pot Of Gold, past 11 

FHs to rap station. Tom Dorrington, Jan 2018 

10. ***Pot Of Gold  62m 21  

“I’d crawl a mile over broken glass to climb that 

pitch” (Pete Mills, 2015). Perhaps not necessary, but 

maybe he was referring to the scree slope access. 

Super quality first pitch (sport) with trad second 

pitch of lesser quality but still well worthwhile. The 

left arête of the buttress. 1) 32m (21) Up the steep 

arête that looks like it should be about 5 grades 

harder! 10 bolts + optional small cam or big wires 

after last bolt. 2) 30m (16) Straight up the arête to 

natural belay. Move to west side of buttress to rap 

over Rainbow Serpent (two 33m raps to the ground). 
Ingvar Lidman (1 & 2), Josef Goding 2009  

11. **Morning Glory Direct  65m 23 

Climbs the centre of the front of the buttress. Tech-

nical moves low down, then some taxing heaves 

around the main roof. Starts about 4-5m L of Rain-

bow Serpent on the L side of an orange scoop. 1) 35m 

(23) Up a few metres to a bolt. Move L past this onto 

the front of the buttress then up past another bolt to 

easier ground. Up to the roof. Follow the line awk-

wardly around the L edge of this and up the wall 

above for about 7-8m to belay in the line at a rea-

sonable ledge. 2) 30m (17) Continue up the delight-

ful crack (as for the original Morning Glory, which 

gained the front of the buttress by traversing in from 

the right, above the roof). Two 33m raps from the 

top of Rainbow Serpent. P1 Kevin Lindorff and Cameron 

McKenzie 2009. P2 Kevin Lindorff, Reg Marron, Matthew Taylor 

1972  

12. **Gold Member  35m 23 

Climb Rainbow Serpent up to just under the roof then 

traverse L. Up through the inviting looking roof crack 

then continue slightly L and up slab to join back into 

RS at ledge. Clip a few bolts to gain RS lower-offs. 

Take 14 draws and a single rack. Adam Straw 8.9.18 

13. **Rainbow Serpent LHV  65m 20 

Avoids the cruxy part of pitch 2. 1) 32m (20) As for 

Rainbow Serpent. 2) 33m (18) From belay, head up to 

third bolt. Traverse up and L to Morning Glory's over-

lap, through this and up fantastic vertical crack & 

face trending R to join P2 at the belay. Great climb-

ing, fantastic rock.  FADU 

14. **Rainbow Serpent 65m 22 

Almost worth three stars (the top half, in particular, 

is fantastic). Start on the R side of Tjuringa Buttress 

below orange roof. 1) 32m (20) Climb up to and R of 

orange roof to steep bridging, then up L past flake 

to ledge. Up wall past more bolts tending L after 

about 15m to belay on ledge. Take a bunch of wires, 

small and micro-cams and about 18 quickdraws. 2) 



 

 

 

33m (22) Swing up onto L side of arête and up deli-

cate grey wall to orange steepness. Thin moves lead 

to more moderate but enjoyable climbing up the 

arête that seems never to finish! Rap from anchor 

(about 32-33m) to the first belay, then another 32-

33m rap to the ground (or 2x60m ropes will get you 

all the way). Josef Goding, James McIntosh, Kevin Lindorff, 

Ingvar Lidman 2009  

15. **Morning Glory 117m 18  

A strong crack line from half height, but poor chim-

ney to get there detracts. 1) 20m (16) Up corner to 

small ledge. 2) 52m (18) Traverse L to prominent 

crack in middle of buttress. 3) 45m (17) Up the crack 

in the middle of the buttress. Matthew Taylor, Kevin Lin-

dorff, Reg Marron 02.76  

16. Quinkan 70m 17  

In the big corner on the RH side of Morning Glory 

Buttress. 1) 35m (17) At bushes go L and up wall, 

then back to corner and up to tree. 2) 35m (17) 

Chimney [to the] top, Scramble (roped) to anchor 

above Rainbow Serpent. Ed Neve, Keith Lockwood (alt) 

23.2.74  

Bunjil Wall 

17. *Witana Wall 55m 23 

Superb clean wall between the R edge of Tjuringa 

Buttress and Bunjil. Seriously low on good gear. Steve 

Monks, Dave Mudie 1.2.88 

18. **Bunjil 80m 17 

Good, but a bit of loose rock and average gear de-

tract. The thin crack about 12m R of Tjuringa But-

tress. 1) 40m (16) Step R, then L on to bulge. Up 

crack line using the wall to the L when needed. Belay 

at bleached ledge. 2) 40m (17) Up twin lines, R at 

overhang and finish up wall. Belay on ledge. Stay 

roped up to move L (facing the cliff ) to gain Rainbow 

Serpent’s anchor. Rap off this. Peter McKeand, Keith Lock-

wood 2.6.74  

19. *Walunda 110m 15 

Just right of Bunjil is a bulge. 1) 40m (15) Climb the 

bulge then veer L up wall to L-facing corner. Up L 

wall to ledge above corner. 2) 20m (15) Up the 

beautiful wall. 3) 50m (15) Up the crack and beyond. 
Keith Lockwood, Dave Gairns 20.10.74  

20. *Burnum Burnum  80m 20 

3m R of big tree near Walunda. 1) 10m (20) Climb the 

wall then the bulge. Up R to ledge. 2) 35m (20) Up 

wall to ledge beneath smoother rock. 3) 35m (20) Up 

crack in headwall and beyond. Keith Lockwood, Louise 

Shepherd 1.2.88 

21. Gone Walkabout  85m 18  

Start between Burnum Burnum and Murinbungo. 1) 

25m (18) Climb 5m to rounded blocks. L for 6m on 

lip of bulge, then up to belay on Burnum Burnum. 2) 

30m (18) Diagonally R, then up to crack through 

overhang just L of arête and on to ledge on arête. 3) 

30m (18) L and up wall. Keith Lockwood, Nick White 26.2.92 

22. *Murinbungo  90m 19 

The crux (first pitch) has serious ground fall poten-

tial. Start in a short groove. 1) 30m (19) Up groove 

then wall. Up and L into prominent corner L of 

Goorialla. 2) 30m (19) Continue up corner and up RH 

line. Step L at top. 3) 30m (19) Beautiful grey wall R 

of corner. Keith Lockwood, Ed Neve (alts) 26.10.74 

23. **Carmina Burana  55m 25 

Grand! Climbs the eye-catching orange corner of the 

upper reaches of the middle section of this cliff. Per-

haps 100m up and L of Kadaitcha. Approach via Mor-

dred or Morgana. Gain the corner via a delicate rising 

traverse passing a thread and 5 FHs. Climb the cor-

ner (small to medium wires and cams) then the in-

timidating head wall aiming for a tiny roof above a 

thin seam (FH + small wires). Step R, clip a FH, then 

trend L-wards to the base of a L-leaning line (small 

wires). Climb this, passing a final FH and slots for 

small cams to a rap station. Rap to the belay ledge 

for Morgana/Mordred (two ropes required). Ingvar Lid-

man, Muki Woods 2009 

24. *Mordred  15m 24   

Start as for Morgana. After the first bolt step into the 

peapod then onwards up the slabby wall. 5 bolts to 

a lower-off. Ingvar Lidman 2009  

25. *Morgana  15m 24   

Start 3m to the R of a short groove (Murinbungo). 

Climb the slabby rib via 5 bolts to a lower-off. Ingvar 

Lidman 2009  

26. *Goorialla  100m 17 

The first climb of the area. *The topo line is indica-

tive only. Climbs the major corner in the middle of 

Dreamtime Wall L ??  of Carmina Burana. 1) 45m (16) 
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Up the R wall of the orange corner. L around over-

hang and traverse L to foot of corner. 2) 25m (6) To 

tree then L line up corner on L. 3) 30m (17) Deli-

cately up, then crack beyond. Keith Lockwood, Ed Neve 

23.2.74 

Seq: Carmina in here? 

27. **Honey Pie  35m 21  

The line of FHs just L of Tchingal's Curse. A thin start 

(crux) leads to a long and sustained outing on excel-

lent rock. Finish at the anchor (1 UB and 1 FH) above 

the final ledge. Ariel Pouillot Halperin, Anthony Pattison, Lucia 

Alvarez 2018 

28. *Tchingal’s Curse  71m 22 

Great adventure route! Rap down Carmina Burana. 

Start on slab below big crack through roof above. 1) 

36m (20) 5 bolts. Start atop flake against wall. Intri-

cate slab climbing past four carrot bolts and gear, 

trending L. Place some good gear and climb L of 

arête and small corner to clip 5th carrot bolt to finish 

on ledge and rap anchor. 2) 35m (22) 5 bolts. Up 

tricky slab past carrot bolts to big bomb bay crack in 

roof. Climb through roof with great exposure and up 

continuation of crack. At top of crack head L up di-

agonal crack to anchor (single bolt plus trad). Move 

L to the rap station for Carmina Burana. Adam Dem-

mert, Ross Taylor 2009  

29. *Auntie Coral's Mud Wrestling Extrava-

ganza  35m 15  

Starts just right of u-bolt, then L to horn jug (crux). 

Back R after 1st bolt to R-facing triangular side pull. 

Then following well featured face and white streak 

up and diagonally L to anchors.16 UBs + lower offs. 
Anthony Pattison, Tanja Gen 30.5.18 

30. *Kadaitcha  55m 17 

Good rock with good gear available. Up L along the 

cliff approximately another 20m from The Stars Look 

Down is an attractive L-leading corner crack, with a 

ledge just off the ground. Start here. 1) 25m (15) Up 

and L along the big corner. Belay at ledge. 2) 30m 

(17) L along ledge then follow corner systems up 

and through big orange corner. A steep and dra-

matic finish on jugs awaits, just R of the corner crack. 

Rap (30m) from DBB. Michael O’Brien, Josef Goding (alt) 

2009  

31. *The Stars Look Down  40m 20 

Starts 40m L of Namarron, at the base of a R-facing 

orange corner. 1) 40m Up the corner (4 bolts) to 

move around L spectacularly under the blocky roof/ 

bulge (bolt on headwall) to the arête. Up past an-

other bolt to a DBB (rings) at 20m. Either belay here 

or keep going via another four bolts and a bit of a 

run out on easier ground to DRB *Kevin indicated he 

is ok if an extra bolt is added to this last bit. Kevin Lin-

dorff, James Scott-Bohanna, 05.14 

32. **Heaven Sent  30m 21  

A great outing with varied styles, solid rock and 

good bolting. Starts as for Songline, straight up at 

first bolt (Songline traverses R here). Thin face climb-

ing eventually leads to good rest. Delicate side pulls 

then powerful moves through steep bulge and tricky 

mantle. Up corner then move L and up to rap station 

(27m)  Joe Goding, David Sztrajt, David Shelton, 10.12.17 

33. **Furi Road  35m  

(closed project) 15 U-bolts. Starts on slab left side of 

pillar follow bolts through steep lower section. Con-

tinue following u bolts to top. Not yet completely 

cleaned, so please stay off until complete. 

34. **Into the Badlands  30m 19  

Engaging. Sports climbing for multi-pitch trad climb-

ers. Starts as Songline for the first 3 FHs. Unclip the 

first bolt after for less drag. Traverse R across face on 

UBs till you reach the vertical crack. Go 2m up verti-

cal crack reach across left on good holds to clip 2nd 

u bolt. Then heads straight up following u bolts up 

to first set of lower offs 1- u bolt 1-fixed hanger with 

twisted shackle. Grade 18 to this point 8 bolts +2 for 

lower offs. Note extension which is 1 u bolt till the 

next set of lower offs is 19 l will be removing the first 

set of lower offs soon. l would recommend a 70m 

rope so you can get back to the ground instead of 

the ledge. Anthony Pattison, Ariel Pouillot Halperin & Joe 

Goding, 10.6.18 

35. *Songline  32m 16 

Starts just R of The Stars Look Down, takes the R-

leaning seam. Pull up directly beneath the first bolt, 

then move up R to make the second bolt. Follow the 

line. 35m ?? rap. Ian Smith, David Shelton 03.16  

seq – these might be better after OW. 

36. Santa's Exit  16m 15 

Easy climbing interrupted by an awkward squeeze 



 

 

 

chimney. Up the corner above the Orb Weaver an-

chors. Beware horrifyingly loose rock around L of the 

chimney, preventing anyone avoiding the squeeze.  
Dave Scarlett, Tara Laursen 17.12.16 

37. *Rudolph's Shortcut  18m 14 

(Trad) From the anchor on top of Orb Weaver, step R 

around arete and go straight up using easy steps. 

Follow the narrow crack to next ledge. Slightly run-

out easy scramble for the last few meters. Tara Laursen, 

18.12.16 

38. **Orb Weaver  30m 20  

Starts at the L end of a car-sized boulder, about 10m 

left of Dreamcatcher. Mantle start L of first bolt, up 

slab to large undercling flake and through that to 

ledge. Easily up and R along ledge then up a steep 

section (crux) until climbing eases, and finally weave 

back L under the giant orb ??, finishing up L of it. 

Anchors on right wall, 26m rappel to ground.  Dave 

Scarlett, Tara Laursen, 1.4.18 

39. **Dreamcatcher  48m 21   

Starts about 5m up and L of Namarron at a small 

rock ledge with a tree for some belay shade. Sus-

tained steepness with a technical slabby start leads 

to a nice rest on a ledge, then a wild airy finish. 

Shade after about 3pm. 45m rap from rings. Josef 

Goding, Dave Shelton 03.15 

40. *Hunter Gatherer  25m 12  

A fun trad corner of bridging and jamming with 

good gear. Starts at the top of Namarron and heads 

up the obvious corner above. Take a reasonable 

rack. Josef Goding, Dave Shelton, Mandy Williamson, 01.15  

41. **Namarron  30m 20   

Means “Lightning Man” in local folklore. A good sus-

tained face climb with some lovely steep layback 

moves. Starts up a face 4m L of Back in Black. 1) 30m 

Up face ducking and weaving around some tiny 

holds and great moves, follow the bolts and enjoy 

the ride! 13 FHs. Josef Goding 04.13  

42. **Dreaming of a White Christmas  40m 

21   

Enjoyable, technical & pumpy. Follow 13 FHs 

through a couple of bulges to DBB. Paul Geil, Josef 

Goding 12.14  

43. *Back in Black  55m 19   

Fun climbing in an exposed position, but some rattly 

rock detracts a little. Starts up a black crack about 

10m L of The Apology. 1) 20m (17) Harder than it 

looks! Up crack past 8 FHs, up and R just below end 

of crack then back L to gain ledge and DBB/rap. 2) 

35m (19) Up and L to steep blunt arete, blast up this 

on laybacks and some funky footwork to easier 2nd 

half. Matthew Trebilco, Mark Beart (P1), Nick Nash, Josef Goding 

(P2) 04.13  

44. *Sorry 15m 17  

A direct start to The Apology. Start 5m R of P1 of The 

Apology. 3FHs conveniently finishing at its P1 an-

chors. Could do with one more bolt at the end. Paul 

Geil, Roark Muhlen, 26th Jan ???? 

45. **Need More Clothes 32m 18   

(CLOSED PROJECT) A very nice alternative second 

pitch for The Apology. Starts on the RH side of the 

ledge. Up (just R of corner) stepping L past small 

rooflet at around half height to finish on ledge down 

and R a little from The Apology. David Shelton 07.16  

46. **Good Tukka 35m 21   

(CLOSED PROJECT) A slightly harder second pitch for 

The Apology. From the belay on the ledge of The 

Apology head straight up trending L to small rooflet. 

Pass around this on its R then trend back L to reach 

ledge. Traverse diagonally up L here then up when it 

eases until it’s possible to step delicately back R to 

reach the belay. Josef Goding & Roark Muhlen, 07.16  

47. *Treaty 50m 20  

A really nice long outing with a low delicate crux on 

good rock with good bolt spacing. 20 FHs. Starts just 

R of Back In Black on slab. Delicately up slab and 

face to join Free Passage for the last 3 bolts and be-

lay there. 42m abseil. David Shelton, Anthony Pattison 2017 

Just to the left and right of The Apology are two 

CLOSED projects which are partially bolted, but start 

from the ledge and now have their own rap stations.  

48. *Regrets 20m 23  

Straight up the steepest section of this wall through 

two bulges. Starts at the flake 3m R of Back in Black 

(and 1m R of Treaty.) Balance across R into the line at 

the first FH and then climb directly up the line 

through two bulges. Nice compression moves on 

immaculate rock at the top. Once you gain the small 

ledge system, climb easily up and left to the first FH 

on Free Passage and traverse L to the rap anchors 
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above Back in Black P1. (8 bolts) Michael O'Reilly 2017 

49. *Free Passage 35m 20  

Starts at the 1st ?? below (on ledge) of The Apology. 

Head straight up trending L to small rooflet, up the 

R side of this then traverse L. Up then L when you hit 

the sloping ledge, up then back R to independent 

rap station (2 x staples). 30m (rope stretcher) rap to 

ledge. Josef Goding, Paul Geil, 4.9.16 

50. *Soz Mate 15m 23  

Technical climbing 1.5m L of Tangent. Climbs the thin 

face past 5 FHs. Michael O’Reilly, Dave Scarlett, 03.18 

51. **Tangent 15m 18  

A nice bit of climbing on the attractive short Arapa-

lesian wall below The Apology. Start 4m R of Sorry. 
Paul Geil, Carol Lunny & Josef Goding, 3.9.16 

52. **The Apology 50m 19   

Fun climbing on good rock, well bolted! Sustained. 

Starts on a slabby wall down and around (about 

200m) from Moon Safari / Totemic Arete. 1) 17m (18) 

Up slab past 3 U bolts, up and R (past FHs) to gain 

ledge and DBB/rap. 1) 35m (19) Up and R to thin 

face, blast up this on laybacks and some funky foot-

work to easier 2nd half. Josef Goding (P1), Metani Rooms 

(P2) Nick Nash, Matthew Trebilco, Mark Bert 02.13 

53. *1967 28m 18  

Starts at the ledge (3m R of The Apology anchor). Up 

and R diagonally to shallow corner, up just R of this. 

Near top, step L up steep bulge to finish on sloping 

ledge with its own rap station (2 x glue in staples) 
Dave Shelton, Mandy Williamson 4.9.16 

54. *Chinnup 28m 18  

Enjoyable well protected face climbing, starts on the 

first belay of The Apology / 1967. The name is a refer-

ence to the Aboriginal seasons - Chinnip is for cold, 

cockatoos and early wildflowers. There are 2 UBs at 

the base of the climb to belay from. Up to the first 

two bolts of 1967 then head up and R to rap station 

on chockstone above chimney. Belay here. Tricky 

moves up R then back L and up the wall past 11 glue 

in staples to finish at the rap station of 1967 on 

ledge. Rap 28m back to belay or 50m to ground, or 

33m to ledge where The Apology 1st pitch anchors 

are. Joe Goding, Anthony Pattison 9.07.17 

55. Power Nap  

(Closed Project) On the small buttress below Jard-

wadjai (photographers ledge) there are 3 short sport 

routes. This is the middle one Seq? Set by Adam Dem-

mert 

56. *Paul’s Project  25m 22   

(Closed project) Thin sustained face climb starts at 

the bottom of The Squash Court. Up the wall duck-

ing and weaving a little to finish up the bulge at the 

end and rap station. Either rap all the way to the 

ground or back to the belay and rap again to 

ground. Equipped by Paul Geil. 

The next/previous few routes are down and left on 

an attractive face now bristling with bolts and good 

moderately-graded sport climbs.  

57. **The Brotherhood 25m 22   

A tribute to a great friendship, the spirit of generos-

ity and a shared passion for adventure. Consistently 

engaging, good climbing on good rock. Starts 3m R 

of The Squash Court. Delicate moves up the blunt 

arete to orange headwall, up, up and away - belay 

on big block just right of Werpil/Totemic Arete’s an-

chors. Josef Goding, Paul Geil 11.15  

58. **Werpil 25m 22   

“When he had created the beautiful sandstone 

ranges of Gariwerd, Bunjil often took the form of 

Werpil the Eagle so that he could view his work.” 

Perfect rock for the area. Start from DBB at the up-

per (LH) end of The Squash Court (about 30m above 

the ground between the starts of Totemic Arete and 

Moon Safari). Head up R through wide corner scoop 

to the bottom of the gently overhanging orange 

wall. Follow FHs up, finishing at the DBB of Totemic 

Arete. 8FHs. Rap as per Totemic Arete or 25?m to DBB 

on The Squash Court then 30m to ground. Paul Geil & 

Josef “Godfather of Dreamtime” Goding 26.9.15  

59. *Totemic Arete 65m 18   

Good line, fun climbing. In ancient times “Totemic” 

means broadly speaking ancestral beings, roaming 

the land and giving birth to the people, a view of na-

ture and life. Starts L along the cliff approximately 

another 10m from Talisman where a gully leads 

steeply up to the photographers ledge with a black 

slab on its RH side. Start here. 1) 28m (15) Up sus-

tained technical black slab past many U-Bolts. Steep 



 

 

 

finish to belay at rap station on ledge. 2) 33m (20) 

Up and R on good holds to gain large ledge. Up the 

arete (tricky swing left where the holds run out) to 

fun exposed easier climbing above on superb com-

pact rock. Take lots (15?) of draws to finish at rap 

station. 60m to ground or carefully 30m to 1st belay. 
Josef Goding, Adrian Koenig 07.12  

The next/previous few routes start at the “Squash 

Court”, a sloping terrace about 28m above ground 

level best reached by doing the first pitch and a half 

of Totemic Arete.  

60. Jardwadjai Variant  128m 17  

1) and 2) as for Jardwadjai, but belay just before 2nd 

belay. 3) 50m (15) Blast up right to finish at the top 

of Totemic Arete. Adrian Koenig, date unknown. 

61. Jardwadjai  128m 17  

Some good climbing but inconsistent quality with 

sections of very loose rock and not so great gear. 

Cleaning and re-bolting this big line is invited, but 

would be quite a job. Starts 5m L of Moon Safari. 1) 

28m (16) Up the delicate slab to seam, L along this 

up and L to a ledge. 2) 50m (17) L on ledge then up 

steep black wall just L of corner. Up this to ledge. 

Step R into corner, stem and layback to big ledge. 3) 

50m (12) Enjoyable but poorly protected face climb-

ing to big ledge, easily up wall to belay on the very 

top. Josef Goding, Damien Heath (alt) 2009 

62. **Talisman  50m 24   

Sustained thin climbing. As for Moon Safari to the 

start of the arête, then continue up and left up the 

beautiful slab. 14 bolts. Rap anchor. Ingvar Lidman 2009  

63. **Moon Safari  50m 24 

Exposed and thought provoking! Located about 15m 

L of Gulgurn Manja, around L of the prominent R-

ward leaning corner. Starts up the steep dark grey 

slab just L of the water streak. Delicately up the slab, 

cross the water streak to the start of the arête. Up 

the arête. 12 bolts, optional gear for arête: wires, 

RPs, two-finger-sized cams. Rap anchor. Ingvar Lidman, 

Josef Goding 2009  
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64. **Joe’s Project  42m 25  

(Closed project). Starts about 3m L of Gulgurn Manja, 

just R of the huge R-leaning chossy corner. Up face 

then L through overlap and onto face. Trending L 

then up break just before arete, curve R then back L 

at sickle shaped orange corner. R on steep face then 

straight up between Moon Safari and Gulgurn Manja 

to join their anchor. Has been equipped so as not to 

take away from Moon Safari (the bolts are too far 

right to be clipped from that route). Set by Joe Goding 

10.06.18 

The next three routes get morning shade then after-

noon sun. 

65. **Gulgurn Manja  40m 21   

Sustained excellent and varied climbing, however a 

little loose rock in the first 10m detracts slightly. 

Starts about 5m L of The Stolen Generation. Delicate 

face/ slab climbing to cross L over the R-leading 

seam/break after the 6th bolt. Traverse L and up into 

hanging orange corner, follow this up and R then 

blast up the face to belay on small ledge on arête. 

Triple bolt belay/rap chain (take two ropes to rap 

off!). Josef Goding, Damien Heath 2009 

66. **The Stolen Generation  39m 23   

Solid for the grade. Starts about 15m L of a big gully 

and 15m R of R-leading corner, at a grey/black slab. 

Up the black slab on U-bolts. Traverse R to steep or-

ange line, straight up over R-leading weakness, tend 

L and up to chains. Rap 35m to a sloping ramp, 3m 

above ground. 18 bolts. Josef Goding 2009  

67. *The Big Easy  42m 15   

Popular! Start in the big gully/ramp, 5m L of Sadie 

May, below the line of 17 bolts. Follow the bolts up 

easy slab climbing, until a delicate move leads you 

rightwards, across water streak. Then head up and 

left to a ledge. Cross the crack and enjoy a steeper 

finish. Descend as for Sadie May. Damien Heath 2009 

The next two routes are in a lovely shady gully that is 

fantastic early or late on a hot day, but remember 

they seep after rain.  

68. **Sadie May 55m 13   

The first line on the slab is a cracker. Consistently 

good climbing on bomber water-worn rock. 5m 

right of The Big Easy. Start just L of the lush green-

ery, up a series of depressions in the slab. Follow the 

water-worn rock up and R to a steepening. Up and 

over this, along the rib above, then tricky moves up 

and L before topping out on the ledge above. One 

55m abseil or two 30m abseils using rap point half-

way down The Big Easy. Scott Taylor, Simon Chapple 2012  

69. *Thor 25m 25   

Full value for the grade. Takes the steep west face of 

Virgin Buttress (the big buttress across L from the 

buttress on which R.E.M. is located). Funky climbing 

via a feast of underclings and sidepulls with slopey 

facets for your feet. 8 bolts. Sustained with a tricky 

finish past the last bolt. Lower off. Ingvar Lidman 2009  

70. *Aeropress 25m 22  

Warning: This route has a death block near the top, 

it should not be climbed until it has been removed. 

Sustained climbing up the wall L of Dreaming of Re-

habilitation's crack (down and R of Thor). Approx 16 

FHs lead to belay via a lot of very thin moves. 25m 

rap from 2 FH with rings. David Shelton, Joe Goding, Mandy 

Williamson 07.17 

71. Dreaming of Rehabilitation  27m 21  

Dangerously loose - try something else! Start as for 

The Birthday Barrista but head up crack on L of 2nd U 

bolt, a solid outing which has loose rock. Take a big 

rack. When the climbing eases step R to lower off. 
Wendy Eden, Adam Demmert 2009  

72. ***The Birthday Barrista 25m 23   

(Closed project) Bolted as a 40th birthday present to 

Anthony Pattison in 2009, and hence known as Patti-

son’s Curse. Many have climbed it with a sit on the 

first bolt to keep it ‘unsullied’. Full value for the 

grade. Takes the steep east face 10m down and right 

of The Perfect Extraction. Thin slabby start then trav-

erse right on powerful under clings and sideclings. 

Up and R on beautiful orange rock and moves. Head 

back L (crux) on powerful sidepulls then up over-

hanging arête to rap station on ledge. Take 16 quick 

draws. 

73. **Single Origin 23m 24  

Climbs the first 3 bolts of The Birthday Barrista, then 

directly up the technical face past 3 FH's. At this 

point join the finish of Double Shot Espresso past 

4FHs and a RB. Michael O'Reilly 2017 

74. *Caffeine Hallucination 23m 23  

unknown.  From thecrag. 



 

 

 

75. **Double Shot Espresso 23m 24   

This independent route climbs the stunning steep-

ness of the Barrista Buttress. Damn pumpy! Starts 

between Afagato and The Birthday Barrista. Up sus-

tained face past 4 FHs then L to a stance on TBB (u-

bolt) Traverse L with good feet to the arete and es-

tablish yourself on the steep prow. Finish past 4 

more FHs and one U-bolt. Michael O’Reilly, Steve Chap-

man 03.16  

76. *Affagato 25m 22   

Starts below shallow yellow corner around 10m 

down and L of The Perfect Extraction. Up corner until 

you can traverse L on good holds. Up wall past big 

flake to some very thin moves, but step L to great 

sidepulls and around L then R to ledge and rap sta-

tion. Josef Goding, Roark Muhlen 04.16 

*Note Josef plans to bolt a straighter finish removing 

the dog leg to the right at the end which may in-

crease the length a bit. 

77. **The Perfect Extraction 50m 18  

A long outing! Take 18 quick draws and an extra cof-

fee shot for the route. The line of U-bolts about 4m 

L of Short Memory. Up wall to ramp, L up this to 

ledge. Up headwall following the line of bolts. A 

steep finish provides a little sting in the tail. You can 

traverse across to the excellent second pitch of Sod’s 

Law. Josef Goding, Matt Spittal, Mike O’Brien 2012  

78. *The Imperfect Distraction 45m 20  

Starts as for "The Perfect Extraction" to ramp/ledge. 

Move R approx 5m to weakness just L of main cor-

ner. Up fun, moderate face to a steep wild crux. Be-

lay on pillar at top as for The Perfect Extraction. Paula 

Toal, Steve Toal, James McIntosh 3.6.17 

79. *Sod’s Law 65m 16 

A tribute to a good friend. Derrick took up climbing 

after his doctor insisted he stop marathons.... at age 

70! Nice natural line with fun moves, and a superb 

second pitch on great rock. Ironically the first pitch is 

rife with greenery and the odd loose block. Worth 

doing the second pitch in its own right after Princess 

Slayer’s first pitch or The Perfect Extraction. 1) 45m 

(16) Start up the crack L of Short Memory. Nice bridg-

ing and jamming with great gear leads to a crux 40m 

up. Negotiate the overhanging roof crack then move 

right to the bolted belay of Princess Slayer. 2) 20m 

(16) Great climbing! Delicately L then up the line on 

positive holds and lovely jams, with surprising expo-

sure. Great trad gear all the way. Trad belay on sum-

mit, enjoying beautiful views across the Victoria Val-

ley. Abseil as for Princess Slayer. Mike O’Brien, Scott Tay-

lor 2012  

80. *Princess Slayer 60m 21   

A very good, sustained 21, with thoughtful moves 

and a few spaced bolts. 1) 40m 21 (12 bolts) As for 

Short Memory head up and L where it heads R to the 

crack (following grey fixed hangers). Confronting 

moves lead up to the crux, which gains the crack 

above. Nice climbing up the crack to a belay on the 

left. 2) 20m (six bolts) from belay step R and up 

through a tricky corner. Weave up and around over-

laps and bulges to the top anchor. Michele Domaneschi, 

Josef Goding, Mike O’Brien 2012  

83. *Short Memory 26m 17 

Not quite a sport route, despite how it looks from 

the ground. Starts at a grey slab opposite R.E.M. 14 

bolts, then when they run out a few wires and a 

small to medium cam or two lead you up and L, then 

right into a crack and up to a ledge. Ignore the grey 

painted hangers off to the L (Princess Slayer). Sus-

tained delicate face climbing to new 28m rap, or up 

further to big ledge (30m rap). Shade till midday. 
Josef Goding, Damien Heath 2009  

82. **Signe’s Second Pitch 30m 18   

From the belay on top of Short Memory head up then 

hand traverse L across the orange wall, onto the 

front of the buttress. Sneak up L of the large flake to 

another overlap, onto a bullet hard grey slab. Deli-

cate moves to the top, and L to the rap anchor (60m 

to ground, or exactly 30m to Short Memory rap. Tie 

knots in the end of your ropes!) Signe Stanbridge, Matt 

Spittal 2012  

83. Insatiable/Meiga 24m 21*   

(Closed Project) Starts 1m R of Short Memory. Tricky 

slab moves lead up face then L to steep bulge and 

crux moves to rap anchor. 11(?) FHs. Maria Vilardiaz 

2016? 

84. Psychedelic Zucchini 28m 20*   

gr 19 on thecrag. Named after Josef’s giant zucchini. 

Starts beneath the arete right of Short Memory and 

Insatiable/Meiga. Tricky slab moves lead up and R to 

steep arete. Sustained climbing brings you to an 
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overlap and crux moves to rap anchor. 11 FHs. Hywel 

Rowlands, Josef Goding 14.03.16  

85. *Underhanded Tactics Direct  25m 21   

To the R of and around the corner from Psychedelic 

Zucchini, directly under the rappel from that climb. 

Starts to the R of the first bolt. Reach L to clip first 

bolt, then up through difficult terrain on thin, angled 

crimps and poor feet (crux). Eases once the 3rd bolt 

is reached. Continue straight up the line of bolts, fin-

ishing through a series of impressive underclings. 7 

FHs. David Scarlett 04.16  

86. **Underhanded Tactics 25m 17   

Starts about 4m further up the gully from UTDS. Up 

on the RH side of the first bolt, then begin trending 

L before reaching a thin footrail under the 3rd bolt. 

Delicately traverse L into the the UTDS line, possibly 

using an extra long quickdraw on the 4th bolt to 

minimise drag. Up to a thought provoking series of 

underclings and a committing finish directly above 

final bolt. 6 FHs. David Scarlett 04.16  

87. *Murranji Track 25m 21   

Currently the highest line of bolts up the gully tbv 

(might not be for long!) Starting just left of a decent 

ledge about 30m uphill from Short Memory. 10 FHs 

plus rap station. Slabby technical thin start leads to 

novelty detached rock where a hands free rest is 

possible. Exposed steep final moves get the heart 

racing. Careful of lots of loose rock around the belay. 
Roark Muhlen, Josef Goding, 04.16  

88. *Ariel’s Project 24m 21+  

(Closed project) The first of Ariel's many new routes, 

this one has a very thin, heartbreaker finish (might 

be 23). Up the black wall between Maranjarri Track 

and Problem Solving over .05, go L at the end sharing 

the last bolt to finish at the anchor of MT. Set by Ariel 

Pouillot Halperin, May 2018 

89. *Michalangelo 22m 18  

An enjoyable and sustained outing. Starts approx 2m 

R of Maranjirri Track and 2m L of Problem Solving 

over .05 at base of black wall. Stays right at the end. 

There were a few loose bits still on the route at the 

end (on the RH side) so take care. These will get 

cleaned off soon. Joe Goding, Ariel Pouillot Halperin 05.18 

90. **Problem Solving Over .05  30m 18  

Starts 5m R of Murranji Track. Up black slab to little 

rooflet, climb R around rooflet then back L and 

straight up. Great moves with lots of FHs (16) and 

rests. Anthony Pattison, Joe Goding 14.12.16 

These next/previous routes start on the East side of 

the narrow gully and get morning shade then after-

noon sun.  

The next three routes on the wall to the left get 

morning sun then afternoon shade.  

91. *The Tubster  30m 18   

Fun little sport route up and over a couple of bulges. 

A steep move on good jugs up and through the first 

bulge leads to an easier face above. Clip the last bolt 

at the next bulge, before climbing rightward over 

the bolt and mantling onto the slabby arête above. 

A couple of airy slab moves get you to a rap anchor 

(as for Bella’s Crack ). 6 x FH, optional BD 0.75 after 

last bolt. Mike O’Brien, Signe Stanbridge 2012 

92. *Bella’s Crack  35m 17 

The attractive line in the shady gully. Delicate moves 

off the ground (crux) lead to great jams, stemming 

and underclinging. Once on top of the flake head up 

and L to DRB anchor. Mike O’Brien, Wendy Eden 2010  

93. **Archies Arête  35m 20   

Very classy! Starts a meter or so R of the prominent 

Bella’s Crack. Some spaced bolting makes for a sus-

tained, slightly pants filling, memorable (but safe) 

lead. R along ledge to good hold, then set off up the 

blank wall past 4 bolts to a good rest. Delicately R to 

the arête to arrive at the crux. Up and pleasant airy 

moves to rap. 10 FHs. Mike O’Brien 2010 

94. R.E.M.  40m 21   

Beware loose rock and Lindorff spaced protection. 

Starts just around L of the front of the buttress (10m 

L and uphill from Dreaming of Reconciliation). 7 FHs. 

Rap anchor (40m). Sun until around 1pm. Kevin Lin-

dorff, Josef Goding 2009 

There is a nice line (the R aretê) still to be done be-

low the rap station on Dreaming of Reconciliation. 

95. **Dreaming of Reconciliation  39m 22   

Starts on the front face of the same buttress as Red 

Chilli Nights (and R.E.M.). A cruxy start past the 

bulge leads to enjoyable face climbing above. R at 

roof to (new) hanging belay (30m to ground) or fur-

ther up on R arête (chains & 35m rap). Josef Goding 



 

 

 

2009  

The next three routes check have shade until around 

midday, and are located on the west facing wall op-

posite Wee Willy.   a diagram might be useful, or 

aerial photo looking down? 

96. ***Red Chilli Nights  28m 25   

Start a few metres R of an arête, behind a tree at an 

orange streak. Climb the orange streak on excellent 

rock with some spicy moves around the bulge 

above. 7 RBs and a lower-off. Shade until approxi-

mately 1pm. Adam Demmert 2009  

97. *Ring of Fire Dawn  28m 25   

Start a couple of metres R of Red Chilli Nights. Tech-

nical face climbing on excellent rock with an absorb-

ing crux! Joins Red Chilli Nights for its last bolt to rap 

anchor. Adam Demmert 2011  

98. Bombay Bullocks 40m 20  

Located on R facing orange wall 15m east of Prince 

Albert Pinnacle. 1) 30m (20) Up cracks for 20m then 

precariously weave around loose blocks (danger!) to 

ledge. 2) 10m (10) Finish up corner on R to double U 

bolt anchors in notch. Either rap back down the 

route (40m – two ropes) or rap off the far side (22m). 
Nick McKinnon, Marcel Geelen, Adam Demmert 2009  

Tellumis Buttress 
About 40m up the gully from Prince Albert Pinna-

cle is a grey slabby north-facing buttress. This is 

Tellumis buttress, which offers nice morning 

shade. 

99. Sookie 14m 12  

Spiritual sister of Mookie. Well protected and shaded 

most of the day. The crack line on the L side of the 

buttress, a few metres up the gully. At a stance, step 

R, then back L under the overhang. Rap anchor (1 

ring and one FH that needs a twisted shackle). Steve 

Toal, Paula Greene 22.7.12  

100. *Tellumis Dreaming  20m 17   

Delicate sustained and varied climbing. Up the L side 

of the front of the buttress, stepping L above the 

first bolt. 6 FHs. Be wary of loose flakes, especially 

near the top. Use rap anchor above Sookie to belay. 
Steve Toal, Paula Greene 22.7.12  

Moomba Pinnacle 

101. *Wee Willy 15m 17  

Fun thin face climbing on the east side of the pillar 

past five staples. Rap anchor. Shade in the afternoon. 
Mike O’Brien 2009  

102. *Fractured Baculum 17m 20 

seq Start just R of Wee Willy and belay from its first 

bolt. Step R and climb around the underside of the 

pinnacle, moving up and R past two bolts and 

through the R side of the roof to a ledge. Move back 

L and head up through centre of final roof. David Scar-

lett 03.16  

103. *Prince Albert 12m 7  

What else would you call a rock phallus with bolts? A 

fun novelty route. This route climbs the highest, 

south side past three fixed hangers. A BD 0.75 cam is 

useful for protecting the crack just before you top 

out. Rap anchor. Josef Goding, Ambia Scott, Diane Cotterell 

2009  

104. *234 Duck 14m 18   

Start on the northwest corner of Prince Albert Pillar 

(ledge adjacent to Glam Buttress). Stay to the left of 

line to find the way, there is a cross over right then 

back left. The loose rock is not in play – it is all to the 

right. Up past the bolts. Damien Heath 2010  

105. Alcheringa ??m 15  

tbc. Near the R end of the main cliff is a distinctive 

6m pinnacle.  This climb takes the first line left of this 

pinnacle and is a single pitch to grassy ledges. Abseil 

from tree. Hugh Foxcroft, Sue Key, Ed Neve 1980  

106. Moomba 10m 12  

It’s possible likely this was Prince Albert before it was 

climbed in 2009 (?) Start on the back of Bomenya 

(Noddy’s original name for the pinnacle). On the 

southwest side and follows the crack to the summit. 
Allan Hope, Bill Andrews 10.3.90  

107. Head Wound 22m 8  

Same starting point as Mookie. Go up the slab to the 

left, through a bush until you’re in a corner. Go up 

the crack with saplings on every ledge. Head to the 

top right. Abseil from same anchor as Mookie. Bernd 

Schiffer & Phil Sidaway 2014  

15m east of Mookie is a 15m-high pillar - Prince Al-

bert Pinnacle - that’s hard to miss.  
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108. Crazed Dreams 35m 15  

(could be the original ascent of Mookie?) Starts 2m 

to the left of the right arête on the north face of the 

buttress immediately (10m) right of the landmark 

pinnacle. Up the discontinuous line. Walk off. Camp-

bell Mercer, Mark Poustie 5.3.93  

*Mookie 20m 14 

Starts 2m L of the blunt arête (Not Drowning, Wav-

ing) at a corner. You should be able to see the 

chains at the end. Bridge your way up the lovely 

crack to belay at rap station. *This could be a repeat 

of Crazed Dreams? Ambia Scott, Diane Cotterell, 

Josef Goding 2009 

109. *Unhappy Slapper 14m 23   

Bouldery direct start to Not Drowning, Waving. Follow 

3 FHs directly through the bulge to join NDW at its 

small arete. Finish easily up. 7 FHs. Michael O’Reilly 03.16  

110. **Not Drowning, Waving  26m 19   

Very popular. Begin at undercut just R of the cracks 

of Mookie. 8 bolts. Clip bolt before moving out R to 

stance. Step up to stand under small rooflet. Follow 

line of bolts around L of small arête. Up to ledge, 

clip two more bolts & lower off. Damien Heath 2009  

111. **Wha Wha Knee  23m 20   

Start in the large undercut corner. Delicate climbing 

all the way. Two visible bolts. Damien Heath, Josef Goding 

2010 

Glam Buttress 

The next/previous? buttress has been dubbed “Glam 

Buttress” and boasts some fun well bolted sports 

routes all with rap stations. The next three routes are 

on the north side and come into shade in the early 

afternoon.  

112. *Man Overboard  24m 21   

Tricky power start will see more enjoyable climbing. 

Start under the roof moving R with the bolts. Follow 

the bolts and make the traverse L before the top. Da-

mien Heath 2009  

113. Wikked Again  40m 15  

The chimney between Dreams of Ordinary Men and 

Death Threat. Step L and? narrowing, up to turn final 

roof on right. Mike Wust, Jeremy Boreham, Hilary Lloyd 04.98  

114. *Bennelong  35m 20 

The face left of White Woman; around L from Black-

fella is a R-facing corner with a fist sized crack in the 

back. Up this for 5m then step around L and up the 

L-facing corner for 5m. Step L around the roof and 

up. Take the face then arête to the top. Protection is 

adequate. Dave Shelton, Mandy Williamson 3.9.16 

115. *Blackfella  35m 18  

Takes the crack system at the L end of the White 

Woman buttress. Dave Shelton, Ian Smith 03.15  

116. *Have to Work on That  20m 9 

Located in the gully of White Woman. You can either 

scramble up on the LH side of the gully to reach the 

start of WW, or take this route on the RH side as the 

1st pitch and WW as the 2nd. Facing WW from the 

main path, walk uphill on the RH side until you reach 

a chimney, about 8m high. Climb the chimney until 

you reach a ledge. Nice splits with good protection. 

Then head L and up to the start of WW (very easy 

climbing). Bernd Schiffer & Phil Sidaway 2.11.14 

117. **White Woman  35m 16 

This proud crack-line is a landmark in this area. It 

splits the buttress perched high up in the gully up 

and left of Dreamscape. Rap off ??m. Melanie Macin-

tosh, James McIntosh 27.10.91 

There is a new (2015) rap station on top (on the East 

side) of White Woman.  

118. Invasion Day  25m 18  

Start at the back of the chimney left of the Death 

Threat Buttress. 1) (15m) Up the RH corner at the 

back of the chimney gully, then amble up the wall 

on the R to belay under the finger crack. 2) 10m The 

crack. James McIntosh, Kevin Lindorff 2009  

119. Publish and Be Damned  35m 18 

Apparently good, varied climbing. 1) 23m (18) Climb 

V-groove in R arête of the White Woman buttress. 

Step L left above overhang at top of groove. 2) 12m 

Steeply up crack on arête. Step up right at bulge, 

then up and right more easily. Chris Baxter, Glen Donohue 

(alt), Wayne Maher 16.11.91  

120. Dreams of Ordinary Men  30m 20  

About 100m L of the Dreamscape Buttress is a grey 

buttress (lowest point of the cliff ) where this route 



 

 

 

and the next two are found. Start in the large under-

cut corner. Delicate climbing all the way. Two visible 

bolts. Wayne Maher, Chris Baxter, Glen Donohue 16.11.91  

121. *War The Crow 30m 20 

Starts a couple of metres L from Dreamscape. Climb 

up shallow corner to roof, exiting out R side (careful 

around the big block) and up lovely cracked grey 

face above. At the ledge, take the thin crack of 

Dreamscape but finish easily R into big crack at top. 
Ross Taylor, Adam Demmert 2009 

122. *Dreamscape  35m 21 

Good climbing on beautiful compact rock up an en-

ticing line. Start 3-4m L of the eye-catching orange 

arête (Death Threat) near where you first reach the 

cliffline, at a short corner capped by small roof with 

cracks on the L and R. 1) 22m (21) Climb the short 

open book corner for about 4m then up R. Awk-

wardly up a few moves to gain and negotiate the 

steep crack through the bulge. Up the closed corner 

above for a few meters then move L and up more 

easily to belay on ledge. 2) 13m (18) Take the very 

thin seam (not the bigger crack to the R that Death 

Threat finishes up) and traverse L below tiny roof. Up 

steep juggy arête to top. Kevin Lindorff, Josef Goding (alt) 

2009  

123. *Dreamscape Direct  30m 21 

Same start as Dreamscape but where it steps L at 

ledge continue straight up, finishing up big crack (as 

for Death Threat). Ross Taylor, Adam Demmert 2009 

124. **Death Threat  40m 19 

Good but scary! Climbs the orange arête that 

catches your eye as you first hit the cliff line. Proba-

bly overgraded.  Cracks on R arête of grey buttress 

(about 4–5m R of Dreamscape).  L below overhang 

about 30m above the deck to finish up big crack. 

Ross Taylor, Peter Canning 16.11.91  

125. Jammed Rope Syndrome  40m 8  

The large L-facing corner crack immediately R of 

Death Threat. Mark Poustie (solo) 5.3.93  
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Wannon Sector 

Wannon Sector 
 

Heading south from Lake Bellfield the main Gram-

pians road is sandwiched by the Mt William massif 

to the east, and the most dramatic parts of the 

Serra range to its west.  The headwaters of the 

Wannon River begin here, with the First and Sec-

ond Wannon creek valleys taking runoff from the 

western slopes of Mt William.  This sector covers 

the cliffs that are accessed from this section of the 

main highway, on both eastern and western sides.  
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Liomin Castle (Cathedral Rock) 

      rating 
 

 11 minutes 1:10-1:25 east  very good tbc marginal   

 “The two best cliffs in the Grampians are Mt 

Rosea and Liomin Castle” – Mike Stone. 

A tall statement indeed from the person whose 

name appears on the very first ascent of Taipan 

Wall!  And to quote from the 1991 Baxter guide: 

The 'dark horse' of the Grampians, Liomin Castle (or 

Cathedral Rock, as it is now marked on most maps) 

basks in quiet seclusion between Mt William and the 

Halls Gap-Dunkeld road. Guarded by a relatively 

long approach, its impressive cliffs visible only from 

the dead-end Mt William road, it is rarely visited. 

However, despite this it gives climbing of a quality 

surpassed by only a few cliffs in the Grampians, with 

soaring lines, bristling overhangs and generally 

Arapilesian rock. Climbers who appreciate solitude 

and a dramatic setting are unlikely to be disap-

pointed. 
 Drive 12.3km tbc south from Halls Gap to 

the Mt William Rd turnoff, then continue 3.0km 

on the same (Grampians) road to a car park on 

the left with a signposted trailhead “Mt William 

Summit 6.3km”.  This is Sheep Hills car park and is 

at S37.26804 E145.54012. 

 These walking directions may need to be recon-

firmed as there were works in the area for the 

GPT. Take this good track for 2.1km until it de-

scends to meet Fyans Creek (at S37.27294, 

E142.56113).  Do not cross the creek but find a 

rough track heading right along the west bank of 

the creek which is eventually marked with pink 

tape. This track heads up away from the creek 

through lighter scrub then turns left and reaches 

the major erosion gully which leads all the way to 

the left end of the crag.  The erosion gully is gen-

erally very good walking on washed sandstone un-

til the last 200m or so where it gets steeper and 

looser.  It reaches the crag at S37.28232, 

E142.56183. 

This is your best option for the first 3 routes, but 

all the others are more easily reached by follow-

ing the erosion gully only for about 500m until a 

smaller gully can be seen on the right and a green 

foam marker can be seen nailed to a tree (there 

may also be a cairn or two).  Head right into this 

smaller washout and then turn R onto a rough 

track (tape and a cairn).  This track runs all the 

way up and into the descent gully between the 

north and south sectors of the cliff, and is marked 
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with various colours of tape.  You reach the bot-

tom of the descent gully at about S37.28004 

E142.55931.   3.8km of walking. 

 It can be hard to find routes due to a lack of 

prominent landmarks and the generally spread-

out nature of this cliff.  If taking the gully route to 

the left, you arrive at the cliff approximately at 

Glen’s Route, and Apres Moi can easily be found 

with two cairns a little further to the right. 

The other routes are much further north (right), 

about 250m.  If coming from Apres Moi, head 

along the cliff base until you reach a steep under-

cut and blackened section suffering from exfolia-

tion. This is Blind Faith and Flights of Fancy – the 

piton runners can be spotted from the ground.  If 

you keep going from here the track reaches the 

bottom of a steep and overgrown gully,  the track 

then drops down a bit to get around the toe of 

the next buttress.  This is QED (S37.28049 

E142.55998).  no out of order, I must have this 

wrong? 

If coming up via the marked track, you arrive at 

the area below the descent gully.  The track 

trends right a bit as it nears the cliff but the bush 

is thick; to reach the rightmost routes on the 

southern crag either bash off early or continue up 

and right until it is possible to cut across left to 

the cliff itself; you will be near The Shrew.  This is 

on the north-facing wall at the left side of the 

gully left of the main descent gully.  QED is only 

about 40m further around L. See route descrip-

tions for other directions. 

Mobile service is marginal.  Calls are barely possi-

ble at base, but better on the summit. 

Southern Cliff 

As noted in the introduction the first few routes are 

best approached by coming all the way up the ero-

sion gully. 

1. James’ Route  35m 15  

Start 3m L of Glen’s Route, just R of a 7m high pillar. 

Up crack to where it turns chossy at 10m. Escape R. 

Up face to small ledge and bulge. Continue in origi-

nal line then move L to abseil tree. James McIntosh, Glen 

Donohue 25.9.14 

2. Glen’s Route  45m 18 

Start 10m L of Apres Moi. 1) 30m Face crack to short 

V corner L around bulge up line and veer L to belay 
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under recessed roof. 2) 15m Move around R. Up 

crack at Rof roof up to where crack stops at bulge. L 

and up steeply 5m to the top. Abseil from tree. Glen 

Donohue, James McIntosh (alt) 25.9.14 

3. *Apres Moi  70m 18 

Start directly above the landslip where there are two 

cairns. 1) 25m (14)  Up a L-leading flake/ramp head-

ing up to the foot of a prominent orange cor-

ner/flake (with overhang above). Up line to foot of 

orange corner 2) 20m (18) Groove to overhang, 

swing L then up crack to ledge. 3) 25m (16) Step R 

and up flake and chimney. Philip Armstrong, Jerry Maddox 

(var) 7.1.14 

As noted earlier it is now a long way right to the 

next routes.  I have not been able to definitively lo-

cate the next two, but I expect a bushbash up the 

now overgrown gully L of QED would reveal them. 

4. Gerrymander  65m 13,M1 

nvBased on the prominent pinnacle L of the QED 

bay. 1) 20m Wall to foot of chimney. 2) 45m (13,M1) 

Stand on belayer's head(!) to enter V-chimney, then 

follow line. Geoff Gledhill, Alan Gledhill 2.3.75 

5. Jamb Session  48m 14 

nv1) 24m The distinctive yellow /white corner on the 

buttress on L side of bay in which QED is found (and 

immediately R of Gerrymander). 2) 24m (14) Up to 

two attractive and distinctive cracks, which are fol-

lowed. Chris Baxter, Geoff Gledhill (alt) 6.11.73 

The original description for QED said “crack in R 

wall” but the route description otherwise matches a 

route that starts up a corner.  See the intro for bear-

ings. 

6. **QED 71m 15 

Excellent. Easier than it looks. 1) 31m Corner and 

crack in R wall of L-facing wall with a steep over-

grown gully heading above (there was an ancient 

green woollen jumper wrapped around a tree just 

up L of here).  This is 100-130m L of the descent 

gully and there is a pinnacle on L of the gully. Con-

tinue up corner above tree. Up L to stance below 

corner. 2) 18m (15) Corner to cave under roof. 3) 

22m. L to arete, up. Michael Stone, Chris Baxter (var) 6.1.73 

7. The Inquisition 75m 11 

1) 35m (11) Up broken corner to top of small pinna-

cle 17m R of QED. Step L and climb crack. 2) 40m 

Up line and through cave on R. Alan Gledhill, Kayr Sulc 

6.11.73 

8. Blind Faith 75m 14 

Steep and dramatic. 1) 25m (14) Little corner 3m R 

of The Inquisition to overhang at 10m. Step R, up wall 

to next overhang, step L.  2) 25m Line to overhang. 

Go R round this and up. 3) 25m Step R and climb 

overhang. Up crack and over overhang. Chris Baxter, 

Geoff Gledhill (alt) 6.11.73 

9. **Flights of Fancy  72m 20 

One of the better lines of the grade in the Grampi-

ans. Steep. Start about 10m R of Blind Faith.  1) 17m 

Go up to the distinctive triangular sentry-box with is 

2-4m off the ground. Exit up and L (three old PRs) to 

ledge just L of grooves. 2) 25m (20) Step R into L 

groove and climb it to roof. Step R and go up crack 

to next roof. Step L and up crack. 3) 30m More eas-

ily. Chris Baxter, Michael Stone (var) 29.11.75 

10. *True Blue  50m 21 

Two good, steep pitches. Start as for Flights of Fancy.  

1) 25m Up to the sentry-box, exit R, and head up R. 

Step L and up to roof. Swing R and so to tree. 2) 

25m (21) Up easily to final wall of buttress. Up wall 

to small niche at overlap. Traverse L on the lip of the 

overlap and follow the line above. Keith Lockwood, Steve 

Monks (alt) 3.11.90 

11. Donkey Vote  80m 10 

1) 40m (10) Climb juggy line in yellow wall 10m R of 

Flights of Fancy, veering L, then straight up. 2) 40m 

The line. Geoff Gledhill, Alan Gledhill (alt) 2.3.75 

12. Ipso Facto 48m 13 

1) 12m (13) rewrite? Climb twin cracks up the wall 

immediately around the arete L of the first bay S of 

the descent gully. (60m R of Donkey Vote.) 2) 32m 

Pimply chimney. Michael Stone, Chris Baxter (alt) 6.1.73 

The next routes are on the north-facing wall that is 

on the left side of the first gully/amphitheatre L of 

the descent gully.  Scramble up from cliffside to the 

base of the wall and locate the square and initial. 

13. The Shrew Direct 48m 17 

Where The Shrew traverses right at 10m, climb di-

rectly up corner to ledge. Directly up wall. Anton Bart-

lett, Simon Murray, Andrew Wilson 17.10.96 

14. The Shrew 48m 13 

Initialled.  Steep for the grade, with some dubious 
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rock. 1) 30m (13) Up crack on L of L wall of first bay 

S of descent gully (around R of Ipso Facto). At 10m 

traverse R and go up over bulge. Now up L, then 

back R. 2) 18m L to crack, up. Daryl Carr, Chris Baxter (alt) 

23.12.67 

15. *The Dream 35m 18 

Attractive buttress.  Crack 3m R of The Shrew. At 10m 

go R almost to The Crypt. Up arete, then step L and 

up original line. Exit R. James Mcintosh,  Melanie Mcintosh 

15.12.90 

16. The Crypt 33 m 6 

Chimney 3m R of The Dream, with tree at the top. En-

ter from L. Chris Baxter, Daryl Carr 23.12.67 

The next two routes are on smaller buttresses at the 

head of the gully. 

17. The Rat Pack 34m 12 

Another route which is steep for its grade and has 

some poor rock. The wide chimney/corner 35m R of 

The Crypt. Up corner, chimney, crack. Chris Baxter, Daryl 

Carr 23.12.67 

18. Guinevere 34m 10 

The first route done on the cliff - a clean corner. Up 

wall to corner 10m R of The Rat Pack. From top of 

corner, go up and L. Chris Baxter, Daryl Carr 23.12.67  

19. Gift of the Flab 22m 17 

not verified – assumed to be on the RH side of the 

Guinever buttress.  Crack up right of Guinevere. 

Steep to ledge, then up slightly L. Wayne Maher, Glen 

Donohue 12.10.96 

Northern Cliff 

The descent gully is between Guinevere and Scrotal 

Misgivings.  From Guinevere drop down to the RH 

side of the descent gully where there is a short but-

tress of clean pink stone.  Scrotal Misgivings is a fur-

ther 50m R along the cliff. 

20. **Scrotal Misgivings 28m 20 

pic? What else could you call a tall pillar with one 

rounded boulder at the base?  Reputedly very good. 

The rock deteriorates and the difficulties increase 

near the top. Start up the front of the buttress. Veer 

on to R face. Finish up thin crack. Craig Nottle, Geoff 

Gledhill 31.10.83 

21. Santa 40m 6 

Initialled.  Scrappy R-facing chimney around R of 

Scrotal Misgivings, started up narrow chimney on L. 

Daryl Carr, Chris Baxter 23.12.67 

22. **Who Pulled the Plug? 75m 19 

Excellent climbing. Start up middle of wall between 

Santa and Dogfight. 1) 25m (19) Line and wall to 

ledge at 10m. Step R and climb wall. Up L to big 

loose block. 2) 50m Line to roof. Step L and through 

roof. Up and L. Glenn Tempest, Kevin Lindorff (alt) 31.10.83 

23. **Dogfight 89m 15 

Great line. A scant trace of an initial remains.  1) 30m 

Up wall 6m R of Santa to stance on L at 6m. Up and 

R into crack and up into stance on L. 2) 24m (15) 

Crack to overhang. Slab above leads to bigger over-

hang. Up line above until you can go up and L to 

stance. 3) 35m Crack (vegetated) to ledge on L at 

25m. Now easily up. Chris Baxter, Phillip Stranger (alt) 6.1.68 

24. Dogfight Variant Start 36m 15 

Good climbing despite some loose blocks near the 

top. Climb crack on L wall of The Dangler. Step L to 

Dogfight at overhang. Chris Baxter, Michael Stone 6.12.75 

25. *The Dangler 86m 14 

A cliff-splitting line with some exciting loose  blocks 

on the second pitch. Initialled “D�” 1) 33m Chimney 

3m R of Dogfight, to below overhang. 2) 28m (14) 

Line, past three overhangs, to cave. 3) 25m Crack 

just L of cave, with two overhangs. Daryl Carr, Chris Bax-

ter (alt) 24.12.67 

R of The Dangler is an impressive buttress, Bomber 

Buttress.  These next 2 routes start down at the front 

of the buttress, downhill from The Dangler. 

26. *Milord 88m 18 

The last line climbed on remarkable Bomber Buttress. 

1) 28m (18) Up Bumbly Way until you can traverse L 

to the next line. Up poor rock to 3m above over-

hang. 2) 11m Crack. (Pitches one and two would be 

best combined.) 3) 11m Up wall on L, flake-crack 

and bulge. 4) 18m Wall L of chimney, then crack to 

cave on terrace. 5) 20m Up wall L of cave and veer L 

to finish up corner. Michael Stone, Chris Baxter, Chris 

O'Brien (var) 9.3.75 

27. *Bumbly Way 81m 15 

Another cliff-splitter. 1) 18m (15) Bulging crack on 

front of buttress, 12m R of The Dangler. 2) 24m 

Chimney. 3) 39m Line to ledge. Finish up R. Chris Bax-

ter, Michael Stone (alt), Julie Tulloch 10.3.73 
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28. *Pusher Man Direct Start  10m 19 

Improves an already great climb. The subtle line 2m 

L of the original start, directly below the main line of 

the climb. David Shirra, Ed Neve 1977 

29. ***Pusher Man  90m 19 

An outstanding line on a cliff of great lines. Sus-

tained. 1) 10m Climb L-facing corner-crack 4m R of 

Bumbly Way to alcove. 2) 40m (19) L past block and 

into groove, which is followed past a FPR and a cou-

ple of bulges. Above second one, go L and up crack. 

3) 40m Up and slightly R, then up. Chris Baxter, Geoff 

Gledhill 5.11.74.  (Two aids were used on FA, FFA also by Baxter 

shortly after.) 

The original track was between Pusher Man and 

Cruel Sister, but is assumed to be long overgrown. 

30. ***Cruel Sister  81m 20 

not verified Another great Grampians climb - remi-

niscent of The Lonely Sea. 1) 20m Corner just R of 

Pusher Man. 2) 21m (20) Thin crack (FPR), groove and 

wall (FPR) to roof. Up L round this and up crack to 

top roof. L to small stance. 3) 40m Up into crack. Up 

R round arete to second crack, which leads to blocky 

ledge. Up. Chris Baxter, Michael Stone (var) 2.3.75 

WM: I led CS at grade 20 apparently. 

 

31. Cardinal Sin  46m 18 

not verified Steep and pushy. Up and R of Cruel Sis-

ter is a recessed wall with a cracked corner starting 

out of a little gully. 1) 26m (18) Step R and climb 

corner and wall above with its horizontal breaks. 

Above, a groove leads through an overhang. Step L 

from big, loose block and go up to ledge. 2) 20m 

Line. Chris Baxter, Michael Stone (alt) 30.1.77 

 

32. Chairman of the Bored  23m 15 

Start at the toe of the buttress 14m L and down from 

The Funeral Pyre. Abseil from large tree. Craig Nottle, 

Richard Smith, Michael Wust 31.10.83 

33. **Patent Lies  60m 22 

Thin cracks up rounded recessed face 2m L of The 

Funeral Pyre. 1) 25m (22) Step up R to belay on small 

ledge on The Funeral Pyre (after final, short finger-

crack). 2) 35m (21) Up and left 3m, then traverse L to 

slight bulge and crack. Up with increasing ease. Chris 

Shepherd, Julian Devery (alt), Paul Einoder 04.97 

34. *The Funeral Pyre  78m 17 

The major line 60m R of The Dangler. 1) 9m Short 

pitch to above the chockstone. 2) 28m (17) The im-

pressively overhanging line. 3) 25m Up steeply (poor 

rock) to gully. 4) 16m Line. Chris Baxter, Phillip Stranger 

(var) 6.1.68 

35. Spasm  60m 15 

The third of three good routes put up on the same 

day by Stranger and Baxter. 1) 30m (15) Enter main 

line 16m R of The Funeral Pyre from thin crack on R. 

Go up and L to ledge above overhang. 2) 30m Up R 

into cave. Through hole to line above. Phillip Stranger, 

Chris Baxter (alt) 6.1.68 

36. *Vindicator  71m 18 

The first pitch is a powerful crack. 1) 37m (18) Climb 

the wall just R of Spasm to the crack, which is fol-

lowed to the overhang. Traverse L to Spasm. 2) 34m 

Traverse L to arete. Up and L to crack and big ledge. 

3) 10m Up. Michael Stone, Chris Baxter, Mathew Taylor (var) 

10.1.76 

37. **Hacklespur  55m 18 

An outstanding and sustained line. 1) 40m (18) Up 

crack R of Vindicator and through overhang (poor 

rock) to stance. 2) 15m Up and R to avoid blocks. Up 

just R of R arete. Michael Stone, Chris Baxter (alt) 8.12.73 

The next route is on a small north-east facing wall 

that starts in a 2m wide gully formed by a squat pin-

nacle on its R.  The track goes up the gully to a good 

viewing platform on top, where you can sus out pos-

sible wire placements for the next route: 

38. *Sharks in the Bathtub  20m 22 

Technical climbing on Arapilesian rock. 1) Up middle 

of wall 7m R of Hacklespur (just R of the arete). Ab-

seil from terrace. Kevin Lindorff, Glenn Tempest 31.10.83 

I have not located these last 4 routes. 

39. *The Living Daylights 85m 16 

 Sure to scare' em out of almost anyone. The 

blocks forming the overhang require the gentlest 

handling the situation permits. Start below R wall of 

next bay R of Spasm. 1) 43m Climb corner on L for 

9m. Traverse R at break to second crack. Up to 

stance on L. 2) 42m (16) Up groove, overhang and 

line above to veer slightly R. Michael Stone, Chris Baxter 

(alt) 9.2.75 
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40. *Jamb Utty 50m 15 

 Steep climbing up a strong line. 1) (15) Up walls 

to shallow corner-crack immediately R of The Living 

Daylights. Above, up V-chimney, over overhang. 2) 

10m Overhang. Michael Stone, Chris Baxter (alt), Julie Tulloch 

11.3.73 

 

41. The American Dream 25m 15 

 Just R of where the former track met the cliff tbv 

is a steep little orange wall. The crack at the L end of 

this (some loose rock). Chris O'Brien, Chris Baxter 8.3.75 

 

42. Jack in the Box 21m 16 

 The crack on the R edge of the little orange wall, 

with a patch of bad rock. Exit R. Chris Baxter, Chris 

O'Brien 8.3.75 
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Weir Wall 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbcminutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

not verified 

from Rockscans p123 

“little if any potential”. 
Follow Grampians rd S towards Dunkeld. About 

5km S of signposted turn-off to Mt William is a 

sign announcing ‘crest’ of the Great Dividing 

Range. Turn L (SE) on track at this sign  (This is opp 

Ingleton Track), then R (S) where the track crosses 

a second track. Follow 2nd track S for about 2km 

(2.3km I think) to turn-off on L (E). (At -37.308066, 

142.535178)  Follow this for 500m to weir on First 

Wannon Creek. Walk 350m NE and cliff will be 

seen above. Angle up R (NE) below cliff on an old 

logging road until a cairn on a stump indicates you 

are below the highest part.  Walk 100m to cliff.  

Cliff faces SE.  Walking time 15 minutes.  GR 

368701. 

Looks like -37.303740, 142.545611 

1. I’ll Be Dammed  40m 15 
Major line on L side of highest buttress. Cairned.  

Up shallow chimney with occasional dirt ledges to 

veer slightly R below top, then steeply back, 

slightly L.  Stephen Hamilton, Chris Baxter 21.10.06 

 

also check Rockscans for others. 
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Stockyard Wall 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbcminutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

not verified 
It’s the 711 metre peak 2 km west of Major Mitch-

ell Plateau. Average quality cliff, fair bit of poten-

tial. Access: Park on Grampians Tourist Road at 

unmarked Stockyard Track 500m northeast of 

Stockyard Creek (about 6km north of Jimmy 

Creek). Walk east along vehicle track to clearing 

just past the 9th earth hump. Take the overgrown 

left fork in the track for 5 minutes ‘till 100m past a 

cairn. Walk northeast up hill to summit (711m) 

then east down a chimney descent. About an hour 

from the road.  

I can’t see that track on GM, perhaps overgrown. 

There’s a possible clear walking trail starting 

closer to Stockyard Creek at -37.321708, 

142.525843 (about 270m north of the creek). Cliff 

might be at -37.320013, 142.536953 in which case 

it’s only 1000m from the road; otherwise it’s the 

next hill over at -37.325939, 142.547094 but this 

is further south and wouldn’t match the access 

note.  Looks like more potential there! 

If it is the former, then road access looks possible 

on a 4WD track from the north, starting opposite 

Ingleton track, to within about 240m of the cliff!  

See map. 

apr20: There is a faint track on GM from the clear-

ing visible above, heading SE then swinging ENE.  

Try starting from -37.319709, 142.525970 (which 

is near the clearing). 

To come in from the north, turn left off the high-

way at Ingleton Track (-37.288096, 142.536459). 

After 90m turn right.  Proceed 3.5km, crossing the 

creek at 2.3km to a jct at 3.1km, stay right here. 

At 3.5km the road ends, there’s a cliff 250m WSW. 
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1. Movement At The Station 20m 16 

About 80m right of the descent chimney is an attrac-

tive orange wall. Around R of this is a blocky corner 

leading to a north facing wall. Up corner and wall, 

moving L around the arête. Melanie McIntosh, James 

McIntosh 16.5.98 
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Wannon: The Great Divide 

The Great Divide 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbcminutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

Middle one of three obvious crags on the east 

side of Triplet Peak (north of Mount Frederick) as 

seen from Halls Gap-Dunkeld Road. The crag on 

average is 50m tall with rock and architecture 

similar to Bundaleer and Mount Rosea. 

Walking time is originally 40 minutes.  

See map p.. 

Drive south of Halls Gap to the Mt William 

Rd turn off and set your odometer.  Continue an-

other 5.3km to a crest with a sign “Great Dividing 

Range 420m”. There are dirt side roads leading 

left and right. Turn right (Ingleton Track). Most 

maps have a gate marked here but it isn’t there 

any more.  After 100m there is an open area 

which is a good place to park if you don’t have 

4WD.  Otherwise continue uphill, then (700m 

from the highway) turn L onto the continuation of 

Ingleton Track.  Follow this for about 800m, cross-

ing a creek bed, to park whereever convenient 

(but before it swings left and descends).  

S37.29220° E142.52529°  

Head uphill through moderate bush for 650m to 

the cliff.  Approx S37.29040, E142.51792 

To descend, there are two old anchors atop Choc 

Wedge. They are back from the edge and need a 

sling+ring to extend them.  Come prepared. 

Original access directions: There’s a big rock on 

the right (uphill) side of track. Walk up to crag 

through open bush, keeping just right (north) of a 

creek. Cross creek above some boulders when 

hillside steepens. You should reach the cliff near 

(a) Bundaleer-type wall (complete with ‘brains’) 

with an overhang at half its height. 

Around left is a big, shallow bay bounded on its left 

by a right-facing corner. 

1. *Melting Moments 59m 20 

Wall and arête L of Rock Melon. Sustained. 1) 42m 

Up RM to first section of orange corner. Move left 

onto wall and follow steep cracks and flakes that 

lead up, then back right almost into RM. Step back 
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left and up to bollard (optional belay, used on FA). 

Up wall left of arête to overhang, short corner, then 

RM’s ledge.  2) 8m As for RM. Michael Hampton, Geoff 

Butcher (alt) 3.1.97 

2. **Rock Melon 50m 20 

Classic corner on L of bay offers excellent, mixed 

climbing, with an exposed traverse. 1) 43m (18) 

Climb slab (small wires) to horizontal and into short 

corner. Follow crack to next corner/ramp. Step R to 

good ledge under roof.  2) 8m (20) Step up L and 

hand traverse middle break to arête. Up to good 

ledge. 3) 8m Step R and climb crack. Step L to exit. 
Michael Hampton, Geoff Butcher 3.1.97 (p1 & p3), 8.12.97 (com-

plete) 

3.  *Choc Wedge 50m 19 

Exciting crux, but second pitch is crap. Halfway up 

grey wall is a scooped overhang. Start below crack 

through L side of overhang. 1) 42m Follow line to 

bushy ledge on L. Up shallow, R-? facing corners and 

step R to rib on arête with distinctive hole. Step 

across to rib. Move awkwardly up crack, then face L 

of crack to niche (possible belay). Continue up line 

to ledge under overhang. 2) 13m Move R to corner, 

pull up, then back L above overhang. Up.  Geoff 

Butcher, Michael Hampton 3.1.97 

4. Cornetto 50m 18 

Steep and brittle. Second pitch was originally 

climbed as P2 of Sugar Boy. Left of SB are two short, 

orange corners facing each other. Start just L of the 

L corner. 1) 20m Pull through overhang on jugs and 

continue up cracks to belay as for SB.  2) 30m Up 

crack, veering L to climb wall just R of chimney. 

Move R near top to belay. Geoff Butcher, Michael Hamp-

ton 3.1.97 

5. Sugar Boy  50m 18 

Interesting and varied climbing on Bundaleer-type 

rock. 1) 25m Climb corner at L end of grey and or-

ange wall, moving R around first overhang. Continue 

up corner, and L under roof (loose rock) to good 

ledge. 2) 25m Traverse R under overhang (PR), to 

major line. Follow this, which is surprisingly sus-

tained, to top. Michael Hampton, Geoff Butcher (alt) 30.12.96 

(p1), completed 16.3.97 
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Wannon: Mt Frederick 

Mt Frederick 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbcminutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

One of the bigger and more im-

posing cliffs in the Grampians, Mt 

Frederick broods down on the 

Halls Gap-Dunkeld road and has 

fired the imaginations of genera-

tions of passing climbers. The 

long, steep and scrubby ap-

proach, however, has seen to it 

that suitors have been few. Of 

those that have visited the cliff, 

most have been repelled by the 

formless, vegetated architecture, 

which has few vertical weak-

nesses apart from Gotterdammer-

ung and the massive Resurrec-

tion. Add to this a trying descent, 

and legendary tales of collapsing 

belay ledges, and you can see 

why the crag has never been pro-

posed as a venue for an interna-

tional climbing meet. However, 

Mt Frederick apparently caught 

the imagination of one or two 

people, for a while at least. 

 

Locate a vehicle track (with a 

locked gate) running west from 

the Halls Gap-Dunkeld road about 

19 kilometres south of Halls Gap 

and 250m north of the First Wan-

non Creek. [no way this can be 

right – try 2.5km N of, which is -

37.288060, 142.536397] apr20> 

no this appears to be turnoff for The Great Divide.  

250m N is in the right area.  Track is probably 

overgrown.  Follow the track uphill for 5-10 

minutes [650m] to Ingleton Track, a major track, 

which is followed south for 5-10 minutes to a high 

point below the right end of the cliff. Go steeply 

uphill (west) through the forest for about 20 

minutes [it’s only 300m?]. 

Cliff faces east. Walking time 30-40 minutes. GR 

341701 

Cliffline is probably -37.305972, 142.515145 

Alt access might be possible from the main road.  

See map.  Drive 1.55km south from the Ingleton 

track junction mentioned above to a slight LH 

bend and go bush.  200m to Ingleton track but 

there’s a river in the way! See satmap next page. 

 

This next image was found on thecrag (only via 

Image Search) but no knowledge of the route: 
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1. Walhalla  100m 14 

From scrubby ledge at L end of cliff, scramble up to 

R-facing corner-flake at foot of main corner. 1) 18m 

(14) To top of flake (top loose). R, up, then L to 

ledge. 2) 36m Up and L from dead tree. Up arete, 

then R. Up past R end of roof and up shallow corner. 

3) 46m Up, then traverse 18m R to crack. Up diago-

nally L. Andrew Thomson, Gordon Talbett (alt) 23.5.71 

 

2. Ginnungagap  150m 22 

1) 30m Up little orange corner 30m up R from Wal-

halla, turning overhang on R. Bear up R on steep, or-

ange rock to horizontal break. 2) 50m Up vague but-

tress on R to big ledge. Up overhanging wall just L 

of roof, to ledge. 3) 40m R and up to foot of head-

wall. (Brunhilde's fourth-pitch chimney/corner is on 

R.) 4) 30m Corner on L of headwall, chimney, roof 

(crux). Steve Monks, Keith Lockwood, Louise Shepherd (var) 

17.12.88 

 

3. Brunhilde  151m 18 

The crux pitch is reputedly hard, sustained and 

poorly protected for the grade. 1) 33m From 

scrubby ledge towards L end of cliff and 20m R of 

Ginnungagap, go up diagonally L for 6m, then up to 

top of buttress. 2) 40m (crux) R along ledge, up wall 

to corner, which is followed to cave. 3) 36m Up, then 

veer R and back L below overhang to pass first 

bulge. Up to terrace. 4) 42m Move belay 16m L. Ris-

ing traverse to R to corner-chimney R of smooth 

wall. Up corner. Trevor Lamb, Andrew Thomson (alt) 23.1.71  

 

4. *Resurrection  183m 17 

A classic 'mountaineering expedition'. 1) 33m Climb 

the line below the enormous corner 30m R of Brun-

hilde. 2) 36m Up corner to ledge below overhanging 

orange rock. 3) 26m (17) Up to and up corner, over 

two overhangs. 4) 36m Go a few m R and up steep 

corner, then L and up slanting crack. Continue up 

next corners to R to below overhang. 5) 22m Over-

hang, then easily to terrace. 6) 30m Chimney on R. 

Bruno Zielke, Chris Dewhirst (alt) (two aids) 7.4.69. FFA Nic Tay-

lor, Reg Marron 1976 

 

4a Resurrection DF 35m 16 

sourced from thecrag. 6a) Crack in orange wall. Cor-

ner, then traverse left to avoid overhang. Geoff Gledhill, 

Jeremy Gledhill 30.3.97 

 

5. *Blitzkrieg Wall   196m 18 

Several PRs were used on pitch 3 during FA. 1) 47m 

R of Resurrection, go up to overhang and climb it on 

L. Continue up short wall, up, then veer R until a 

traverse L leads to diagonal crack. Follow crack until 

you can go up L wall to ledge. 2) 29m Up thin diag-

onal to R. Traverse R to below corner. Up to corner 

and up it. Traverse R to ledge. BB, PB. 3) 29m (18) 

Up 3m, traverse R and climb up to narrow ledge. 

Back L to above belay, then up to overhang. Go R 

and up on to ramp. Up ramp to overhang and on to 

ledge. 4) 33m Go up R through scrub, then back L to 

end of ledge. 5) 33m On to small ledge. Crawl L to 

foot of crack. Up crack, then R to bushy corner, 

which is followed to ledge. 6) 22m Corner. Peter 

McKeand, Andrew Thomson, Tim Hancock (var) (two aids) 

12.6.71. FFA Kevin Lindorff 1976 

 

6. Gotterdammerung  219m 17 

Poorly protected and worthless. The only worthwhile 

climbing is part of the crux pitch. The crux itself is a 

dirt overhang. 1) 45m Climb fairly featureless wall 

with sparse protection 66m R of Blitzkrieg Wall to 

good ledge. 2) 22m Up R, then up to corner. Up R 

arete to ledge. L to foot of crack. 3) 42m (17) Up 

crack and corner to tree. Turn overhang above on L. 
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Continue to ledge 6m above. 4) 9m Over overhang 

and up to terrace. 5) 42m R along terrace and up to 

ledge at foot of small corner. 6) 22m Traverse 10m 

R, then up overhang to large ledge on L. 7) 28m Up 

R to another large ledge. 8) 9m Corner. Michael Stone, 

Andrew Thomson, Gordon Talbett (var, one aid) 16.1.71. FFA 

Philip Armstrong 1978 

 

7. Siegfried  177m 15 

1) 33m (15) From the scrubby ledge 16m up and 

50m R of Gotterdammerung, climb crack. Above bulge 

at 16m, step R and up rounded cracks. Go R along 

ledge and up small corner veering L to next ledge. 2) 

27m Go 5m L, then up to R-leading ledge. R along 

this and, just before it ends, traverse up R to a ledge 

in the corner below the overhang. 3) 27m L along 

ledge to steep crack. Up crack, L under overhang 

and up to ledge. 4) 30m Up wall L of gully, over two 

ledges, to corner. 5) 18m Corner to bush, L to ledge. 

6) 42m Juggy wall to terrace. Finish up Gotterdam-

merung. Andrew Thomson, Trevor Lamb (alt) 24.1.71 

 

8. Die Sieger  243m 16 

About three quarters of the way along the base of 

the cliff from the L is a massive gully/amphitheatre. 

Start from the bushy platform below a short corner 

about 6m up on the L wall of this. 1) 50m (16) Climb 

groove and slab to corner, which is climbed before 

going R, then L and up to slanting roof. R and up, 

across wall below roof. 2) 45m R a little, up corner, 

then L. Up over large, loose boulder to treed terrace. 

(Shift belay 15 m L to below weakness.) 3) 48m Up 

wall and crack, then R on to wall and up to roof. 

Traverse R below roof to bush. 4) 35m Up tight 

chimney, then R to corner. Up and L below roof at 

top to tree. 5) 45m R up wall. Up slabs. 6) 20m L up 

dirty groove. Hugh Foxcroft, David Gairns (alt) 14.1.79 

 

9. The Ring Cycle 257m 16,M1 

1) 42m (16) 100m R of Siegfried, climb up to corner 

below overhang. Now R and up to scrubby ledge. L, 

then up and traverse R. Up crack and so to bushy 

ledge. BB. 2) 22m L into corner. Up a little and on to 

arete. Go past a ledge and R round blocks, then L. 3) 

48m (?,M1)Go 16m along ledge and up wall until a 

little below overhang. Traverse 13m R, down juggy 

crack, then R again (tension) and up R. 4) 28m Up 

and through crack, then back into chimney. Up to 

ledge on R. 5) 39m Along bushy ledge to L. 6) 39m 

Wall. 7) 39m Up. Andrew Thomson, Gordon Talbett (alt) 

22.5.71 

 

10. Fricka  214m 14 

Reputedly reasonably good. 1) 46m Climb the line of 

short corners R of The Ring Cycle and just R of the 

amphitheatre. (Ignore false start, marked, 13m to R.) 
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Traverse R from overhang in second corner and 

climb arete. Continue up corner/gully and arete to 

tree. 2) 30m Up corner on L. Above ledge, go R to 

arete and climb it. Into corner and up to stance on L. 

3) 42m Chimney through overhang, past ledge to 

corner and second ledge. 4) 30m R along ledge to 

first major weakness. Up to next ledge and back to 

scrubby corner. 5) 36m L on to face. Up to ledge. 6) 

30m Face. Andrew Thomson, Keith Lockwood (alt) 5.2.72 
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Mt Lang (Mt Yaranula) 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbcminutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

Mt Lang is in the Serra Range, just south of Mt 

Frederick, and is approached from the Dunkeld-

Halls Gap road, from which it is clearly visible. 

Most of the cliff is of little interest to climbers, but 

the two prominent buttresses at the south end 

have limited potential. Some scrub will be avoided 

(but distance added) by walking from the locked 

gate on the Ingleton Track where it meets the 

main road immediately north of the bridge over 

the Second Wannon Creek; go south-west and 

then south, until directly below Mt Lang, before 

taking to the scrub. 

Cliff faces east. Walking time 45 minutes. GR 

329684  converts to S37.32095 142.49987E.  The 

mountain itself seems to be at -37.320033, 

142.500755, however it’s not clear where the 

cliffline is relative to that point. 

To descend from either of these routes, climb and 

scramble up L. Descend third gully south of the 

cliff. 

1. A Reasonable Facsimile  175m 15 

1) 40m From the foot of the gully between the but-

tresses, up to block at 12m. Traverse R to crack. Up 

to stance on L. 2) 40m Climb up L side of blocks for 

5m. Traverse R to line, and up to ledge. Traverse 3m 

R, and up cracks to foot of steep wall. 3) 30m (15) L 

to corner and up it for 10m. Traverse R to groove 

and climb it to dead tree. 4) 40m Up and L and up 

short, steep crack capped by bush to foot of chim-

ney. 5) 25m Chimney. Keith Lockwood, Ed Neve, Laurie 

Lovelock (var), Rein Kamar 24.11.73 

 

2. Big Grunt 156m 17 

1) 27m Climb crack above chipped square on R of R 

buttress. Traverse L just below overhangs. 2) 21m 

(17) Traverse L to arete. Up line. 3) 36m Up, then 

take crack R of wall. 4) 42m Go up, and up L wall at 

roof to terrace. 5) 30m Wall just R of overhangs. Keith 

Lockwood, Andrew Thomson (alt) 10.11.73 
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Teddy Bear Rocks 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbcminutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

This is the name given to the extremely limited 

group of white buttresses on the east side of the 

Serra Range, just north of Teddy Bear Gap. Teddy 

Bear Rocks is one of the least attractive cliffs in 

the south-eastern Grampians. The rock has a high 

quartz content and generally down-sloping strata. 

It tends to be either broken and easy, or ex-

tremely difficult. With one exception, all the rec-

orded routes were climbed on a single day in No-

vember 1983; and, apart for the ascent of Grin 

and Bear It, the cliff probably hasn't been climbed 

on since. 

From 25 kilometres south of Halls Gap on the 

Halls Gap-Dunkeld road, turn right and drive 

south-west up the signposted Serra Road for 1.3 

kilometres to a junction with a lesser road on the 

right, below the rocks (visible from the main road 

but more or less invisible from below). (The side 

road is not marked on maps, but is well formed 

and crosses the Serra Range just north of Teddy 

Bear Rocks at Green Gap.) (might be Ingleton 

Track)   at -37.350855, 142.500847. 

Walk up this side road, which bends sharply right 

after 50 metres, and continue for a further 150 

metres before heading up left through light scrub 

to the cliff.   perhaps -37.349456, 142.498131 

Unpleasant descents are available at either end of 

the cliff. The northern end looks more amenable. 

The gully between the two main buttresses is a 

no-go. In many cases it may be best to abseil from 

the clifftop. 

Cliff faces (north-)east. Walking time ten minutes. 

GR 325652 

 

1. Teddy Bears' Picnic 45m 14 

1) 25m Up vague line 1m R of arete (just R of large 

subsidiary buttress with large overhang at 12m) on L 

buttress, 30m L of the gully between the two main 

buttresses. At blocks at 10m traverse L round arete. 

Up R to dirty corner. Climb R wall for 4 m. Traverse L 

to stance on L wall. 2) 20m Up L below overhang to 

ledge at 3 m. Back R to lip of overhang and up bot-

tomless crack. Kieran Loughran, Paul Horne, Heather Phillips 

13.11.83 

 

2. Grin and Bear It 35m 21 

Strenuous and a little artificial. 1) 25m (21) Hard 

moves up the graunchy, undercut weakness in the 

bulge at the L end of the R buttress (and 10m R of 

the gully between the two buttresses) then easily up 

big corner to flake on R wall. Up flake. 2) 10m Up. 
Keith Egerton, Michael Hampton, Kieran Loughran, Terry Tremble 

03.84 

 

3. Ursa Minor  35m 8 

The L-most line on the L of the 'amphitheatre' R of 

Grin and Bear It. Corner, L-leading ramp. (Probably 

the juggy, scrubby flake-rib, then L-rising ledge-

ramp, 12m L of the blocky corner-gully 40 m round 

and up R of G&BI.) Allan Hope, Bill Andrews 13.11.83 

 

4. Teddy Boys  20m 13 

L-most crack at R end of wall (the final facet at the N 

end of the crag, which faces NNE), 9m R of 'amphi-

theatre' (presumably the corner-gully R of Ursa Mi-

nor). Up black streak for 3m to crack and climb it, 

moving L to tree when angle eases. Kieran Loughran, 

Paul Horne, Heather Phillips 13.11.83 

 

5. Philippa's Libido  28m 11 

Relatively major line 3m R of Teddy Boys. Crack 

(loose block at 25m). Jonathan Bloomfield, John Fisher 

13.11.83 
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6. Gut Reaction  26m 11 

Scrubby crack with steep start 3m R of Phillipa’s Li-

bido and 1m R of the last gum tree near the cliff. 

(There are small corners, the last at the N end, 2m 

and 4m R of Gut Reaction.) John Fisher, Jonathan Bloom-

field 13.11.
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The South: Teddy Bear Rocks 

The South 
South of Mt William the ruggedness of the ranges  

gradually eases, with the eastern parts of the Serra 

Range forming most of the climbable rock.
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The South: Echo Creek Wall (Yarram Gap) 

Echo Creek Wall (Yarram Gap) 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbcminutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

One of a number of possibilities on the eastern 

slopes of the Serra Range, this cliff is visible from 

the Halls Gap-Dunkeld road 1.5 kilometres north 

of the Yarram Gap road as an orange wall just left 

of broken rock. Graham Gittins and Wayne Maher 

made the first recorded visit in May 1991. 

From the Halls Gap-Dunkeld road, walk north-

west then north-east on the Ingleton Track from 

just south of the Yarram Gap road for two kilome-

tres until below the cliff. Walk up the scrubby spur 

for 20 minutes to the left end of the cliff. 

Cliff faces east. Walking time 45 minutes. GR 

300574 

thecrag reckons this is at -37.466664 142.461862 

but this looks incorrect. 

Yarram Gap Rd (jct) is -37.432554, 142.477575 

(just before Wannon Crossing campground) 

Ingleton Track jct is -37.434048, 142.472637 (just 

after c’ground).  Cliff is probably -37.419313, 

142.471118 

Baxter 1991 had a map: 

 

 

 

 

1. Echo and the Bunny Men  35m 16 

Towards the R end of the cliff is a recessed wall be-

low a large ceiling. Flake-cracks to ceiling. L and up 

break. Graham Gittins, Wayne Maher 18.5.91 

 

2. (Unnamed) 35?m 14 

source: VCC.  Length was not stated. Seq?  Broken 

corner right of caves, leading into Echo And The 

Bunny Men. Andrew Eccleshall, Peter Canning 25.1.92 

3. Altruism 35m 15 

source: VCC Shallow corner 5m R of Echo And The 

Bunny Men. Glen Donohue, Wayne Maher, Andrew Webb 

25.1.92 

 

4. False Exit  25m 15 

Corner on L of buttress just R of Echo and the Bunny 

Men. Pass R of roof. Graham Gittins, Wayne Maher 18.5.91 

 

5. False Exit DF 25m? 20 

source: VCC.  Length not stated. Up False Exit to the 

roof. Up steep wall on left. Wayne Maher, Glen Donohue, 

Andrew Webb 25.1.92 
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Mirranatwa Gap 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes 20 minutes west tbc tbc tbc  

 

source: VCC 

-37.428513  142.454171 – looks 

correct 

Sharp peak with easy slabs seen 

from Jensens Road in the Victoria 

Valley. Park on the Victoria Valley 

road, 400m west of the Mir-

ranatwa Gap and 300m east of a 

quarry. Enter thick bush on the 

south side of the road and walk 

uphill for 10-15 minutes to foot of 

slabs.  about 250m. 

1.  Guinea Pigs Picnic  240m 6 

Climbs slab L of main slab of The 

Last Unicorn, then crosses the gully 

between and joins The Last Unicorn. 

1) 45m Slab to overlap, up beside 

it, then step R over it. Up to second 

overlap on R. Over it. 2) 47m (3) 

Step L and climb slab to bushes 

and huge blocks. No pro. 3) 26m 

Veer R to overlap. Up on to block. 

Shift belay R across gully. 4) 40m 

(crux) From horizontal break, go up 

R over slabs and overlaps to join 

The Last Unicorn atop pitch 3. 4-6) as 

for TLU. Peter Watling, Gordon Talbett (alt) 

30.1.93 

2. The Last Unicorn  240m 6 

1) 50m Rope-length up from toe of 

main slab to boulders. 2) 50m Trav-

erse 4m R to nose. Slab to break in 

overlap. Diagonally L to shallow 

groove at foot of corner. 3) 30m Up L 

below overlap to black block. Up 

through overlaps to big crack and 

stance. 4) 50m Slab to top of pinna-

cle. Scramble 30m along ridge to foot 

of next slab. 5) 46m R arête to top of 

pinnacle. To notch behind. 6) 10m 

Slab. Descend by following ridge 

(roped at first) past summit. Follow 

ridge down to Mirranatwa Gap. Gordon 

Talbett, Peter Watling (alt) 29.3.92 
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Kangaroo Paddocks 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbcminutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

source: VCC Update 

The cliff may be pri-

vate property. 

From Yarram Gap 

road drive south on 

Lynchs Track (gate?) 

to grassed clearing on 

left 450m before end 

of track and locked 

gate (not marked on 

map). Walk east on 

indistinct track on 

right bank of gully to 

paddocks. Follow 

these around up 

right. Walk a few 

minutes uphill 

through trees on 

right. 

 

probably one of the 

crags shown here: 

SW hill is -37.488266, 

142.440200 (way-

point) 

The GPT looks like it will create a path into this 

area from the main road.  If so, about 1km walk. 

1. **Brave New World  20m 20 
Line 2m left of distinctive chimney with chock-

stone near middle of cliff. Steep, good rock. Past 

BR and shallow corner to ledge. Wide crack.  Wayne 

Maher, Glen Donohue 14.11.94 

 

Also an interesting looking outcrop further north 

at -37.416891, 142.502009. 

Also an E face of a N-S ridge at -37.424583, 

142.490210 – only 500m to the road. 
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Nankeen Wall 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbcminutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

This little cliff (also known as Cassidys Crag or Cas-

sidys Gap) (? Cassidy Gap is 3.5km south) does not 

have great potential. There are some strong lines, 

but the rock tends to be lichenous and not partic-

ularly appealing. Roofing country abounds. The 

first ascent of the crag was made by Peter Treby 

and party in the late 1960s, by the line subse-

quently named and recorded as Leper's Chimbley 

by Rein Kamar's party in 1973. Philip Armstrong 

and friends accounted for the major lines in the 

late 1970s. The only recorded visit since was in 

1981 by the five climbers who added a route to 

the main face and put Easy Hill on the map.  

Nankeen Wall is just west of the Halls Gap-Dun-

keld road, 3.8 kilometres north of the Cassidys 

Gap road and 13.4 kilometres south of the Mir-

ranatwa Gap road. 

Cliff faces east. Walking time ten minutes. GR 

233437 

-37.544879, 142.396458.  Marked as “Bornes Hill” 

on some maps.  260m from road. 

 

1. Zodanga  50m 12 

1) 30m Start up the recessed, mossy slab leading to 

steeper, orange rock near the L end of the cliff. 

Stance below two shallow grooves. 2) 20m The L 

groove. Jim Nelson, Philip Armstrong (alt) 13.3.78 

 

2. Shitty Encounters 

48m 17 

source: thcrag. Start 10m 

left of Extinct at left side of 

large ceiling/corner with 

guano in it. 1) ?m Dirty, 

right-facing corner to small 

ledge. 2) ?m Corner past 

guano stain to small roof. 

Left, then headwall.  
Geoff Butcher, Mark Crisp 14.4.96 

 

2. *Extinct  60m 17 

This spectacular climb, 

which is probably the best on the cliff, is easier than 

it looks. 1) 25m Climb mossy slab immediately L of 

the cleft of Leper's Chimbley. Up flake leading R to 

guano-stained niche in corner. 2) 25m Up corner un-

til surprisingly amenable moves lead out R under 

ceiling to ledge. 3) 10m Up groove. Kieran Loughran, Ed 

Neve, Hugh Foxcroft (var) 13.12.81 

 

3. Leper's Chimbley  50m 10 

The first ascent of the cliff. 1) 22m The chimney split-

ting the crag immediately R of the capping roof in 

the middle. Up groove to pedestal on L. 2) 28m 

Chimney, then two short corners. Peter Treby, Greg Fitz-

gerald, Peter Millington late 1960s 

 

4. Left Buttress  45m 14 

Imaginative name. Scramble up to distinctive cave 

70m R of Leper’s Chimbley. 1) Crack on R to ledge, 

then corner on L through overhang. Glenn Tempest, 

Jerry Maddox, Wendy Shelton late 70s 

 

5. Dejah Thoris  47m 17 

Quite good. 1) 27m Up blocky overhangs 4m R of 

Left Buttress to ramp. Continue up R-facing corner. L 

to ledge. Up and R to ledge on The Beast. 2) 20m As 

for The Beast. Philip Armstrong 26.12.78 
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6. The Beast  45m 21 

Shallow off-width! 1) 25m (21) Corner, then over-

hanging crack (with chockstones and rounded exit) 

1m R of Dejah Thoris. 2) 20m Easy. Glenn Tempest, Jerry 

Maddox (alt) late 70s 

 

8 Drain on the Membrane 35m 20 

source: VCC. Mossy slab 1m left of Judak (Jeddak ?) 

to guano-stained scoops. Pass guano (BR) to right-

facing corner. Scoops on right (pro in corner) on 

small edges, then back to corner at overlap. Over 

this to slab. Geoff Butcher, Mark Crisp 14.4.96 

 

7. *Jeddak  35m 19 

Take tubes for this powerful off-width with an over-

hang and big guano patches on its L wall. It is 5m R 

of The Beast. Philip Armstrong, Jerry Maddox, Jim Nelson, 

Glenn Tempest 18.3.78 

 

8. Thoat  35m 16 

Between Jeddak and the R arete of the main face are 

three cracks. This is the L one. Philip Armstrong 9.3.81 

The middle crack is unclimbed. 

 

11. Tars Tarkas  35m 16 

Quite good; steep. The R crack. Jim Nelson, Philip Arm-

strong 18.3.78 

 

12. Removal Service  25m 18 

Impressive. The sustained and loose crack 5m 

around the R arete of the main part of the cliff and 

40m R of Jeddak. (Removal Service faces NNE.) Go L at 

the overhang, then up and R. Philip Armstrong, Jim Nelson 

13.3.78 

 

13. Not Lichen It 40m 14 

source: VCC. Small, right-facing corner 2m left of left 

buttress from ledge. Follow twin cracks that con-

verge on upper wall to dirty exit. Geoff Butcher, Mark 

Crisp  14.4.96
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Easy Hill 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbcminutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

The little outcrop five minutes' walk W of Nan-

keen Wall (300m). The distinctive curving line visi-

ble from the top of Nankeen Wall is Easy. De-

scend at the left end of the outcrop.  

Probably at or near -37.542846, 

142.397063 

1. Easier  9m 10 

Hand-crack at L end. Hugh Foxcroft (solo) 13.12.81 

 

2. Not So Easy  11m 16 

Groove 4m R of Easier. Ed Neve, Hugh Foxcroft, Kieran 

Loughran 13.12.81 

3. Easy  13m 11 

Nice. Twin cracks 1m R of Not So Easy. Hugh Foxcroft 

(solo) 13.12.81 

4. Easiest  15m 10 

Hand-crack 4m R of Easy. Hugh Foxcroft (solo) 13.12.81 

5. Industrial Unrest  15m 17 

'Plenty of stoppages.' Pleasant groove 1m R of Easi-

est. David Gairns, Chris Baxter, Hugh Foxcroft 13.12.81 

6. Not That Easy  9m 16 

Corner capped by overhang 7 m down R of Industrial 

Unrest. Ed Neve (solo) 13.12.81 

 

 

About 10m to the right of where the track reaches 

the crag, just past the initial buttress, is an alcove 

with grey rock on the small, right facing wall. These 

two routes take the corners of the alcove on the left 

and right respectively. 

 

7. Electronic Aardvarks Say Yes!  13m 19 

The right facing corner/crack. Straight up to ledge. 
Peter Ryan & Sue Barzda-Ryan, 24.2.96 

 

8. Simple  13m 12 

The L-facing corner. Follow the corner crack to the 

ledge. A harder finish (about grade 15) is to continue 

from the ledge through the crack in the large boul-

der on the ledge. Peter Ryan & Sue Barzda-Ryan (includes 

finish as indicated), 24.2.96 
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Mt Abrupt (Mt Murdadjoog) 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbcminutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

An extensive and varied area of at least four ma-

jor cliffs, Mt Abrupt has been surprisingly ne-

glected over the years, particularly the last few. It 

has a reputation for soft rock, long approaches, 

scrub and mixed quality. While there is some 

truth in this view, it is an area of potential for 

both middle-grade adventures and mega-routes 

of the future. Those who have persevered at Mt 

Abrupt have seldom gone unrewarded. 

On one weekend in October 1965, Peter Jackson 

and Michael Stone indulged in some 'scrubaneer-

ing' to fight their way up Prophylactic, on the 

Southern Face, and the rather more appealing Old 

English, on the Cheesecake. The area wasn't to be 

revisited by climbers until the summer of 1970-71 

when Keith Lockwood, the Gledhill twins and 

Stone added more climbs to the Cheesecake, the 

Gledhills climbed the infamous Power Dive on the 

Southern Cliff, and Lockwood and Geoff Gledhill 

climbed The Fuchsia and Flower Power, the first 

climbs on the Middle Cliff. Lockwood, Stone and 

Chris Baxter were the main activists in the early 

1970s, when great lines such as Titus Groan and 

Humble Pie were pioneered on the Middle Cliff. 

Since then, climbers have paid only the most spo-

radic visits. However, in 1979 Jim Nelson and Dick 

Curtis put up what may be the best route done to 

date - Shadow Road, on the Cheesecake. Peter 

Treby and party found their way up the edge of 

the futuristic Northern Cliff, and in 1983 Russell 

Crow and Terry Tremble made two excellent finds 

on the Cheesecake - Stone Free, and Never Love a 

Stranger. Chris and Sue Baxter opened the 1990s 

with the elimination of aid points from two 

Cheesecake climbs - Barquentine and Great Peter. 

At the end of the same year Chris Baxter returned 

with Stephen Hamilton to open another section of 

the Northern Cliff with Luftwaffe. In January 1991, 

with Tim Burke, they bagged Whiplash- at 21 the 

hardest, and certainly one of the best, climbs at 

Mt Abrupt. 

Three kilometres north of the intersection of the 

Halls Gap-Dunkeld road and the Victoria Valley 

road, a track to the summit of Mt Abrupt heads 

up steeply north-west from a locked gate with a 

'Private property' sign. After ten minutes' walk it 

leads to the right end of the Cheesecake at a dis-

tinctive cave. (The climbs on the Cheesecake are 

described from right to left-descend by the track 

at the northern end of the cliff.) It continues up a 

gully (the cliff with Solent is 50 metres right) and 

on to the ridge (another track, from the summit of 

the Cheesecake, joins it here) before swinging 

north to the summit of Mt Abrupt. The Southern 

Cliff is reached by sidling from this track just 

above the Solent cliff in a total of about 20 

minutes. Descend by the walking track. The Mid-

dle Cliff is approached from the road directly be-

low by a rather steep and scrubby 30-minute walk 

(taking care to avoid outcrops). Descent is by a 

gully between this cliff and the Northern Cliff. A 

relatively new tourist track (signposted) climbs Mt 

Abrupt from the north. It heads up the hillside 

north of the Northern Cliff, which can be reached 

by a short climb heading south-west from where 

the track starts to swing sharply north and crosses 

a dry creek-bed. Descend from the Northern Cliff 

by this track or by a 50 metre abseil from a large 

tree (just below the clifftop) down the south face 

of the gully beside Luftwaffe. Except for the 

northern end of the Cheesecake (which faces 

north-east), the cliffs face approximately east. 

Climbs on the Cheesecake, only, are described 

from the right.  fix this. GR 195379  converts to 

37.597606S 142.353632E 

To avoid any confusion, it was discovered that sev-

eral routes were incorrectly described as being at Mt 

Abrupt in a 2001 update published by the VCC.  

These are actually at Crystal Palace in the Victoria 

Range.  They are: Vapour Trail (14), Brownie Points 

(15), Queuing Masses (15), Line Up, Everyone (17) 

and Corporate Ladder (15).  Thanks to Geoff Butcher 

for the information. 
 

from Jack Lewis: Beta from Jack Lewis: 

Some confusion exists about directions to the 

“Southern” and “Northern” cliffs as described in 

the guide book. 

The “southern cliff” could be best described as the 

most southerly of the main run of cliffs facing east 

overlooking the tourist road. (This would clear up 
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any possible confusion with another cliff situated 

north of the cheesecake.) 

Furthermore, the guide notes could say (p.213) 

“The southern cliff is reached by sidling right (ie 

north-east_ on a slight grassy pad from this track 

before it steepens ... etc.” 

Also note that the “huge red overhangs” (p.217) 

are brown/red and are low on the cliffline. 

The “northern cliff” appears to be the short length 

of cliff immediately south of Signal Peak as shown 

on the 1:25000 Southern Grampians map. – If this 

is so, why not note this fact? 

  

 

Solent Cliff 

1. Solent  70m 11 

Not a classic. 1) 35m Wide chimney, narrowing to 

crack, on R wall of gully 100m R of the track at the R 

end of the Cheesecake. Finish at large tree on ter-

race. 2) 35m Buttress behind tree, then small corner. 
Michael Stone, Geoff Schirmer (alt) 29.9.73 

 

2. **Whiplash  33m 21 

A soaring and sustained line. Whilst much loose rock 

has been removed, the upper section, at least, pro-

vides sobering moves. Named and attempted by Mi-

chael Stone in the 1970s. Towards the R end of the 

Solent cliff and 20m R of Solent is a withering crack 

on a R-facing wall. Stephen Hamilton, Chris Baxter, Tim 

Burke 19.1.91 

 

next 3 routes sourced from thecrag 

>> Also from Argus. 

3. Hapless Hammer Head 28m 17 

Up Whiplash for 21m.  May have been “2½m” . Trav-

erse up left on stepped flake. Finish up middle break 

in wall to bushy ledge. "We lead this in the rain 

chucking off a fair bit of crap as we went which may 

have made it look more appealing to the chaps who 

did it on 17.1.99 and named it Methane Magic." Ra-

mon Francis, Dalen Court 12.98 

The route Methane Magic (Jack Lewis, Rob Martin 

17.1.99) was a repeat of Hapless Hammer Head. 

4. Barracuda 15m 18 

Starts about 10m left of the RH end of Solent Cliff. If 

you get to a recessed short orange wall, back up 

10m. Starts in roofed V-corner. Step left and up first 

seam. Dalen Court, Ramon Francis 2.1.99 

 

5. Orange Roughy  11m 22 

Good fun. Follow cliff past Whiplash for about 30m 

and Orange Roughy wall is set back on your left. Up 

right side of steep little wall on good edges. 
Ramon Francis, Dalen Court 2.1.99 

 

The Cheesecake 
Exactly 3.0 km from the Halls Gap-Dunkeld Rd in-

tersection is an old gate on the western side of the 

road. Park here. Walk up the old tourist trail im-

mediately on your right inside the gate and you'll 

come to the far righthand end of cliff (gets in-

creasingly hard to follow but isn't too bad). 'Flay' 

is the obvious leaning crack to the right of the 

small caves as you arrive. 

 

 

6. Sourdust 69m 15 

Utterly filthy. 1) 39m Large corner with broad R wall, 

above dead tree 60 m L of Steerpike (and 15m R of 

cairn below very wide chimney). Up to second grassy 

ledge (on L). 2) 30m Up, then veer L to 3m slab. 

Above, veer R to wall and gully on L. Michael Stone, 

Keith Lockwood (alt) 10.4.71 

 

7. Steerpike  61m 17 

1) 39m Big corner 15m L of Shadow Road. Use crack 

on R to pass overhang. Up to second ledge. 2) 22m 

Overhang and up. Keith Lockwood, Michael Stone (alt), Chris 

Dewhirst 29.10.72 

 

8. **Shadow Road  82m 20 

A major line. Superb, but in desperate need of clean-

ing (and what a job that'd be!). Probably not yet led 

free. Start below major corner on R of big, grey wall, 

20m L of Sepulchrave. 1) 40m Up past BR at 5m to 

grassy ledge at foot of huge L-facing corner. Climb 
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corner and go 2m L to ledge. 2) 44m Corner to roof. 

Traverse 3m R and bridge up bottomless groove, 

then chimney. Jim Nelson (one aid on p1), Dick Curtis (se-

conded free) 17.3.79 

 

9. ★★★★★★★★ Cracked 72m 20 

At one stage this was referenced as ‘Richards Other 

Route’.  source: thecrag. On the wall R of Shadow 

Road there is a major crack line near the arete. The 

crack starts above a bulging lower wall. Start down 

and L of the crack. 1) 18m (20) Up and R following 

awkward seams and ledges to the foot of the crack. 

Hanging belay.  2) 32m (19) The crack to a good 

ledge on the R. 3) 22m (17) Step out R and pick your 

way up the grooves to the final steep crack thru’ the 

top bulge. Richard Curtis (1 & 2), Jim Nelson (p3), 

1979 

10. Sepulchrave  66m 16 

Start below the chimney 15m L of Sharks-Head 

Groove. 1) 42m Up twin cracks to ledge. Above, the 

tight chimney is followed to the second overhang. 

Step R and climb the corner, followed by more chim-

ney. 2) 24m Gully to overhang. Exit R, then veer up L. 
Michael Stone, Bob Connell (alt) 26.2.72 

 

11. Sharks-head Groove  72m 15 

Dirty. 1) Climb grassy ramp 8m L of Barquentine and 

into L groove. Up it to ledge at 13m. Step L and up 

to 3m above tree. 2) 39m Traverse 6m L. Climb up to 

corner and follow it for 6m, then traverse 10m L to 

next one. Up past grassy ramp. Keith Lockwood, Michael 

Stone (alt) 9.4.71 

 

12. Barquentine  60m 16 

check sp: “barguentine”? 1) 30m (16) Climb groove 

10m L of Muffin Gully. Traverse L above a PR and un-

der first roof to arete. Up and L for 6 m (loose 

blocks). 2) 30m Up corner for 3m. Traverse R to 

ledge on arete. Up bushy corner. Michael Stone, Bob 

Connell (alt, one aid) 16.1.72. FFA Chris Baxter, Sue Baxter 2.1.90 

 

13. Muffin Gully  54m 12 

1) 30m Climb the large corner 8m L of Old English. 

Above the narrow chimney, traverse R (vegetated). 

2) 24m Finish up Old English. Geoff Gledhill, Michael Stone 

(alt) 6.2.72 

 

14. *Rings, RPs, Chalk & Cheese  25m 23 

source: thecrag + Argus Straight up centre of face, 

below RB, 2m left of 'Old English'. Take a few RPs. 

One RB at start, to rap off DRBs on the ledge. Dou-

bled 50m rope reaches the ground. Ramon Francis, Da-

len Court 30.10.98 

 

15. *Old English  57m 14 

The first ascent of the cliff and a landmark corner. 1) 

30m Climb [L-facing] corner 10m L of Cream Cheese. 

Turn the overhang on the L. 2) 27m (14) From ledge 

overlooking gully, go 3m up rib into corner. Up 

(patches of scrub). Michael Stone, Peter Jackson (alt) 

17.10.65 

from Jack Lewis: Old English: The wide V-corner be-

low lichen covered rocks. The first pitch now has two 

abseil rings on the left ledge at approximately 27 

metres. 

The second pitch also looks horrible and the route 

description is also unclear (going up right via the rib 

heads into lichen covered bulges/roofs, while going 

up the wall on the left ends in dense scrub in a cor-

ner! - furthermore there is no “gully” as described. 
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16. Concrete Scones 25m 16 

source: thecrag Up Old English for 2m, step R, climb 

centre of face to exit top right, on arête. Ramon Francis, 

Catherine Francis 09.98 

 

17. Old English Variant Finish  40m 16 

2a) Traverse 15m R from belay and climb shallow 

corner just L of arete. Peter Treby, Andrew Walker 1.2.82 

 

18. Handle With Care  60m 15 

Fragile rock. 1) 30m (15) Climb Cream Cheese for 9m 

and traverse to foot of line on R. Up. 2) 30m L and 

up as for Old English. Philip Armstrong, Jim Nelson (alt) 

19.3.78 

 

19. Handle With Care DS  30m 15 

source: VCC update Makes the route independent of 

Cream Cheese. Start on the same ledge as Never Love 

A Stranger. Up L-leaning crack into the wide crack of 

Handle With Care (where it traverses from Cream 

Cheese).  Glen Donohue, Wayne Maher 03.94 

 

20. Green Haze  30m 16 

source: VCC update  Start 3m L of Cream Cheese at 

the groove starting from a ledge, accessed from Old 

English gully. (The initial short corner was avoided 

because it was dirty and poorly protected, however, 

it was seconded.) Up the groove just L of the arête 

past natural pro and a bolt. Continue to the second 

bolt then step R onto the arête. Up a few metres to 

belay on a small ledge. Traverse off R into Cream 

Cheese and to the large ledge. Glen Donohue,  Graeme 

Smith 7.5.94 

(Abseil gear has been left at the left end of the large 

ledge. However, the block is hollow so use it at your 

own discretion.) 

 

21. Cream Cheese  76m 11 

1) 40m (11) Line 10m L of Never Love a Stranger. (Can 

descend from 1st pitch by traversing, roped, 5m to 

DRB above Rings, RPs, Chalk & Cheese.) 2) 36m Trav-

erse R and up rotten wall. Keith Lockwood, Geoff Gledhill 

(alt), Alan Gledhill 28.11.70 

 

22. *No Stranger Love 30m 15 

source: thecrag An obvious corner/crack-line that 

climbs quite well, although a little loose on the top 

half. Up bulges as for Never Love A Stranger, trending 

L to crack and L facing corner, which is followed to 

ledge. 2) Either do the 2nd pitch of NLAS to top out, 

or traverse L (roped) to DRB on Rings, RPs, Chalk and 

Cheese.  Chris Leidy, Goshen Watts 9.3.14 

 

23. **Never Love a Stranger 55m 17 

Looks amazing, particularly for the grade - very thin 

cracks (wires and small cams) up an inspiring wall. 1) 

30m From ledge 17m L of Harassed Tweed and below 

a thin crack, go delicately up and L on wall to crack 

and climb it to ledge below ceiling. 2) 25m (17) 

Traverse 6m R along ledge, up face, then corner to 

roof. Step R through roof, then go up L to sloping 

corner and climb this through two noses. Russell Crow, 

Allan Hope, Terry Tremble 14.3.83 

thecrag adds: 30m, Crux. Delicately up bulges in 

middle of wall, trending left until it is possible to 

traverse right on black pockets into the crack. Great 

climbing up this to ledge below ceiling. 

 

Up to short L facing corner to roof, then step around 

R and climb chossy wall above - either finish through 

two noses, or belay beneath them and walk off right. 

 

24. **Stranger Love 30m 20 

source: thecrag. Starts as for Never Love A Stranger, 

but takes the faint RH crack. Traverse R through 

bulges up to small ledge on nose. Excellent sus-

tained climbing up faint crack (accepts good small 

wires) leads up to ledge. Dicey direct start might be 

possible. Pitch 2 as for NLAS. Goshen Watts, Chris Leidy 

9.3.14 

 

25. *Classic Collector 20m 21 

source: VCC Update. A climb of considerable quality 

considering its location. The leader used a rest 4m 

below the belay, eliminated by the second. There is 

an abseil anchor on the ledge. This is also a better 

place to finish Harassed Tweed. Start at HT. Move up 

and left past a fixed wire to a rest, then step back 

right and continue straight up to belay ledge. Wayne 

Maher, Glen Donohue 6.3.94 
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26. Harassed Tweed  70m 17 

1) 40m (17) Crack 5m L of Black Velvet. 2) 30m Trav-

erse R above bushes. Up corner, crack. L and up cor-

ner-crack. Keith Lockwood, Geoff Gledhill (alt) 28.11.70 

 

27. Black Velvet  66m 17 

1) 36m Up to crack 5m L of The Velvet Vice and climb 

it. Exit up L. 2) 30m As for Harassed Tweed. Chris De-

whirst, Michael Stone (alt) 1973 

 

28. The Velvet Vice  63m 16 

As with Harassed Tweed, it would be best to abseil off 

after the first pitch. 1) 33m (16) Climb wall 1m L of 

The Velvet Glove to crack on L. Up. 2) 30m Up to 

bushy ledge. Finish as for HT. Keith Lockwood, Michael 

Stone (alt) 16.5.71 

from Jack Lewis: Velvet Vice: An excellent sustained 

grade 16 first pitch to the abseil chain - it certainly 

deserves a star. Pitch length here is 23m (not 33m as 

calculated using the guide, ie total 63m less second 

pitch of 30m) therefore a single rope can be used if 

abseiling. The second pitch looks horrible/useless. 

29. *Kid Gloves  70m 20 

1) 25m (20) Start up The Velvet Glove and veer up R. 

Up crack. 2) 10m R up sloping corner. 3) 35m Walk 

up L to tree. Climb second pitch of TVG for 7m. At 

roof traverse R across slab, then up 3m to ledge. 

Take crack from R end of ledge. Traverse R. Michael 

Stone, Geoff Schirmer (two aids) 25.9.73. FFA Philip Armstrong 

1978 

 

30. The Velvet Glove  63m 14,M2 

1) 39m Free up to corner 10m L of Great Peter. Aid 

to vegetated free exit, short wall and large ledge. 2) 

24m Loose blocks to overhang. L to crack above. 

Line. Keith Lockwood, Michael Stone (alt) 23.1.72 

 

31. Great Peter 50m 16 

The dirtiest route in the Grampians? 1) 25m (16) Up 

blocks to climb small corner 7m L of Stone free. 2) 

25m Arete on R. Michael Stone, Keith Lockwood (alt, one aid) 

15.1.72. FFA Chris Baxter 2.1.90 

 

32. *Stone Free  27m 18 

Steep and awkward climbing in a major line. Climb 

leaning crack 2 m L of Flay. Once over steepening, 

veer R over choss to terrace. Walk off R. Terry Tremble, 

Russell Crow 13.3.83 

 

33. Flay  25m 8 

Crack and ramp 1m R of cave where track meets cliff. 
Gary Wills, Hugh Foxcroft, Julie West 5.5.84 

thecrag adds: The obvious leaning crack to the right 

of the small caves when you first reach 'The Cheese-

cake'. Easy but definitely a few grades harder than 8. 

An alternate finish involves heading right and up the 

slab at the third cave, thereby avoiding the bushes. 

from Jack Lewis: Flay: This climb is probably grade 12 

or 13 now (certainly not 8) as holds appear to be 

missing. It is best to finish the climb by moving up 

right from the 3rd cave level through a break in the 

slab (to avoid  prickly bushes obstructing the main 

line). Pitch  length is then approximately 28 metres. 

 

34. Final Straw  42m 16 

1) 23m (16) Up small L-facing corner-crack which is 

'the last definite line on the R before the cliff merges 

with the gully' -30m R of small, multi-coloured cave 

where the Mt Abrupt track meets R end of the 

Cheesecake. Finish up short chimney. 2) 19m Corner 

and juggy buttress. Geoff Schirmer, John Cayley (one aid) 

15.12.73. FFA Jim Grelis sp? (who thought he was doing a new 

route, which he called Barree) 11.1.76 
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Southern Cliff 

35. Prestidigitator  166m 17 

The difficulties are brief and avoidable. 1) 45m Up 

gully L of of the huge, red overhangs of the South 

Buttress. R on terrace to corner. 2) 22m Corner to 

roof. Crawl R. 3) 36m Up line to overhang at 30m. 

Pass it on R. 4) 27m Up 6m, then into corner which 

leads to ledge. Go 13m R. 5) 36m (17) Over over-

hang. Traverse L, then climb up L to roof. Traverse R, 

up, then back L above roof. Keith Lockwood, Michael 

Stone (alt) 28.10.72 

36. **Power Dive  195m 12 13? 

A classic climb of imposing positions. The name de-

rives from a legendary epic on the FA, during which 

a reluctant and wailing second was wrenched from 

the rock of an exposed traverse by his impatient 

brother! 1) 27m Climb the corner below and just L of 

the huge, red overhangs of the South Buttress. 2) 

36m From the large ledge atop the first corner, con-

tinue up the corner and tight chimney. Continue up 

line to ledge on R. 3) 45m Climb crack and exit R be-

low overhang. Continue up line and corner. R to 

ledge below nose. Traverse back L and go up steep 

little wall to a bushy ledge and smaller stance above. 

4) 36m Up short chimney. Traverse up R to middle 

of buttress. Up to terrace. 5) 39m R along ledge and 

up to next one. Go L along ledge to crack. Up to 

ledge. 6) 12m Line. Geoff Gledhill, Keith Lockwood, Alan 

Gledhill (var) 29.11.70 

 

37. Wuthering Heights 145m 22 

source: thecrag.  + VCC Update Takes the prow of 

the Southern Buttress, right of Power Dive. 1) 25m As 

for Power Dive. 2) 25m (22) Corner with overhangs. R 

around second-last overhang, then back L and over 

final one to ledge. 3) 25m Diagonally R up wall to 

small, R-facing corner. Up this, then R to prow at 

foot of white/speckled rock. Step R to exposed 

stance. 4) 45m Up right side of prow. Easy ground; 

overhang, steep wall; then smooth face. Now up 

prow to ledge.  5) 25m To top. Keith Lockwood, Simon 

Mentz (alt) 21.10.97 

 

38. Tumble Weed  141m 14 

recheck original: sounds gross. 1) 39m From the ter-

race, climb the vegetated line bounding the R side 

of the South Buttress to terrace below chimney. 2) 

42m Chimney to terrace. 3) 39m (14) Up corner to 

roof. Traverse to foot of short crack. Up a move and 

continue traversing round arete. Back to line and up 

it until forced to make an ascending traverse R. 4) 

21m Back to line. Up boulder-choke. Geoff Gledhill, Alan 

Gledhill (alt) 28.10.72 

39. Prophylactic  224m 10 

The first route done in the area is remembered only 

as a long and very vegetated ramble. 1) 27m Climb 

the corner on the buttress on the R of the main am-

phitheatre, 200m R of Power Dive. Cross terrace and 

go up dirty gully to below overhang. 2) 33m Above 

overhang, bear up R, then up scrub to foot of square 

buttress. 3) 30m Climb V-chimney on R of buttress 

to tree. Go 5m L and climb crack slanting up R. Now 

up R in thick scrub to tree. 4) 30m L and up scrubby 

ledges. Go R and climb steep steps, veering L by dirt 

walls and a crumbling chimney. Traverse L to terrace 

at foot of gully. (A pitch for the connoisseur.) 5) 15m 

Walk(!) up scrubby gully out on to face. Up rib on R. 

6) 16m Up and R into gully. Continue past this to 

below 'a massive overhanging structure'. 7) 10m L to 

'roomy ledge with luxuriant grass'. 8) 15m Up to and 

up corner from L end of ledge. Exit over the grass 

overhang, crawl through the herbacious tunnel and 

belay in a small, dank cave. (Another one for the 

connoisseur!) 9) 18m R, up arete, finishing up thick 

scrub. 10) 30m Scrubby ramp on R. Peter Jackson, Mi-

chael Stone (alt) 16.10.65 
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Middle Cliff 

thecrag: The Middle cliff is the steep, wall with 

strong lines about a km R of the Power Dive but-

tress. Park below the cliff [possibly where the 

walking track starts] and head up through thick 

scrub and awkward rock steps to the foot of the 

cliff. It is possible [but longer] to take the summit 

walking track and then descend down the gully at 

the RH end of the Middle Cliff coming out around 

the foot of Fuschia. Allow 1 to 1 1/2 hours for this 

approach. 

 

40. The Duchess  117m 13 

A good third pitch, but vegetated elsewhere. 1) 36m 

Climb chimney at L end of cliff. Continue up line. 2) 

18m Up line, passing overhangs on L. Wide chimney. 

3) 24m (13) Chimney and corner. Traverse R to arete. 

Up weakness. 4) 39m The line. Geoff Gledhill, Michael 

Stone, Alan Gledhill (var) 5.2.72 

41. Vixen on Heat  145m 18 

Good third pitch, only. 1) 40m Follow The Duchess 

for 40m. same belay? 2) 22m Diagonally R up vege-

tation. 3) 20m (18) Climb corner and step L at loose 

block on L wall. Up crack in wall to stance on L below 

ceiling. 4) 8m Up and L to large ledge on The Duch-

ess. 5) 30m Step R and climb line, veering R, then 

traverse R to ledge above ceilings. 6) 25m Diago-

nally R up wall, then up to ledge. Up and L. Michael 

Stone, Chris Baxter, Rick White (var) 23.10.77 

42. **Titus Groan  150m 18 

Originally feted as one of the all-time greats. Times 

change, but it's a good climb if done with the direct 

variants. 1) 42m From below two overhangs 22m up 

and R of The Duchess, traverse L to avoid the first 

one. Traverse R just below the second overhang. Go 

through it and climb wall L of the line. 2) 24m Cor-

ner to ledge on R. Cross it to crack up grey wall. 3) 

30m (18) Up corner for 3m. Traverse L and go up to 

stance. Surmount overhang and climb crack to ceil-

ing. Traverse R to exposed ledge. 4) 18m Traverse R 

to ledge, which is a little lower than the one you 

leave. 5) 36m Continue traverse to gully. Up. Keith 

Lockwood, Michael Stone, Ian Ross (var, 2 aids) 13.2.72. FFA Chris 

Baxter, Peter McKeand 18.9.77 

43. Titus Groan Variant  141m 18 

1) 42m (16) As for pitch one of original route but 

climb corner above second overhang. 2) 15m Go a 

little R and up grey crack. 3-5) as above. Chris Baxter, 

Peter McKeand (alt) 18.9.77 

44. *Titus Groan DF  35m 13 

Much better than the original finish. 5) From the last 

belay, climb the wall above, past a small tree. Diago-

nally up L to ceilings. Crawl L, up. Chris Baxter, Peter 

McKeand 18.9.77 

45. Stifled Groan  140m 17 

Atmospheric. 1) 35m Start up buttress between Titus 

Groan and huge gully to R. Up wall and corner to 

horizontal overlap. L to nose, up wall for 6m, then 

traverse R to ledge. 2) 30m Up wall, veering slightly 

L to ledge. 3) 40m Climb steep seam on R, then up L 

on ramp. Climb short V-crack to old PR on TG. Trav-

erse R to 4th belay of TG. 4) 35m As for TG Direct 

Finish. Keith Lockwood, Steve Williams (alt) 27.12.86 

46. Slackus Grunt  131m 16,M1 

Sounds sus! 1) 35m Climb corner R of Stifled Groan, 

on R side of gully, to traverse R at about 15m. Trav-

erse at least 15m out of the line and up a weakness 

to a ledge. Walk L to foot of crack. 2) 9m Corner-

crack to roof. L, using a large cam for aid, to nose. 3) 

25m Up, then L to gully. Up wall to near nose. 4) 

12m Up wall and arete above to next ledge. 5) 40m 

R and up wall to below big roofs. 6) 10m Exit L or R. 
Eric Jones, Richard Smith 27.12.86 

47. Gormenghast  126m 14 

Another mega-line. 1) 27m The corner in the middle 

of the face. 2) 24m Up crack for 10m. Traverse L and 

climb corner. Scramble up L, climb short crack and 

so to tree. 3) 21m Climb wall, then traverse R to 

main corner. Turn overhang on R. 4) 27m Line to 

next overhang. Above it, traverse L and go up to 

vegetation. 5) 27m Scrubby line. Keith Lockwood, Mi-

chael Stone (alt) 22.1.72 

48. **Humble Pie  138m 15 

'Have a good helping, Michael.' The last major line 

on the face to be climbed, this exciting route is eas-

ier than it looks. 1) 44m Climb Gormenghast until a 

line leads up and R to a tree. 2) 50m (15) Continue in 

the line up R to the roof and the mega-line above. 

3) 44m Up wall for a little, R to arete, then up R to 

summit ceiling, which is passed on L. Geoff Gledhill, 

Chris Baxter (alt), Alan Gledhill 4.2.73 

thecrag has: 
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Takes the big R curving corner heading R out of 

Gormenghast. The first 10m unfortunately are very 

dirty and vegetated. Once Gormenghast is left the 

climbing cleans up and improves enormously. 

48m (14) Start up the revolting choss that is 

Gormenghast until a line leads out and R to a tree. 

50m (17) Continue in the line to the roof then on up 

the mega line above. Carry a fairly comprehensive 

rack for this sustained pitch. 

44m (10) Up wall for a little, R to arête, then up R to 

summit ceiling which is passed on L. 

 

49. Ultima Thule 150m 18 

source: VCC Goes up middle of wall between Humble 

Pie and Flower Power. Start by cave R of 

Gormenghast. 1) 30m R-leading line to ledge on L 

edge of giant cave, roofs. 2) 40m Move off cliff after 

reaching it to arrive at blocky terrace under over-

hangs. Belay 7m left. Wall tending R until above 

roofs, then mantel to cave. Up from R of cave to 

stance. 3) 40m Wall tending left to short, overhang-

ing weakness in cliff-girdling band. Wall to stance. 4) 

30m Veer left up wall to small, vertical wall with hori-

zontal cracks. Up to overlap, then L and up to ter-

race. 5) 10m Through summit roof. Keith Lockwood,  Ray 

Lassman 5.10.94 

 

50. Flower Power  142m 19 

One of the major lines on this cliff of lines. Towards 

the R end of the cliff is a prominent line with a roof 

on the L at 23m. 1) 30m Climb vegetated crack to 

narrow ledge below overhang. Go R on this to cor-

ner. 2) 18m (19) L up ramp, then thin crack to ledge. 

3) 30m Line to PR on L. 4) 42m Chimney, then cor-

ner to below wall. 5) 22m Wall, by weakness. Up. 
Keith Lockwood, Geoff Gledhill (alt) (most of pitch two aided) 

10.1.71. FFA Michael Stone, Chris Baxter (alt), David Gairns 1977 

51. *The Fuchsia  129m 16 

Another major line. 1) 24m (15) Up thin crack 8m R 

of FP to ledge. R to main line. 2) 27m (14) Corner to 

crack in L wall of main corner. Up corner to ledge 

under chockstone. 3) 27m (15) Up R-hand corner to 

ceiling. Traverse R to nose of buttress. Up over block 

and back to line. Up to bushy ledge. 4) 30m (16) Up 

and on to L wall. Up to ledge on L. 5) 21m Line to 

the top. Geoff Gledhill, Keith Lockwood (alt) 9.1.71 

52. A Bit o' the Other  150m 10 

1) 40m Climb crack, face and scrub above cairn at 

toe of large buttress at R end of cliff. 2) 40m Narrow 

chimney to ledge on R. 3) 40m Clean, grey rock to 

terrace. 4) 30m Grey wall. Keith Lockwood, Chris Baxter 

(var), Michael Stone 26.4.75 

 

53. Blueberry Oasis 130m 18 

source: thecrag Starts as for A Bit o' the Other. 

1) 25m Up to belay in scrub where it becomes possi-

ble to traverse R. 2) 15m Traverse R to front of but-

tress. Up to ledge. 3) 15m Crack and line to stance 

3m below roof. 4) 30m Roof and crack to ledge. 5) 

40m R and up to tree. Scramble off.  Glen Donohue, 

Wayne Maher 2.10.93 

 

54. Pie in the Sky  113m 16 

'Have another helping, Michael?' Two good pitches. 

1) 28m (16) Veer R past orange rock up wall L of 

overhangs, about 25m R of A Bit O’ The Other. 2) 

40m Corner, wall and overhang. On to ledge. 3) 45m 

Up easily. Chris Baxter, Keith Lockwood (alt) 26.4.75 
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Northern Cliff 
FROM thecrag: 

Start up the summit walking track for several hun-

dred metres, looking out for 2 large boulders on 

the walking track. 30m past the 2nd boulder, head 

15m uphill to another boulder that marks the end 

of an avalanche gully. Walk straight up this (and 

into another gully) for about 300m until it ends. A 

roughly cut track then heads left for a long way, 

and contains some tricky scrambling sections. 

Should be mostly marked, with green tape and 

cairned. When you're more or less under the RHS 

of the main wall, drop down from the top of a 

boulder, then walk the rest of the way to the mid-

dle of the wall, where the track meets the cliff 

proper (and the start of 'Civilization'). 

Descent from this wall: Rap from a large tree on 

the RHS of the top of the gully (looking out), down 

for 35m to another stubbier tree below. Then it's 

55m to the base of the wall (will land you at the 

start of Luftwaffle). Once at the base, it's still an 

awkward scramble through scrub; but you could 

do another short rap (to the south side) to get 

back down to the 'track' or ledge where you can 

walk along the base of the Northern Wall. Alterna-

tively, if you can carry all your stuff to the top of 

the cliff, you could walk down the tourist trail, but 

that won't get you back to the base of the cliff. 

 

topo from thecrag: 2 = Civilization, 3 = Mouse, 

4=Luftwaffe. 

55. ETMA 110m 17 

source: thecrag At the left end of the Northern Cliff 

is a large cave. Start up the right arête of this cave 

where it meets the main face.  1) 40m (17) Up 

through short crack and overhang, step left to belay, 

good ledge. 2) 25m (17) Step right and up to roof 

move through on right, up and left to belay. 3) 35m 

(15) Step right up to hand traverse under large roof 

at 15m up at its right end up to big ledge under 

large roof. 4) 10m (17) Exit through weakness in 

right side/end of roof, gymnastic. Joseph O'Connell,  Ra-

mon Francis (alt) 11.10.99 

 

56.  ★★★★ Civilization 130m 20 

source: thecrag.  On this climb, moss is a renewable 

resource; but the climbing and gear is good, with 

very little in the way of loose rock. Start right where 

the track finally meets the middle of the cliff, just R 

of 2 distinct cairns. Could link the first 2 pitches. 

Bring double ropes, plenty of long slings and cams 

to size 3. 1) 15m (19) Straight up wall (poor pro), 

and over tricky bulge to a ledge. 2) 10m (15) Trend L 
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up the wall for 10m, to semi-hanging belay in short 

shallow corner. 3) 45m (20) Climb up R from belay, 

heading for weakness through the overhangs at the 

base of the corner system. Scoot around to the R 

and up exciting wall above, traversing R, then 

straight up. A bit more R to hanging corner and up 

to belay, watch for rope drag. 4) 30m (20) Awkward 

around bush leads straight up to nice line / corner. 

Tackle on the L, and straight up past bushes to in-

creasingly difficult L facing corner (save a #3 cam for 

the top of this!).  5) 25m (17) Up series of ledges, 

walls and overhangs (more or less straight up), fin-

ishing just below top of cliff (watch out for some 

loose blocks at the top). Escape out R. Goshen Watts, 

Abby Watkins 18.2.16 

 

57. Mouse 187m 12 

The first ascent of the cliff, this wandering climb only 

nibbles at the possibilities of this futuristic crag. Not 

located. Start about 50m L of vertical groove on R of 

face, near small tree close to cliff. 1) 40m Up wall 

until level with ledge below large overhang. 2) 45m 

Traverse L. Walk along ledge. Climb past nose, then 

crawl and walk along ledge to belay near small cave. 

3) 42m (12) Walk back 5m R. Up to next ledge and 

follow it R until upward progress is at last possible 

again. Go up to L of small hanging buttress 25m 

above. Traverse 3m R on obvious line below bulge 

and go up steep, grey wall on good rock (crux) to 

foot of next corner. 4) 35m Up to corner and up it to 

stance near block or up L of corner past bush, then 

traverse back to top of corner and up to ledge. 5) 

25m Up, passing sloping ledge at 18m. Peter Treby, 

John Cayley (alt), Jean-Philippe Weibel 15.3.80 

58. Luftwaffe  75m 20 

Considerable loose rock mars a strong line culminat-

ing in a spectacular position. Almost directly above 

the car park is what appears to be the only gully on 

the cliff. (It could be descended but looks loose and 

dangerous.) 1) 25m (20) From the cairn (landmark) 

at the foot of this, climb the L wall and enter a small 

R-facing corner which leads to a bulge. Step L to a 

ledge. 2) 25m Pull over the bulge and follow the line 

to a ledge on the R below the final roofs. 3) 25m The 

line above - exciting. The abseil tree is just to the R. 

(Two 50m ropes required.) Stephen Hamilton, Chris Baxter 

(alt) 15.12.90 
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The South: Mt Sturgeon (Mt Wurgarri) 

Mt Sturgeon (Mt Wurgarri) 

      rating 
 

 tbc minutes tbcminutes tbc tbc tbc tbc  

 

The southernmost peak of the Grampians, Mt 

Sturgeon frowns down on the town of Dunkeld. It 

has a lot of broken and scrubby rock but little 

climbing potential. To approach the cliffs, park at 

the start of the four-wheel-drive track on the 

north-east side of the peak, almost opposite the 

southern end of the Dunkeld-Halls Gap road, 

north-east of Mt Sturgeon. There is a gate 50 me-

tres up this track. Walk up the track, taking the 

right-hand branch just after the gate, and follow it 

until it reaches the cliffline at the foot of a steep 

gully leading to the summit plateau. There is little 

rock to the right, but by walking left along the 

foot of the cliff, a substantial cave is reached 

about four fifths of the way along to a pair of de-

scent gullies, the left one containing a steep track. 

Above this cave is a second one (approached from 

just left of the lower cave), and above and just left 

of the higher cave is a substantial corner-crack 

which curves right in the only section of clean 

rock-all visible from the foot-track 200 metres 

above the gate. A Pressing Engagement takes this 

corner-crack. Left of the two gullies is another 

cliff, also facing south-east, below the summit. It 

continues around to the south and becomes even 

scrubbier. 

Cliff faces south-east. Walking time 15 minutes.  

1. A Pressing Engagement  50m 16 

Good line. 1) 25m (16) Climb the R-facing corner-

crack from the L end of the ledge above the two 

caves. From the ledge below the overhanging head-

wall, move R to a huge block. 2) 25m R a bit, then 

up the wall above into the wide chimney with scrub 

at its base. Exit L between summit roofs. Chris Baxter, 

Sue Baxter 21.11.87 

2. Scar of Sturgeon 130m 16 

source: thecrag Adventure climbing, great cliff ac-

cess created by the landslide, more route potential 

in surrounds. Approach: follow the landslide scar vis-

ible from the road directly up the middle rock face 

until you reach the lower pitch, which has a scramble 

between that and the next two pitches to top out. 1) 

15m (16) Toughest and best pitch of the route, tiny 

mossy holds on slabby rock. Good pro (small 

chocks/cams). Tree belay. 2) 40m Scramble to pitch 

2 (8R) limited if any pro available, set slings on bulg-

ing rocks for belay.  3) 45m (8) creative pro, slings 

and chocks. One Dyno, one heel hook make this 

pitch interesting, otherwise mellow, belay from over-

hanging rock. 4) 20m Scramble to top out and rejoin 

hikers for descent.  Luke McDonald, Stephen Trimble 8.2.19 
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The South: Alphabetic Index 

Indexes 

Alphabetic Index 

? 
***?Gold Digger, 66 

★★★★ 
★ Civilization, 113 

★★ Cracked, 107 

1 
*1967, 70 

2 
*234 Duck, 75 

A 
A Bit o' the Other, 112 

*A Climb For Steve, 16 

A Day In The Life, 42 

A Pressing Engagement, 115 

A Push By Pigs, 54 

A Reasonable Facsimile, 95 

A Short Outing for an Arapiles 

Mollycoddled Baby, 38 

*Absent Friends, 15 

Acaconda, 35 

Act Of Faith, 50 

*Aeropress, 72 

*Affagato, 73 

Altruism, 99 

Anchor Man, 13 

*Another Pleasant Valley Sunday, 36 

Another Time, 40 

*Apres Moi, 81 

**Archies Arête, 74 

*Ariel’s Project, 74 

*Auntie Coral's Mud Wrestling 

Extravaganza, 68 

B 
*Back in Black, 69 

Bagnolet, 58 

Banksia, 30 

Barquentine, 107 

Barracuda, 106 

**Beast of Burden, 18 

Beggars and Choosers, 41 

*Bella’s Crack, 74 

*Bennelong, 76 

*Beware of Falling Sheep, 60 

Big Grunt, 95 

Biggles, 59 

Black Boys, 49 

Black Madonna, 64 

Black Magic, 55 

Black Power, 64 

Black Thunder, 50 

Black Velvet, 109 

*Blackfella, 76 

Blind Faith, 81 

*Blitzkrieg Wall, 92 

**Block Off Arete, 17 

Blonde And Basic, 59 

Blood, Sweat and Fears, 60 

Bloody Mary, 29 

Blowfly, 44 

Blue Leprechaun, 43 

Blueberry Oasis, 112 

Bombay Bullocks, 75 

Bombs Away, 24 

Bonni Done, 27 

Bonni Lad, 27 

Book End, 11 

Boys Are Back in Town, 60 

Brace and Bit, 29 

Brace and Bit Variant, 29 

**Brave New World, 101 

Break In Hostilities, 43 

*Bresaola, 17 

Brunhilde, 92 

*Bumbly Way, 82 

**Bunjil, 67 

Burnt Offering, 45 

*Burnum Burnum, 67 

By Crom, 49 

C 
*Caffeine Hallucination, 72 

Cancer Man, 58 

Cardinal Sin, 83 

**Carmina Burana, 67 

Castellations, 15 

**Caveat Emptor, 48 

Cerveza And Snaggel, 54 

Chairman of the Bored, 83 

Charcoal Lane, 55 

Chill Time, 25 

*Chinnup, 70 

*Choc Wedge, 89 

Chock A Block, 12 

Chocks Away, 60 

Claim Jumping, 61 

*Classic Collector, 108 

Classic Corner, 11 

Code Name Z, 44 

Commando Assault, 44 

Concrete Scones, 108 

Conqueror, 30 

Conversations With A Gnome, 17 

Cornetto, 89 

Counterbalance, 13 

Crack City, 16 

Cracked Up, 13 

Crazed Dreams, 76 

Cream Cheese, 108 

***Cruel Sister, 83 

Crumblenaut, 18 

*Cry Free, 61 

D 
Daggy Dancing, 53 

**Dainty Ape, 54 

**Death Threat, 77 

Dejah Thoris, 102 

Depression Session, 54 

Derek and the Derros, 36 

Despondency, 31 

Die Sieger, 93 

**Discarded Dreams, 55 

**Discarded Wings, 16 

Dishonour Among Thieves, 55 

Distributor Caps, 11 

Dodo, 34 

**Dogfight, 82 

Dogfight Variant Start, 82 

Done And Dusted, 11 

Donkey Vote, 81 

Dorothea Jordan, 32 

**Double Shot Espresso, 73 

Dream Machine, 64 

**Dreamcatcher, 69 

**Dreaming of a White Christmas, 69 

Dreaming of Bulges, 59 

**Dreaming of Reconciliation, 74 

Dreaming of Rehabilitation, 72 

Dreams of Ordinary Men, 76 

*Dreamscape, 77 

*Dreamscape Direct, 77 

Durham Lead, 59 

Dynamo Hum, 47 

E 
*Eagle Buttress, 49 

Earl of Munster, 33 

Easier, 104 

Easiest, 104 

Easily Exposed, 15 

Easter Bunny, 59 

Easy, 104 

Echo and the Bunny Men, 99 

Eclipse, 43 
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Electronic Aardvarks Say Yes!, 104 

Elegance, 13 

English Channel, 44 

ETMA, 113 

Even Blanker, 41 

Excalibur, 31 

Excalibur variant, 31 

*Extinct, 102 

F 
*Fallen Angels, 50 

Fallen Masonry, 43 

False Alarm, 13 

False Exit, 99 

Fast Women, Fast Cars, Fast Descents, 

60 

*Fedallah, 30 

**Fedallah Direct Finish, 30 

**Fifty-Fifty, 24 

Final Straw, 109 

**Flasher, 19 

Flay, 109 

**Flights of Fancy, 81 

Flower Power, 112 

Fool's Gold, 60 

Forgotten Things, 15 

*Fractured Baculum, 75 

Fred The Scorpion’s Day Out, 53 

*Free Bird, 30 

*Free Passage, 70 

Fricka, 93 

Friends in High Places, 59 

Frowning Then Smiling, 15 

Frowning Then Smiling Direct, 15 

G 
Gerrymander, 81 

Gift of the Flab, 82 

Gilla, 60 

Ginnungagap, 92 

Give Me A Break, 17, 50 

Glen’s Route, 80 

*Go Forth, Young Man, 59 

**Gold Member, 66 

Gone Walkabout, 67 

Good Question, 60 

**Good Tukka, 69 

*Goorialla, 67 

Gormenghast, 111 

*Gothic Rock, 23 

Gotterdammerung, 92 

Great Expectations   20m, 11 

Great Peter, 109 

Green Gap Pinnacle Arete, 49 

Green Haze, 108 

**Grin and Bare It, 20 

Grin and Bear It, 96 

Guinea Pigs Picnic, 100 

Guinevere, 82 

**Gulgurn Manja, 72 

Gut Reaction, 97 

H 
**Hacklespur, 83 

Handle With Care, 108 

Handle With Care DS, 108 

Hapless Hammer Head, 106 

Haps II, 19 

Harassed Tweed, 109 

*Harpoon, 30 

*Have to Work on That, 76 

Head Wound, 75 

**Heaven Sent, 68 

Hello Sailor, 34 

Hexe, 19 

HMS Valiant, 33 

Holly Tree, 41 

**Honey Pie, 68 

Honourable Discharge, 44 

House of Hanover, 33 

**Humble Pie, 111 

Humpy, 19 

*Hunter Gatherer, 69 

I 
I Can Smell Something Burning, 45 

I’ll Be Dammed, 85 

Ice Man, 54 

Impressions, 54 

*In A Daze For Days, 50 

**Inca Trail, 59 

Indian Giver, 35 

Industrial Unrest, 104 

Insatiable/Meiga, 73 

Insulator, 23 

**Into the Badlands, 68 

Invasion Day, 76 

Ipso Facto, 81 

J 
Jack in the Box, 84 

Jamb Session, 81 

*Jamb Utty, 84 

James’ Route, 80 

Jammed Rope Syndrome, 77 

Jardwadjai, 71 

Jardwadjai Variant, 71 

*Jeddak, 103 

**Joe’s Project, 72 

Juggernaught, 14 

Jugs Away, 53 

Jumping Jack, 36 

*Just a Dream, 35 

K 
*Kadaitcha, 68 

Kaitoke, 58 

Khamsin, 59 

*Kid Gloves, 109 

Kill Me To Christen Me, 59 

**Kiss of the Spider Woman, 30 

Kitsune, 41 

Kunapipi, 66 

Kunapipi - Pot of Gold Link Up, 66 

Kunapipi Direct, 66 

L 
Lactic Build-up, 35 

Ladies No Charge, 50 

*Lasseter, 59 

*Last Train to Clarksville, 36 

Last Will, 33 

Left Buttress, 102 

Leper's Chimbley, 102 

Life, the Universe and Everything, 38 

*Lingiari, 64 

*Lionheart, 60 

*Liquid Sunshine, 43 

*Literary Lunch, 50 

Little Willy, 34 

Lost Generation, 60 

*Love At First Bight, 56 

Love Muscle, 21 

Lower Orders, 32 

Luftwaffe, 114 

M 
Major Mitchell's Cup of Tea, 32 

Major Mitchell's Fan Club, 33 

*Man Overboard, 76 

*Marie, 30 

*Marionette, 19 

*Melting Moments, 88 

*Michalangelo, 74 

Midnight Express, 25 

*Milord, 82 

**Miracle Mile, 56 

*Mirror Man, 50 

Mitchell's Carpenter, 32 

Momentary Lapse of Reason, 43 

*Monkey Business, 36 

Montague, 29 

*Monteverdi, 36 

Monty Python, 35 

Moo, 19 

Moomba, 75 

**Moon Safari, 71 

Moonshine, 43 

*Mordred, 67 

*Morgana, 67 

**Morning Glory, 67 

**Morning Glory Direct, 66 

Motherlode, 59 

Mountain Goat, 11 

Mouse, 114 
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The South: Alphabetic Index 

Movement At The Station, 87 

Muff, 58 

Muffin Gully, 107 

*Murinbungo, 67 

*Murranji Track, 74 

My Angel in Harlem, 41 

N 
Nails, 31 

**Namarron, 69 

Naughty Gnome    10m, 25 

**Need More Clothes, 69 

**Never Love a Stranger, 108 

Never Never, 64 

New Chum Hill, 58 

*No Stranger Love, 108 

Nook, 44 

**Not Drowning, Waving, 76 

Not Lichen It, 103 

Not So Easy, 104 

Not That Easy, 104 

Nothing Money Can’t Fix, 23 

*Nugget, 60 

O 
*Old English, 107 

Old English Variant Finish, 108 

Old World, New World, 55 

Old-Fashioned Corner, 41 

*On The Take, 49 

One Perfect Day, 60 

Oopherectomy, 61 

Opium of the People, 41 

Orange Roughy, 106 

**Orb Weaver, 69 

Order of the White Elephant, 32 

P 
Pagan Virtue, 59 

Paint It Black, 49 

Painted Treasure, 23 

Pandora’s Box, 43 

**Patent Lies, 83 

*Paul’s Project, 70 

*Peripheral Vision, 53 

Petals, 11 

Petrel Heads, 15 

Philippa's Libido, 96 

Pie in the Sky, 112 

Pilgrim, 31 

*Pilgrim II, 19 

Pinnacle Traverse, 14 

**Pisco Sour, 16 

**Playlunch Not Included, 57 

Pommy Granite, 58 

Ponderosa, 18 

Post Modern, 53 

***Pot Of Gold, 66 

**Power Dive, 110 

*Predator, 59 

Predatory Pussy, 50 

Prestidigitator, 110 

Prichards Bimble, 23 

*Prince Albert, 75 

*Princess Slayer, 73 

**Problem Solving Over .05, 74 

Proboscis Prevails, 54 

Promises in Paradise, 54 

Prophylactic, 110 

Psychedelic Zucchini, 73 

Publish and Be Damned, 76 

**Pumped To The Point Of Panic, 43 

**Puppet, 19 

**Puppet Direct, 19 

***Pusher Man, 83 

*Pusher Man Direct Start, 83 

Q 
**QED, 81 

Queen Ann, 29 

**Quiet Freedom, 54 

Quinkan, 67 

R 
R.E.M., 74 

Rain Of Little Terrors, 17 

**Rainbow Serpent, 66 

**Rainbow Serpent LHV, 66 

**Rainmaker, 24 

*Rameses II, 30 

***Red Chilli Nights, 75 

Red Rattler, 25 

*Regrets, 69 

Removal Service, 103 

*Resurrection, 92 

*Retreat in the Heat, 24 

*Ring of Fire Dawn, 75 

*Rings, RPs, Chalk & Cheese, 107 

*Rock Lobster, 23 

**Rock Melon, 89 

**Royal Bastard, 33 

*Rudolph's Shortcut, 69 

S 
**Sadie May, 72 

Sandstone Stalagmite, 13 

Santa, 82 

Santa's Exit, 68 

Scar of Sturgeon, 115 

Schneckenpost, 11 

**Scrotal Misgivings, 82 

Searching, 19 

See My Solicitor, 19 

Sepulchrave, 107 

Sexy Sickle, 43 

**Shadow Road, 106 

**Shaky Flake, 19 

*Sharks in the Bathtub, 83 

Sharks-head Groove, 107 

Shattered, 60 

Sheep Weather Alert, 40 

Shitty Encounters, 102 

*Short Memory, 73 

*Show No Mercy, 60 

Siegfried, 93 

**Signe’s Second Pitch, 73 

Silly Billy, 32 

Simple, 104 

**Single Origin, 72 

Single-handed Veranda, 23 

**Sisu, 23 

Skirt Dancing, 21 

Slackus Grunt, 111 

Slip, Slop, Slap, 44 

Slope On A Rope, 56 

Small-town Gossip, 40 

Snake, 31 

Snake Eyes, 53 

*Snuffy, 36 

*Sod’s Law, 73 

*Solar Wind, 44 

Solarplexed, 43 

Solent, 106 

Some Mistakes Are Built to Last, 61 

*Songline, 68 

Songs From Playschool, 12 

Sookie, 75 

*Sorry, 69 

Soul's Midnight, 44 

Sourdust, 106 

*Soz Mate, 70 

Spasm, 83 

Sporting Gesture, 53 

Stage Fright, 29 

**Starlets and Harlots, 36 

State of the Art, 53 

Steerpike, 106 

Steps Ahead, 59 

Stifled Groan, 111 

*Stone Free, 109 

**Stranger Love, 108 

Strapadicktome, 61 

Stuffed Kiwi, 50 

Suffer, 60 

Sugar Boy, 89 

Sugar Tax, 50 

Summer Daze, 53 

Sunday Sun, 43 

Sunshine Satisfaction  15m, 12 

Sunspot, 58 

Swanee, 20 

*Swarm, 31 

***Sweet Sixteen, 48 
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The South: Index by Grade 

T 
Take a Chance, 40 

**Talisman, 71 

**Tangent, 70 

Tars Tarkas, 103 

*Tchingal’s Curse, 68 

Teddy Bears' Picnic, 96 

Teddy Boys, 96 

*Tellumis Dreaming, 75 

The American Dream, 84 

**The Apology, 70 

The Beast, 103 

*The Big Easy, 72 

***The Birthday Barrista, 72 

**The Brotherhood, 70 

The Cliff That Was Naughty, 19 

*The Dangler, 82 

*The Dream, 82 

The Duchess, 111 

The Edge, 53 

The Ego Trip, 29 

The Enhancer, 14 

The Flying Circus, 35 

*The Fuchsia, 112 

*The Funeral Pyre, 83 

The Gnome Is Not Happy, 25 

*The Gnomian Way, 18 

**The Golden Handshake, 49 

The Gravel Road, 43 

*The Imperfect Distraction, 73 

The Inquisition, 81 

The Last Crusade, 44 

The Last Unicorn, 100 

*The Living Daylights, 83 

The Long March, 43 

The Milkshake, 34 

*The Nati Groove, 49 

*The Occasional Visitor, 16 

**The Perfect Extraction, 73 

The Rat Pack, 82 

The Rattler, 23 

The Ring Cycle, 93 

The Secret, 50 

The Shortest Day, 18 

The Shrew, 81 

The Shrew Direct, 81 

*The Soul Cages, 50 

*The Stars Look Down, 68 

**The Stolen Generation, 72 

*The Tubster, 74 

The Turnpike From Stockbridge To 

Boston  28m, 23 

The Velvet Glove, 109 

The Velvet Vice, 109 

Thoat, 103 

*Thor, 72 

**Titus Groan, 111 

*Titus Groan DF, 111 

Titus Groan Variant, 111 

To Tree or Not to Tree, 59 

Tolpuddle, 32 

Torero, 18 

*Totemic Arete, 70 

Tour Of Duty, 55 

Tracks, 16 

Treacherous Old Men, 55 

Treasure Of Fear, 58 

*Treaty, 69 

*True Blue, 81 

Tumble Weed, 110 

Turnpike - Bimble Combo   28m, 23 

Tweedle Dee, 30 

Tweedle Dum, 32 

Tyler’s Revenge, 55 

U 
Ultima Thule, 112 

**Underhanded Tactics, 74 

*Underhanded Tactics Direct, 74 

*Unhappy Slapper, 76 

Up the Spout, 59 

*Upper Crust, 32 

Ursa Minor, 96 

V 
*Valkyrie, 35 

*Vindicator, 83 

Vixen on Heat, 111 

W 
Walhalla, 92 

Wall Upon Wall, 22 

*Walunda, 67 

*War The Crow, 77 

Washed Out, 45 

*Wee Willy, 75 

Welcome Stranger, 60 

Well Done, Everybody, 53 

**Werpil, 70 

**Wha Wha Knee, 76 

What a Drag, 60 

**Whiplash, 106 

**White Woman, 76 

**Who Pulled the Plug?, 82 

**Wicked Game, 54 

Wikked Again, 76 

*William Who?, 33 

Wimps' Picnic, 19 

Winston Churchill Memorial Buttress, 

25 

*Witana Wall, 67 

Wuthering Heights, 110 

Y 
*Yesukai, 31 

You Shook Me, 60 

Young Men in Spats, 41 

Young Tarts And Old Farts, 59 

Your Worst Nightmare, 29 

Z 
Zodanga, 102 

 

Index by Grade 

5 

Green Gap Pinnacle Arete, 49 

Hello Sailor, 34 

6 

Chill Time, 25 

Guinea Pigs Picnic, 100 

Naughty Gnome    10m, 25 

Nook, 44 

Santa, 82 

The Last Unicorn, 100 

7 

Acaconda, 35 

New Chum Hill, 58 

*Prince Albert, 75 

8 

Dodo, 34 

Flay, 109 

Head Wound, 75 

Jammed Rope Syndrome, 77 

Mitchell's Carpenter, 32 

Soul's Midnight, 44 

Swanee, 20 

The Ego Trip, 29 

Ursa Minor, 96 

9 

*Have to Work on That, 76 

10 

A Bit o' the Other, 112 

Beggars and Choosers, 41 

By Crom, 49 

Chocks Away, 60 

Code Name Z, 44 

Donkey Vote, 81 

Easier, 104 

Easiest, 104 

Guinevere, 82 
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The South: Index by Grade 

Humpy, 19 

Leper's Chimbley, 102 

Monty Python, 35 

Pommy Granite, 58 

Prophylactic, 110 

Queen Ann, 29 

11 

Burnt Offering, 45 

Cream Cheese, 108 

Easy, 104 

English Channel, 44 

Gut Reaction, 97 

Last Will, 33 

Philippa's Libido, 96 

Predatory Pussy, 50 

Solent, 106 

Steps Ahead, 59 

Sunspot, 58 

The Inquisition, 81 

12 

Crumblenaut, 18 

Earl of Munster, 33 

*Hunter Gatherer, 69 

Kaitoke, 58 

Moomba, 75 

Moonshine, 43 

Mouse, 114 

Muffin Gully, 107 

My Angel in Harlem, 41 

*Nugget, 60 

Old-Fashioned Corner, 41 

**Power Dive, 110 

**Quiet Freedom, 54 

Simple, 104 

Snake Eyes, 53 

Sookie, 75 

The Milkshake, 34 

The Rat Pack, 82 

Up the Spout, 59 

Zodanga, 102 

13 

Banksia, 30 

Black Boys, 49 

Black Madonna, 64 

Easily Exposed, 15 

Gerrymander, 81 

Give Me A Break, 50 

Haps II, 19 

Ipso Facto, 81 

Kill Me To Christen Me, 59 

Lactic Build-up, 35 

Midnight Express, 25 

**Sadie May, 72 

Snake, 31 

Sunshine Satisfaction  15m, 12 

***Sweet Sixteen, 48 

Take a Chance, 40 

Teddy Boys, 96 

The Duchess, 111 

The Enhancer, 14 

The Flying Circus, 35 

*The Gnomian Way, 18 

The Shrew, 81 

*Titus Groan DF, 111 

Treacherous Old Men, 55 

14 

Biggles, 59 

Blind Faith, 81 

Blue Leprechaun, 43 

Cancer Man, 58 

Cracked Up, 13 

Derek and the Derros, 36 

Despondency, 31 

Fricka, 93 

Give Me A Break, 17 

Gormenghast, 111 

Hexe, 19 

Jamb Session, 81 

Ladies No Charge, 50 

Left Buttress, 102 

Not Lichen It, 103 

*Old English, 107 

Oopherectomy, 61 

Pagan Virtue, 59 

Paint It Black, 49 

Ponderosa, 18 

**Puppet, 19 

*Rudolph's Shortcut, 69 

Songs From Playschool, 12 

Strapadicktome, 61 

Stuffed Kiwi, 50 

Teddy Bears' Picnic, 96 

*The Dangler, 82 

The Gnome Is Not Happy, 25 

**The Golden Handshake, 49 

The Secret, 50 

The Shortest Day, 18 

The Velvet Glove, 109 

Tumble Weed, 110 

Tweedle Dum, 32 

Walhalla, 92 

Wall Upon Wall, 22 

Young Men in Spats, 41 

15 

*A Climb For Steve, 16 

A Reasonable Facsimile, 95 

Act Of Faith, 50 

Altruism, 99 

Another Time, 40 

*Auntie Coral's Mud Wrestling 

Extravaganza, 68 

Black Thunder, 50 

Blonde And Basic, 59 

Bloody Mary, 29 

Blowfly, 44 

Break In Hostilities, 43 

*Bumbly Way, 82 

Chairman of the Bored, 83 

Claim Jumping, 61 

Counterbalance, 13 

Crazed Dreams, 76 

Depression Session, 54 

Dishonour Among Thieves, 55 

**Dogfight, 82 

Dogfight Variant Start, 82 

Dynamo Hum, 47 

Elegance, 13 

False Exit, 99 

Good Question, 60 

Handle With Care, 108 

Handle With Care DS, 108 

Holly Tree, 41 

**Humble Pie, 111 

I Can Smell Something Burning, 

45 

I’ll Be Dammed, 85 

*Jamb Utty, 84 

James’ Route, 80 

Khamsin, 59 

Kunapipi, 66 

Kunapipi Direct, 66 

*Marionette, 19 

Never Never, 64 

*No Stranger Love, 108 

Painted Treasure, 23 

Petals, 11 

Pinnacle Traverse, 14 

Prichards Bimble, 23 

**QED, 81 

Rain Of Little Terrors, 17 

Red Rattler, 25 

*Retreat in the Heat, 24 

*Rock Lobster, 23 

Santa's Exit, 68 

Searching, 19 

Sharks-head Groove, 107 

Siegfried, 93 

Silly Billy, 32 

Small-town Gossip, 40 

*Snuffy, 36 

Solarplexed, 43 

Some Mistakes Are Built to Last, 

61 

Sourdust, 106 

Spasm, 83 

The American Dream, 84 

*The Big Easy, 72 

The Long March, 43 

Tolpuddle, 32 

Treasure Of Fear, 58 
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The South: Index by Grade 

Turnpike - Bimble Combo   28m, 

23 

Tweedle Dee, 30 

*Walunda, 67 

Wikked Again, 76 

You Shook Me, 60 

Young Tarts And Old Farts, 59 

16 

A Pressing Engagement, 115 

Barquentine, 107 

Bonni Lad, 27 

Boys Are Back in Town, 60 

Brace and Bit, 29 

*Bresaola, 17 

Cerveza And Snaggel, 54 

Charcoal Lane, 55 

Classic Corner, 11 

Commando Assault, 44 

Concrete Scones, 108 

Conqueror, 30 

Conversations With A Gnome, 17 

Crack City, 16 

Die Sieger, 93 

Done And Dusted, 11 

Echo and the Bunny Men, 99 

Excalibur, 31 

Excalibur variant, 31 

Fallen Masonry, 43 

False Alarm, 13 

Fast Women, Fast Cars, Fast 

Descents, 60 

Final Straw, 109 

**Flasher, 19 

Forgotten Things, 15 

Fred The Scorpion’s Day Out, 53 

Great Peter, 109 

Green Haze, 108 

Indian Giver, 35 

Jack in the Box, 84 

Kitsune, 41 

Love Muscle, 21 

Major Mitchell's Fan Club, 33 

Momentary Lapse of Reason, 43 

Movement At The Station, 87 

Not So Easy, 104 

Not That Easy, 104 

Nothing Money Can’t Fix, 23 

Old English Variant Finish, 108 

One Perfect Day, 60 

Opium of the People, 41 

Pie in the Sky, 112 

**Pisco Sour, 16 

Promises in Paradise, 54 

Sandstone Stalagmite, 13 

Scar of Sturgeon, 115 

Sepulchrave, 107 

Shattered, 60 

Single-handed Veranda, 23 

**Sisu, 23 

Slackus Grunt, 111 

Slip, Slop, Slap, 44 

*Sod’s Law, 73 

*Solar Wind, 44 

*Songline, 68 

Tars Tarkas, 103 

*The Fuchsia, 112 

The Last Crusade, 44 

*The Living Daylights, 83 

The Ring Cycle, 93 

The Turnpike From Stockbridge 

To Boston  28m, 23 

The Velvet Vice, 109 

Thoat, 103 

To Tree or Not to Tree, 59 

Torero, 18 

**White Woman, 76 

Wimps' Picnic, 19 

Your Worst Nightmare, 29 

17 

A Day In The Life, 42 

Anchor Man, 13 

*Another Pleasant Valley Sunday, 

36 

*Bella’s Crack, 74 

Big Grunt, 95 

Black Power, 64 

Black Velvet, 109 

**Block Off Arete, 17 

Bombs Away, 24 

**Bunjil, 67 

**Caveat Emptor, 48 

Chock A Block, 12 

Dejah Thoris, 102 

Distributor Caps, 11 

Durham Lead, 59 

ETMA, 113 

*Extinct, 102 

Friends in High Places, 59 

Frowning Then Smiling, 15 

Frowning Then Smiling Direct, 15 

Gift of the Flab, 82 

*Go Forth, Young Man, 59 

*Goorialla, 67 

Gotterdammerung, 92 

Great Expectations   20m, 11 

**Grin and Bare It, 20 

Hapless Hammer Head, 106 

Harassed Tweed, 109 

HMS Valiant, 33 

Honourable Discharge, 44 

Industrial Unrest, 104 

Insulator, 23 

Jardwadjai, 71 

Jardwadjai Variant, 71 

Juggernaught, 14 

Jugs Away, 53 

*Kadaitcha, 68 

*Lasseter, 59 

Life, the Universe and Everything, 

38 

*Marie, 30 

Mountain Goat, 11 

**Never Love a Stranger, 108 

Order of the White Elephant, 32 

Petrel Heads, 15 

Post Modern, 53 

Prestidigitator, 110 

Quinkan, 67 

*Resurrection, 92 

**Shaky Flake, 19 

Sheep Weather Alert, 40 

Shitty Encounters, 102 

*Short Memory, 73 

*Sorry, 69 

Sporting Gesture, 53 

Stage Fright, 29 

Steerpike, 106 

Stifled Groan, 111 

Sugar Tax, 50 

Sunday Sun, 43 

*Tellumis Dreaming, 75 

The Edge, 53 

*The Funeral Pyre, 83 

*The Occasional Visitor, 16 

The Rattler, 23 

The Shrew Direct, 81 

**Underhanded Tactics, 74 

*Upper Crust, 32 

Washed Out, 45 

*Wee Willy, 75 

Welcome Stranger, 60 

What a Drag, 60 

*William Who?, 33 

*Yesukai, 31 

18 

*1967, 70 

*234 Duck, 75 

A Short Outing for an Arapiles 

Mollycoddled Baby, 38 

*Apres Moi, 81 

Bagnolet, 58 

Barracuda, 106 

*Blackfella, 76 

*Blitzkrieg Wall, 92 

Blueberry Oasis, 112 

Brace and Bit Variant, 29 

Brunhilde, 92 

Cardinal Sin, 83 

Castellations, 15 

*Chinnup, 70 

Cornetto, 89 
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The South: Index by Grade 

*Cry Free, 61 

Daggy Dancing, 53 

**Discarded Dreams, 55 

Dream Machine, 64 

Dreaming of Bulges, 59 

Eclipse, 43 

**Fedallah Direct Finish, 30 

**Fifty-Fifty, 24 

Fool's Gold, 60 

Glen’s Route, 80 

Gone Walkabout, 67 

**Hacklespur, 83 

Invasion Day, 76 

Jumping Jack, 36 

*Last Train to Clarksville, 36 

*Liquid Sunshine, 43 

*Literary Lunch, 50 

*Michalangelo, 74 

*Milord, 82 

Montague, 29 

**Morning Glory, 67 

Muff, 58 

**Need More Clothes, 69 

Old World, New World, 55 

Pilgrim, 31 

**Problem Solving Over .05, 74 

Publish and Be Damned, 76 

**Puppet Direct, 19 

*Rameses II, 30 

Removal Service, 103 

Sexy Sickle, 43 

**Signe’s Second Pitch, 73 

Skirt Dancing, 21 

State of the Art, 53 

*Stone Free, 109 

Sugar Boy, 89 

**Tangent, 70 

*The Dream, 82 

**The Perfect Extraction, 73 

*The Soul Cages, 50 

*The Tubster, 74 

**Titus Groan, 111 

Titus Groan Variant, 111 

*Totemic Arete, 70 

Tracks, 16 

Tyler’s Revenge, 55 

Ultima Thule, 112 

*Vindicator, 83 

Vixen on Heat, 111 

Winston Churchill Memorial 

Buttress, 25 

19 

A Push By Pigs, 54 

*Absent Friends, 15 

*Back in Black, 69 

**Beast of Burden, 18 

Blood, Sweat and Fears, 60 

Bonni Done, 27 

Book End, 11 

*Choc Wedge, 89 

**Death Threat, 77 

**Discarded Wings, 16 

Dorothea Jordan, 32 

Electronic Aardvarks Say Yes!, 104 

Even Blanker, 41 

Flower Power, 112 

*Harpoon, 30 

House of Hanover, 33 

Ice Man, 54 

**Into the Badlands, 68 

*Jeddak, 103 

Kunapipi - Pot of Gold Link Up, 66 

*Lingiari, 64 

Lower Orders, 32 

Major Mitchell's Cup of Tea, 32 

*Monkey Business, 36 

*Monteverdi, 36 

Moo, 19 

*Murinbungo, 67 

Nails, 31 

**Not Drowning, Waving, 76 

*On The Take, 49 

*Pilgrim II, 19 

Proboscis Prevails, 54 

***Pusher Man, 83 

*Pusher Man Direct Start, 83 

**Royal Bastard, 33 

*Show No Mercy, 60 

**Starlets and Harlots, 36 

*Swarm, 31 

**The Apology, 70 

*Valkyrie, 35 

**Who Pulled the Plug?, 82 

20 

★ Civilization, 113 

★★ Cracked, 107 

**Archies Arête, 74 

*Bennelong, 76 

*Beware of Falling Sheep, 60 

Black Magic, 55 

Bombay Bullocks, 75 

**Brave New World, 101 

*Burnum Burnum, 67 

***Cruel Sister, 83 

**Dainty Ape, 54 

Dreams of Ordinary Men, 76 

*Fallen Angels, 50 

**Flights of Fancy, 81 

*Fractured Baculum, 75 

*Free Bird, 30 

*Free Passage, 70 

*Gothic Rock, 23 

*Just a Dream, 35 

*Kid Gloves, 109 

**Kiss of the Spider Woman, 30 

*Love At First Bight, 56 

Luftwaffe, 114 

*Melting Moments, 88 

*Mirror Man, 50 

Motherlode, 59 

**Namarron, 69 

**Orb Weaver, 69 

Pandora’s Box, 43 

*Peripheral Vision, 53 

Psychedelic Zucchini, 73 

**Pumped To The Point Of Panic, 

43 

**Rainbow Serpent LHV, 66 

**Rock Melon, 89 

Schneckenpost, 11 

**Scrotal Misgivings, 82 

**Shadow Road, 106 

Slope On A Rope, 56 

**Stranger Love, 108 

Summer Daze, 53 

*The Imperfect Distraction, 73 

*The Stars Look Down, 68 

Tour Of Duty, 55 

*Treaty, 69 

*War The Crow, 77 

**Wha Wha Knee, 76 

21 

*Ariel’s Project, 74 

*Classic Collector, 108 

**Dreamcatcher, 69 

**Dreaming of a White Christmas, 

69 

Dreaming of Rehabilitation, 72 

*Dreamscape, 77 

*Dreamscape Direct, 77 

Easter Bunny, 59 

Gilla, 60 

**Good Tukka, 69 

Grin and Bear It, 96 

**Gulgurn Manja, 72 

**Heaven Sent, 68 

**Honey Pie, 68 

Impressions, 54 

**Inca Trail, 59 

Insatiable/Meiga, 73 

*Lionheart, 60 

Little Willy, 34 

*Man Overboard, 76 

*Murranji Track, 74 

***Pot Of Gold, 66 

*Predator, 59 

*Princess Slayer, 73 

R.E.M., 74 

**Rainmaker, 24 

Suffer, 60 

The Beast, 103 
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The Cliff That Was Naughty, 19 

The Gravel Road, 43 

*True Blue, 81 

*Underhanded Tactics Direct, 74 

**Whiplash, 106 

22 

***?Gold Digger, 66 

*Aeropress, 72 

*Affagato, 73 

**Dreaming of Reconciliation, 74 

*Eagle Buttress, 49 

*Fedallah, 30 

Ginnungagap, 92 

*In A Daze For Days, 50 

Lost Generation, 60 

Orange Roughy, 106 

**Patent Lies, 83 

*Paul’s Project, 70 

**Playlunch Not Included, 57 

**Rainbow Serpent, 66 

See My Solicitor, 19 

*Sharks in the Bathtub, 83 

*Tchingal’s Curse, 68 

**The Brotherhood, 70 

**Werpil, 70 

**Wicked Game, 54 

Wuthering Heights, 110 

23 

*Caffeine Hallucination, 72 

**Gold Member, 66 

**Miracle Mile, 56 

**Morning Glory Direct, 66 

*Regrets, 69 

*Rings, RPs, Chalk & Cheese, 107 

*Soz Mate, 70 

***The Birthday Barrista, 72 

**The Stolen Generation, 72 

*Unhappy Slapper, 76 

Well Done, Everybody, 53 

*Witana Wall, 67 

24 

**Double Shot Espresso, 73 

**Moon Safari, 71 

*Mordred, 67 

*Morgana, 67 

**Single Origin, 72 

**Talisman, 71 

25 

**Carmina Burana, 67 

**Joe’s Project, 72 

***Red Chilli Nights, 75 

*Ring of Fire Dawn, 75 

*The Nati Groove, 49 

*Thor, 72 

 

Photo Index 

No index entries found. 
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The South: Photo Index 

 

 


